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IMES IS APPARENT WINNER
Several City Officials
Resign Their Positions

Recanvass Today
Finds 100 Votes

Exhibits Sunday
At Murray High
By Departments
ta

" The Art and Industrial Art
Kenneth C. lines of Almo is than 1851 as previously reported.
- Departments of Murray High
apparently the winner of the The total vote for E. Guy
,i,School will exhibit the student
Fifth District Representative Lovins, who was named winner of
works (grades 7 through 12) on
race in view of the findings of a the race at the close of the
Sunday, May 30 from 2 to 4 p.m.
The City Government lost
recanvass of Calloway County election Tuesday night, was 1833
in the Arts Building on 9th Street.
several of its officers last night
precincts conducted today. The In Calloway County.
Several students will be
because of various reasons.
recanvass, which was 'not Imes made a formal request to
demonstrating their skills on the
City Prosecutor Paul Shapiro
,ompleted at press time, did the Election Commission for a
potter's wheel, weaving looms,
tendered his resignation because
however disclose a discrepancy recanvass of -the voting machine
printmaking, and drawing and
of the fact.that he is practicing
of 100 votes at Murray Precinct In precinct number one in the
painting.
law in Benton and plans to move
Number One (Court House).
State Representative race for the
Student teachers helping with
there within a month. His
The original,vote recorded at Fifth District."
Members of the Kiwanis Club the program this year were: Mrs.
resignation was accepted and
the County Court Clerk's office Lovins entered a request with
celebrated their tenth an- Jackie Farrel, Mrs. Margo
Attorney Nat Ryan Hughes was
listed Imes as receiving 42 votes the commission for a recanvass
niversary in Murray with a Locke, Elliott Jordon, Don Gill
at the Court House, however the of every precinct in the county.
Fred Herndon and L. W. Paschall named to fill the position until the
banquet Thursday night at the and Miss Peggy Riley.
recanvass revealed that he ac- lines and Lovins, along with
bring in a Chicken Snake they November election.
student
Industrial
Arts
Woman'S Club House.
tually received 142 votes on that election commissioners, Clyde
killed somewhere. The snake was City Councilman Max Weaver
President Durwood Beatty teachers have been Don Wilkins,
voting machine.
Steele and Earl "Doc" Adams
six feet long. Brought it in in a offered his resignation from the
welcomed the wives and guests Dan Cannon, James HigginIf no other discrepancies are went to every precinct in the
Sunday, May 30, marks
box and left it with us. We showed council because of a conflict. In a
and reviewed only the past year's botham, and Hugh Outland.
discovered at any of the other county this morning, opened the
the 69th anniversary of
It around asking what it was the letter to Mayor Ellis and the City
work of the club.
polling places, the finding would front of each voting booth and
Nathan B. Stubblefield's,
final concensus is that it's a Council, Weaver pointed out that
Projects included donations of
he had discovered that his being
mean that Imes garnered 1951 checked the total vote for each
demonstration of his
Chicken Snake.
$150.00 each to Murray High
on the council was a violation of
wireless telephone in
votes in Calloway County rather candidate in the Representative's
School and to Calloway County
race.
Philadelphia. L. J. Hortin
Well anyway, after showing it the Merit System of the state.
High School for books and sapThe additional 100 votes for
invery
Roy Keigin
a
written
has
around, we could think of nothing Weaver had planned to seek rewill
The annual homecoming
plies for students; $500.00 worth
lines means that he won the Fifth
formative article conelse to do with it but put the box election to the council but with
Church
Coldwater
the
at
held
be
of playground equipment for the
District race—which includes
Stubblefield's
cerning
out in the alley, which we did. drew from the race before the
of Christ on Sunday, May 30,
election.
City Park; and $200.00 for a 4-H
Calloway and Trigg counties—by
his
and
radio
of
invention
Crocke{
Coleman
with Bro.
member to attend a Washington,
55 votes, 2408 for lines and 2353
subsequent demonstration.
Thursday morning Willard Pace John Ed Scott, who led in the
worship
morning
the
at
speaking
D. C. conference.
for Lovins.
The article appears on
of the Murray Sanitation System primary in the City Council race,
Josiah Darnall led the group in hour.
Imes said in his request that
page eleven of today's
picks up the box and lets out a was named to fill Weaver's
in
noon
at
served
be
will
Lunch
singing "America" followed by
The Calloway County Circuit “this request is made because in
Ledger & Times. Mr.
whoop. He thought the snake was position for the remainder of the
singing
and
Park
Coldwater
the
Court, Judge James M. Lassiter, adding the total votes cast in the
Hortin has put in many
still alive. Everybody got a good term.
A two ball golf foursome will be the invocation by Arlie Scott. J.
church at 2:30
Jimmie Billington, City Street played at the Oaks Country Club D. Rayburn introduced special will be held at the
presiding, ,will reconvene on races, there is a discrepancy of
long hours in efforts to
laugh out of it.
speak
also
will
Crocker
Bro.
p.m.
Superintendent, tendered his on Memorial Day, Monday, May guests. Leo Blair of Murray State
Tuesday, June 1, for the case of more than one hundred votes in
did
Stubblefield
that
prove
6:30
the worship services at
Legan vs. Beach, according to
University Department of Fine at
actually invent the first
Of course, a Chicken Snake is resignation as of May 31. Mr. 31.
(Continued on Page Teo
p.m.
the
with
office of Circuit Court Clerk
served
has
Barnes
Billington
Randy
the
and
Arts
radio.
harmless in the first place, but
Tee off time will be at 9:30 a.m.
attend,
to
invited
is
public
The
James Blalock.
there is something about a snake city for the past twenty-seven and players will be paired at that presented several musical a church spokesman said.
years and in a letter to the council time.
On Thursday the civil case of
numbers.
that scares most folks.
Bridges vs. Poindexter was
said that poor health had led him For information call David Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carter
started in Circuit Court, but was
Incklentally we were talking to resign from his city position. Thompson 753-5036 or Ira Story gave a reading on the life of
settled out of court during the
William Shakespeare and his
with two REA men the other day Named to succeed Mr. 7534454.
trial. This was a motorcycle and
and they say that snakes give Billington was Roy Knight, who Breakfast will be served at the play "Romeo and Juliet."
The theft of $312.75 from the
pedestrian accident case.
them the rnost trouble as far a: has served with the city for the Oaks Country Club each Satur- Guests for the occasion inRule day is being held by Judge Frontier Chicken on Chestnut
Past twelve years, with ten of day morning from 7:30 to 3:111 cluded from Mayfield: Dr. and
shorting'out transformers
Superintendent during the months of June, July, Mrs. Bill Simpson, Mr. and Mrs.
Street was reported to the
Lassiter today.
concerned. We thought that them as Assistant
William J. Douglas, senior at member of the Immanuel Baptist The case of Commonwealth of Murray Police Department on
Mr
Morgan,
and
Mrs.
Wayne
maybe Squirrels gave them the of the Street Department.
will,
and August. Breakfast
Boaz and Ralph Murray State University, died Church, Paducah, Pi Kappa Kentucky vs. Franklin Collins is Thursday at 10:30 am.
most trouble, but he says no. The Mr. Knight will assume his however, be served also on Malcomb
Superintendent
as
once
at
Skip Crook, manager of the
duties
from Murray early Thursday at the Baptist Alpha fraternity and Psi Chi scheduled in the Circuit Court on
Guests
'Thomas.
Squirrel is not too long and he can
Saturday, May
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, honorary society
of
the
Department.
ednesday, June 2. Collins was- Frontier Chicken, said $13.75 was
cross one pole of the transformer
All families are urged to at- were Mr. and Mrs. Bob Term., of injuries received in an
Billington, Mr. and Mrs. R. Y.
before he ever reaches the other Mr. Billington was praised by tend, a club spokesman said.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. indicted for wilful murder of Mrs. in quarters and rest was in bills,
Northern, Mr. and Mrs. Ken accident in Murray on Wed- Bonnie Shelly Douglas of Louise Dixon on February 17 of taken from the money bag and
one. A snake however climbs the Mayor Holmes Ellis saying he
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. James nesday, May 19.
pole to rest in the sun and slithers "was loyal to the core". He was
Murray; parents, Mr. and Mrs. this year by the May Grand Jury. cash register.
Douglas, age 21, was the son of
Armbruster, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Douglas of Paducah; two
from one pole to the other and also lauded by Prentice Lassiter,
Robert
Council Chairman of the Street
Birchfield, Mr. andliIrs.:tharles Mr. and Mrs. Robert Douglas of sisters, Mrs. Michael Clark and
BAM, he's had it.
Department, for his "good job
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Blair 300 North 36th Street, Paducah. Mrs. Nance Garner, both of
He had suffered a skull fracture
and Randy Barnes.
Snakes are not sitmey, they are over the years".
Paducah; grandparents, Mrs.
of
director
l•lancil J. Vinson,
when he fell from a fire truck
given
was
reading
second
The
merely cool since they are cold
Douglas and Mr. and Mrs.
Celia
alumni affairs at Murray State
owned by a fraternity.
to two ordinances, one anie-sling
blooded animals.
Joe Grasty of Paducah; great
University, will be the speaker at
Immediately following his
the privilege license ordinance
the commencement exercises at
death, with permission from grandfather, Alex Cunningham
A good reader calls the other day
Roberts Motor Company of
No Paper Monday
Continued on Page Tea)
the Cuba High School on Monday.
Douglas before his death,' his of Cadiz Route Two.
Lawrence E.(Keaton) Trees of
Benton.
to say that she has a Mocking
May 31, at eight p.m.
kidneys were transplanted to two
Brewers Community,
The funeral will be held the
Injured in the accident were
Bird in her backyard who gets
Rev. Jerry Bynum, pastor of The Ledger and Times will young men in the Memphis
at one p.m. at the Kirksey Route One, was fatally Willard Paul Pulley, age 16, of
Saturday
on
Day
Memorial
friendlier and friendlier as the
observe
Methodist
the Calvert City United
car
and
hospital.
truck
a
in
injured
Immanuel Baptist Church,
years pass. Now he eats cornBenton Route Two, Tommy
Church, will be speaker for the Monday May 31 in order that The Murray State senior was a
Paducah, with Rev. Billy Hurt collision just east of Brewers on Richardson, age 15, of Benton,
daily
bread out of her son's hand.
baccalaureate services on employees of the
5:10
at
80
Highway
Kentucky
and
Rev. T. L. McSwain ofnewspaper may enjoy the holiday
and Samuel D. Henderson, age
p.m. Thursday.
The Murray Postoffice will be Sunday, May 30.
ficiating.
FREE KITTENS
During the Civil War paper was
is with their families.
class
the
of
of Hardin Route One.
68,
valedictorian
The
in
31,
May
closed on Monday,
Burial will be in the Woodlawn
in short supply in the United
Swatzell, son of The downtown business section
Henderson sustained a fracture
observance of the Memorial Day Thomas Edward
pronounced
the
was
42,
with
Gardens
Memorial
age
Trees,
States and old rags were
Swatzell of of the city will be closed for the Five kittens, part Persian, six
of the leg and was admitted to the
holiday, according to Lester Mr. and Mrs. Usher
Benton
collected to be recycled into
and the greater part as well as city, weeks old are free to persons for arrangements by the Lindsey dead on arrival at the
Two,
Murray-Calloway County
Route
Wingo
Cleo
and
postmaster,
Nanny,
Funeral Home, Paducah, where Municipal Hospital at 5:15 p.m.
Hospital. He is listed in
salutatorian is Deobrah Lyme county, state and Federal offices pets.For further information call
Continued on Page Ten)
Sykes, assistant postmaster.
the
of
employee
friends
call
may
an
was
1He
753-4769.
satisfactory condition this
Harrison, daughter of Mr. and and the local postoffice.
Harrison of Closing in the shopping centers
morning by local hospital ofNo city or rural mail delivery Mrs. Charles M.
have will not be complete with several
Both
One.
ficials.
Route
Sedalia
be
will
service
or window
President's of the large stores remaining
Pully and Henderson were both
available on Monday." The been awarded $200
State open, however some of the stores
Murray
to
given emergency treatment at
scholarships
postoffice will be open for
in all the shopping centers will
the Benton Municipal Hospital.
The Flint Baptist Church, dispatch of mall and for those University.
remain open.
Pulley was transferred to the
located west of Alin° Heights, with postoffice boxes.
„ Local banks will be closed
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
will have its annual all day
GREAT BOOKS GROUP
Monday.
Memphis,Tenn., and Richardson
meeting on Sunday, May 30, with
The officials at the Postoffice The Great Books Discussion Places of amusement will be
By Jo Burkeen
was transferred to a hospital at
the pastor, Rev. Willie Johnson, have requested that persons not group has postponed its meeting
open and if the day is sunny a full
Paducah.
preaching at the morning wor- call the postoffice on Monday as to Tuesday. June 8, at seven p.m.
will
woman
County
Calloway
A
crowd is expected in the state
The Kentucky State Police said
ship hour at eleven o'clock.
only a small force will be on duty. at the Calloway County Public parks. Local golf courses are celebrate her 100th birthday on
the
Pulley car, going west on
be
Tilghman Barrow will be in
will
Mrs.
delivery
The normal
Library. The group will discuss expected to be filled also.
Sunday, May 30. She is
Kentucky 80, skidded 352 feet,
charge of the singing program to made on Saturday, May 29.
resides
who
Garland
Mary
Ella
Aristole's "Poetics".
semoivirosoossiainesamenaesmx:;f.o.,
turned around in the skid with the
start at 1:30 p.m. following the
on Murray Route Three east of
rear end of the vehicle striking
basket lunch at noon. Sunday
past
School
Faxon Elementary
the oncoming east-bound truck in
School will be held at the regular
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
the front. The truck was driven
time.
Mrs. Garland who is cared for
by Henderson.
The public is invited to attend
Mrs
daughter,
only
by her
Trees and Richardson were
and a special invitation is exFlorence Houston, is looking
passengers in the car with
tended to all singers, a church
forward to her birthday to be able
Pulley, but Henderson was
spokesman said.
to visit with her daughter,
traveling
alone, according to the
grandchildren, great grandstate police.
children, nieces, nephews, and
Funeral services for Trees will
friends.
be
held Sunday at two pm.at the
old
year
The almost century
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Mrs. Mary Ella Garland
woman is still very alert and has
Home, Benton, with Rev. Edgar
...100 Years OW May 30
a sense of humor and a "joyous'
and Rev. L E. Moore Jr.,
Siress
Partly cloudy weather will
the
of
many
outlook on life that
Garland's stepfather and mother, Garlands purchased in the officiating. Burial will be In the
prevail throughout Kentucky
people of today have never
young
Mr. and Mrs. Jun Ellis of the community. The house on forty Brewers Cemetery. Friends may
with little change in temknown. As this reporter visited
in acres Of land was brought from call at the Collier Funeral Home,
community
through
Palestine
today
peratures
with Mrs. Garland and members
County.
Galloway
Saturday. Highs today and
Joe Falwell for the price of Benton,
of her family on Wednesday, she
Saturday in the 60s to low 70s.
The Brewers man was born
61100.00 The log home has been
was gracious and alert and could
Moved To Sugar Creek
Lows tonight mid 40s to low 5(3.
reworked, covered in siding, but June 16, 1928, and his parents
recall many events in her life.
After their marriage they Is still in good shape in its were the late Franklin E. Trees
Mrs. Garland was married to
in the same community location on the hill just east of the and Bert Smith Treas.
resided
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
L L. Garland in the year 1903
before moving to the vicinity of Sugar Creek Church nestled in a Survivors are one daughter,
Kentucky: The extended
when she was thirty-two years of
United wooded area with a lovely view Mrs. Mike Fennel of Hardin
Chapel
Russell's
weather outlook Sunday through
age. Her husband who was six
the from the front porch.
1916
About
Church.
Methodist
Route One; one son, David Tress
Tuesday showS a chance of
Years younger than she, died
TAPPAN WINS SAFETY AWARD? The Tappan Company, Murray Division, has been presented
showers Sunday in the east
been Garland family moved to the Mr. and Mrs. Garland were of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Ann
had
they
after
April
1964,
9,
Sugar Creek community. 'Mrs. parents of three
portion early Monday. Little with an award of Merit for a low injury rate during 1970. Shown with the award are,front roe, left to
children, two of Novelle Ashner of Van Nuys,
married for sixty-one years.
her daughter are
change in temperatures. Lows in right, Ewing Stubblefield, Paul Bailey, Roy Lynn Morris and Newell Hopkins and back roe, Don
California; one brother, Everett
married by Squire arland and
couple
The
Alley. safety director, Audrey Newsome and Ed Hendon, plant superintendent.
still living in the same house the !Continued on Page Thirtees I Trees of Benton Route One.
the 60s. highs in the low 80s.
Torn Jones at the home of Mrs.

Kiwanians
Celebrate
Anniversary

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Kenneth Imes

Coldwater Church
'To Hold Homecoming

Two Ball Foursome
Planned At Oaks
Memorial Day

Circuit Court
Will Reconvene
Here Tuesday

Theft Of Money Is
Reported To Police

Murray State Senior
Succumbs From Injuries

79.

Mancil J. Vinson
Speaker At Cuba

Keaton Treas Fatally
Injured In Collision

Murray Postoffice
Closed On Monday

Homecoming Will
Be At Flint Sunday

Mrs. Garland To Celebrate
100th Birthday This Sunday

The Weather
immermsumniimmom
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The Voter Speaks
The voters of Murray and Calloway County made
their selections known on Tuesday in the May
Primary Election.
Possibly the largest shakeup came in the Murray
City Council Election with several incumbents being
defeated to give the City Council an entirely new
look.
The way for some change was brought about when
Councilmen Richard Tuck and Alfred Lindsey
decided not to seek re-election. The trend was further strengthened when Councilman Max Weaver
withdrew because of a conflict.
In Ward B four members of the City Council were
defeated, James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Opal Smith,
Howard Koenan and Mrs. Betty Lowry.
The net effect of the election was to produce two
new faces from Ward A in John Ed Scott and Buel
Stalls. In Ward B new councilmen are Melvin
Henley, W. R. Furches, Paul Mansfield, Fred Workman and R. L. Ward. This brings seven new councilmen to the city's ruling body and leaves five
members who are now serving.
What brought about this great change in the City
Council we do not know. We have "covered" City
Council meetings for the past twenty-five years and
we have seen few councilmen who are as qualified as
James Rudy Allbritten and H2ward Koenan. Both
the ladies served only one tethi.
Perhaps the change was brought about by a desire
on the part of the voter for a revamping of the city
tax structure or the feeling on the part of many that
a new set of councilmen could reduce the taxes in the
city. It may be that some of the new councilmen
have the idea that they could reduce the tax burden
on the citizens of Murray.
We predict that the taxes will not be cut and we
even will go so far as to say that they not only will not
be cut, but that they will be raised.
We have watched over the years and have noted
that as the city has grown the citizens of Murray
have demanded more and more services from the
city administration.
New laws have been passed and new rulings made
which cause extra expense to the city. For instance
the city now must pay a large premium for liability
insurance, this in addition to the premiums they pay
on the city's vehicles.
There is a constant demand for more paved
streets, water and sewer extensions, electricity
extensions, more policemen, more firemen, more
pay raises, better fire equipment so that fire insurance rates will be reduced, more efficiency in all
levels of city government, more police cars, better
garbage and refuse collection. The list goes on and
on. The irony of it all is that all of this takes more
money, and this money can only come from more
taxes.
We would unhesitatingly say that the money taken
in by the present administration has been used most
judiciously. There has been no frivilous spending
and each year when the budget for the following
year is made up the acquisition of new tax money is
a painful experience.
We take this opportunity to commend Mayor
Holmes Ellis too, on the devotion he has shown in his
job as Mayor. The city has been fortunate to have a
person of his caliber who had the time to spend on
the job that Mayor Ellis does.
The job does not pay enough for anyone to assume
the position and use it as his only means of livlihood.
We feel that in the not too distance future the pay of
this position will be raised to attract a full-time,
•qualified person.
Mayor Ellis has given far,far more time to the job
than the compensation now justifies.
Mayor Ellis earns $4800 a year and we would say
from the time he puts in he makes less than $1.00 an
hour. City Councilmen earn $30.00 per month and the
time required of them means they earn about I5c an
hour.
At any rate, whatever caused the great change in
the City Council, we hope that the new members of
. the council will pursue the progress of the city with
the same vigor and zeal as the present council and
that they will cope with the financial problems of the
city in a manner that will be pleasing to the majority
of the people.

Isn't

It The

Truth!

There are three kinds of women who understand
men--young women, middle-aged women and old
women.
"To women, men are an open book with a
table of contents, glossary
and index on each and every page."
—Maxims For a Bachelor

A PROBLEM CAN BE A JOY IF HANDLED PROPERLY
Dad must be one of the great problem solvers of all time. He will
probably never receive any recognition since he fits into that
great mass known as private problem solvers. Public problem
solvers are the ones that receive all the recognition. They are a
breed unto themselves because they usually cause more problems
than they solve, but it is done in such a way as to assure an occupation for future public problem solvers. Private problem
solvers get into trouble if they create a problem because they
usually are not smart enough to do it in such a way as to assure
someone else a job solving it.
Most people are private problem solvers. Some are much better
at it than others, and Dad is the best. Nothing makes him happier
than to find a problem and solve it. However,I must add it makes
Dad very angry if you try to help him and, in doing so, solve it for
him. He believes that the pay or reward is due the one working on
the problem, and it is down right robbery if someone helps you
and solves it for you.
Dad's most recent big problem was related to writing
something and making two copies at the same time without
spending much money. I could have given him some suggestions
and perhaps you could have too, but he didn't want any
suggestions since this was his problem. As usual Dad came up
with the solution. The simple solution was to use a sheet of carbon
paper between two sheets of typing paper. Type one and you have
two, as simple as that. "You see," Dad said, "Problem solving
can be a happy experience."
Another problem soon arose. Dad put the carbon sheet in wrong
and ended up with two copies on the same sheet. "No problem,"
Dad said. "I'll just give the editor two copies instead of one. How
simple problem solving is.".
I am amazed at my Dad's thinking ability. I'm equally sure the
editor, being a smart man, will have a mirror handy.
With thinking like this I can't understand why the world's ir
such a mess. But then, I'm still little.
—Bob Little

John Burton Smith, age 80, died this morning at the home of his
son, Acie Smith of Almo Route One.
Capt. Solon G. Bucy, retired after twenty years of active duty
with U. S. Air Force, received the Air Force Commendation
medal recently at High Wycome, England, with the 7th Air
Division Headquarters.
The Murray Ministerial Association presented twenty-one new
books to the Murray-Calloway County Library. Mrs. John Pasco,
chairman of the library Board, accepted the books from Rev.
Walter Mischke, Rev. T. A. Thacker, and Rev. Howard Nichols of
the ministerial association.
Wendell P. Butler, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
will be speaker at the first commencement exercises of Calloway
County High School to be held at the Murray State College
auditorium on May 31. Diplomas will be awarded to 110
graduates.

LEDGER•TIKES; FILE

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, May 28, the
148th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
3hase and first quarter.
The morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
A DELIGHTFUL SURPRISE
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Gemini.
I looked up to see
British statesman William
where my get up and go
Pitt was born May 28, 1759.
got up and went.
On this day in history:
I looked as far as I could see
In 1798 President John Adams
and as far as I could see
was empowered by Congress to
it was still going.
recruit an American Army of
Since I'm lazy
10,000 volunteers.
and I know it
In 1934 the Dionne quintuplets
but too proud to show it
were born near Callender, Ont,
I managed to hide it with labor.
In, 1940 the evacuation of
No one was more surprised than me
British, French and Belgian
when someone said of me
firoops from Dunkerque, on the
he's as busy as he can be!
English Channel coast of
France, began. When it was
—Thomas 0.PAIN .COmpleted, 337,000 had reached
Britain safely. More than 13,000
others were killed.
In 1955 Albert Whilehouse,
director of the United Steelworkers, predicted automation
The tousling winds brush through the trees.
in factories would lead to a
Mischievously tossing the limbs with their tender leaves.
two-how' wait day.
Tearing some away,and tossing them on the grass
And happily rushing on to others in their path.
I've seen these lovely leaves unfold in every shade that green
comes in, SO—
We don't appreciate your show off tricks—
You breezes grown so strong
and ask you kindly, "Rise a bit
above the treetops and Be gone"'
W. Ward
Murray, Kentucky

REPUBLIK OSIERREKli
lions into its policy, adding:
"A person gets what be pays
for, whether it be insurance protection or anything else."
The requirement of "visible
marks" is common in burglary insurance. One purpose is to lessen
the chance of an "inside job, in
which 'apolicyholder reports a
theft that never really happened
On the other hand, a polig,
may provide coverage even for
an unlocked car, provided it 1c
not left "unattended." In one
case, a TV set was stolen from an
unlocked car, which the owner
had left at the curb for only
about five minutes.

Undeterred, Fthel filed suit.
"It is true there were no marks
on the car door," she said in
court. "Probably the thief got in
with a master key or a coat
hanger. But the fact remains that
my bracelet was stolen. The company is trying to hide behind a
technicality."
Nevertheless, the court turned
down her claim. The judge said
an insurance company has the
right to put reasonable limits-

1as
an Indian Warrior, a preacher's ward,

a swindler, a mule-skinner,a gunfighter,
a drunkard, a hermit, an Indian Scout,
a polygamist, and I tried to kill General Custer.
And you can believe as much
of that as you want.

UST1N HOFFMAN

Birthday of

liANS MAKART
1840. 1884
Austrian Artist
historical & Figure Painter

Pananseon • lecnnicotor

May 25, 1971
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NEWBORN ADMISSION

cowman re viamons Aso

Baby Girl Curling (Mrs.
Jerelen Curling), Rt. 9, Benton.

COLOR BY KIWI'
Mrs. Gladys Rose Spann, 1005
S. 16th, Murray, Mrs. Judith
Katherine Carroll and Baby Boy,
Gatesborough Est., Murray,
John Houston Noakes, Jr., 367
Hart HALL MSU, Murray, Mrs.
Grace Pearl Irvin, 717 Sycamore,
Murray, Dallas Lawrence
Adams, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Jennifer Linda York and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Harry
Benard Morton, Rt. 1, Benton,
Joe Rayburn, 800 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Jean Colson, 900
Story, Murray, Claude Wesley
Farmer, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Edith Estell Elkins, Dexter, Mrs.
Jan Brown, Rt. 4, Highway 79
East, Paris, Tenn., Rudie
Gilford, Parker, Rt. 3, Murray,
Lather Ti Easley, Rt. 7 Box 155,
Murray, Mrs. Florine Cobb, 317
Anderson
Ave., Mayfield,
William Jennings Garland, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Susie Marine, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Ladle Alton, Rt.
1, Buchanann, Tenn.,

LATE SHOW
Fri.& Sat. 11:30

,
CHILDREN'S MOVIE.67T2.

,lucha Pictures Nvat

4SeJERRY Lays
JNIULESH

Sat. 1 til 3
All Seats 5`
.f.,

MURRAY

You re going to love
Big Noisy.
••••••OuN,

Only four matcli
played as the M
Weekend tennis ti
the Calloway C
moves into its fina
Wednesday, Geo
little trouble elin:
Smock 6-1, 6-1 in th
singles. He nos
Chrisman in the set
Chrisman received
bye.
In the Men's N
George Oakley d
Overby 6-2, 6-4 to a
second round where
Keller, who recei
round bye.
In the men's c
Keller and Budd
teamed up to ellin
Shuffett and Pete Pi
to move into a serr
They now face Hu
Bill Fandrich, w.
George Oakley and
6-3, 6-4.
"It will be up to t
players or teams to
opponents will be at
the appointed Urn

Alcindo
Play wi

HOUSTON (UPI)
dor will spend I
night playing baske
Alcindor, the 7-3
NBA champion
. Bucks, planned to
today in Washingti
fly to Houston ft
meeting of the Al]
the National Baske
ation and the Amer
ball Association.
The players arraru
to fatten their pe
and to help the WI
Foundation and the
a real test of
strengths of the tan
Oscar Robertson,
of Alcindor on
revealed Alcindoi
secret wedding in
room before the
practice
Thursd
Robertson said:
"He's giving np
moon. That's hot
thinks of the game.
The game, starl
p.m. CDT, will be sp
a token crowd of at
the cavernous Astrr
will be seen by abo
over 197 television
largest network

Winne'
Expect
At Lea,

He's mean, rotten,
thieving, a womanizer.

S StSfnas

Sharp, normally
external
affairs minister, was denying
assertions made last week by
an opposition candidate that a
ransom was paid for Cross, but
no ransom was permitted for
Quebec Labor Minister Pierre
Laporte, kidnaped then murdered by members of the Quebec
Liberation Front.

Jane Fonda in
"BARBARELLA"

By KURT MEIJI
INDIANAPOLIS,
--One of the most
500-mile speedway s
years lbomed tod
least a half do:
drivers battling for
dollar jackpot.
advert
Barring
conditions and maj
which slow the
field; Saturday's
expected to averag
record 160 miles p
the distance —possi
The forecast calle
cloudy to cloudy

At Ti
Play
'TWO MULES FOR SISTER SARA

"unattended." But again, a court
denied the dads. The court said
even five minutes of opportunity
is enough to tempt a thief.

GED] A

usilvERSAL PtCTURE TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION'

:Mon. Nit., May 31st Only.
OUR ANNUAL_
•
•
tittpdpittsvpiro-mttoltotpeit***1

Similar problems of interpretamay .arise in the burglary of
a building. One case involved the
tion

picking of a lock on a grocery
store. To meet the requirement
of "visible marks," the grocer
pninted out that scratches ort the
lock, made by burglar's took,
could be seen microscopically.
Were such marks "visible", A
court decided they were indeed,
and made the insurance cornp.iny
pay for the loss. The judge said
"visible" meant able to be wen
rather than actually seen Ihe
microscope, he said, merely made
clearer what was already Mere

An American Bar Association public service feature by
Will Kerner(
'
1 ,1 71 ',,,,,,o.,,,RA F N—ok

tn-nr BIG NUN

Hospital Report

Trying later to collect insurance, he argued that this was too
brief • time to make the car
The next day she put in a
claim under her homeowner's insurance policy. But the company
refused to pay off, on the ground
that the car showed no "visible
marks" of burglary, as required
by her policy.

Adults $1.50 Children 75c

14eet% 18w58 and,
),

NO RANSOM
OTTAWA ( UPI 1—No ransom
was paid to the kidnapers of
British diplomat James R.
Cross to obtain his release Dec.
Minister
3, Acting Prime
Mitchell Sharp said Wednesday.

Theft from Your Car
Ethel, visiting at a friend's
house, was positive she had left
her car locked. Yet, when she returned to the car, she found a
front door ajar. Sure enough, a
gold bracelet placed in the glove
compartment had vanished.

@No

Open 7 Nitely 1 p m Sat & Sun

Deaths reported are Mrs. Lenora Johnson, age 65, Joe F
Luter,
age 76, and J. W.(Will) Hutchens,age 76.
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Shipley, won the
public
speaking contest in the Regional FFA Speech Meet.
Rev. Eurie Mathis has accepted the pastorate of the
North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mr and Mrs. Ray Brownfield are attending the Rotary
Club
convention being held in Atlantic City, N. J.

Ye shall do no unrigbteousness in judgment, in meteyard, in
weight, or in measure.—Leviticus 19:35.
Cheating is always wrong. Justice is required of us as human
beings.
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PLUS * ON OUR SCREEN ...

Whip him! Brand him!

ARMED TO THE TEETH, you might say, is this L'
ning ii Fit i• Support Base .ftokkilsan :Met
patrol in South Viptnani's A shall %%dies'

MGM ptesents An

Allen Klein Product.nn

n- RTonv

Anthony

Metrocolor

Break him!
but make
I damn sure
the stranger
crawl
out
te of

By FRED Mc
UPI Sports'
Some days even
stars look like Litt
That was the ca.
with Frank Robir
Baltimore Orioles
Oliva of the Minni
two of the top ph
American League.
Robinson droppt
fly ball in the sect
a game with th
Indians, allowing
score and paving tl
10-5 Orioles' defeat
N Oliva didn't do ai
as embarrassing, b
to come up with RP
line single to right
eighth inning, let)
get by him for a b
triple which gave
City Royals a 5-3
In both tilatillIC41
throught they ha
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Mayfield Defeats Livingston
For Chance At State Tourney

SrerCeCinCe=e=a0.=.=*04:00434

Four Matches Played Standings
In Calloway Tourney

p.o.ce=e
By United Press International
David Fowler's hit drove in the
National League
Mike Adams.
The Mayfield Cardinals ad- double by
East
matches or the absent player or
Mike Sims two winning runs.
pitcher
relief
After
State
Only four matches have been
vance to the Kentucky
team will have to forfeit," said
W U Pct. GB
David Fowler went the entire
Roger Kennemore and
played as the Memorial Day
Baseball tournament after walked
28 17 .6=
frames for the Mayfield
to
Smock, who is the club's Si- Louis
seven
him
sacrificed
Quallt
Weekend tennis tournament at
downing the Livingston Central Scott
swimming and tennis chairman New York
25 16 .610 1
to right- Cardinals, but Livingston's
double
Adams'
second,
the Calloway Country Club
Cardinals 4-2 in the Regional
for the year.
26 18 .591 144
Pittsburgh
center tied the count at 2-2. Joe Redbirds called on Joe Hardin
moves into its final days.
finale yesterday.
18 19 .486 6
Smock also urged all players Montreal
a walk and stole and Mike Sims in bid for the
United States won 10, plus the
By JOE NAGLE
Wednesday, Gene Landolt had
The Mayfield Birds never led Ford drew
20 24 .455 7/
2
1
and teams who can do so to play Chicago
was balked to Lexington trip-.
Adams
second.
two
Scotland
halved.
ANDREWS,
ST.
when
little trouble eliminating Hunt
until the top of the seventh
2
1
16 2'7 .381 10/
their first-round matches before Philadelphia
misplay of Hardin hurled the first four
Livingston
a
and
of
third
son
ironic
an
old
was
Carr,
20-year
(UPI)-There
Smock 6-1, 6-1 in the Men's No. 1
they scored three runs off one,
West
innings for Central and Sims took
Memorial Day, which is Monday,
twist to Britain's 13-11 victory former 'British Captain Joe
singles. He now faces Ed
W' I: Pct. GB
over. Immediately he retired the
May 31."This wig greatly relieve
Pitt 6-3.
Thursman
only
States
the
Carr,
United
up
the
wound
over
Chrisrnan in the semi-finals after
32 14 .696
Oak top three batters in Mayfield's
League-Blue,
the expected congestion on the San Francisco
American
remain
cup
Walker
on
to
-23rd
side
either
day in the
Crisman received a first-round
23 22 .511 81
2
/
courts Monday," he said, em- Houst5)inz
10-1; Siebert, Bos 8-0; Hunter, order. Sims took the first two
undefeated in four matches.
Amateur Golf Match.
bye.
8-3; batters in the top of the sixth in
;„,,72 24 .478 10
,
phasizing that all matches before Atlanta
Stuart, a 28-year-old insur- By United Press Internationai Oak 8-2; Lolich, Det
The two men -Roddy Carr
In the Men's No. 2 singles,
22 24 .478 10
Balt 7-2.
that time will be best-two-of- Los Angeles
Palmer,
stride, but had no trouble from
did
Ayr,
-who
from
'inspector
Stuart
Hugh
ance
and
George Oakley defeated Don
Leading Batters
18 27 .400 131
2
/
three while those played on Cincinnati
then on. Kent Stone drove Johnny
most to achieve the victory Scotland, was chosen for only
Overby 6-2, 6-4 to advance to the
National League
RINALDI SIGNED
13 32 .289 18
Memorial Day will be limited to a WSan Diego
Kendall home for Mayfield's first
to
lucky
emerged
and
three
extremely
rated
matches
were
second round where he faces Don
G' AS IV W Pet. BALTIMORE (U P1) - Rich score of the game.
Thursday's Results
single, elimination match.
be selected. Certainly they victorious each time.
Keller, who received a first45 178 27 67 .376 Rinaldi, third round draft pick
Davis, LA
Starting times for Monday's Atlanta 4 Montreal 1
The vistory sends Coach Roger
two
With his achievement, young Brock, St.L
must have been the last
round bye.
44 182 42 68 .374 from St. Peters (N.J.) College, Field's Red Birds to the State
matches will be posted Sunday Pittsburgh 5 Cinncinnati 2
names on the selectors' 10.man Carr at last- emerged from the Alou, Hou
In the men's doubles, Don afternoon
33 107 10 40 .374 was signed to a two-year Tounrey, to be played at the
at the pro-shop, he St. Louis 10 Cicago 0
shadow of his father's past Garr, At]
squad.
Keller and Buddy Valentine said, and it will be the respon- Los Anageles 5 S.F. 1
46 194 35 69 .356 contract Thursday by the University of Kentucky field in
It was lucky for Britain,
triumphs. After three victories Bckrt, Chi
teamed up to eliminate Chuck sibility of each player or team to
44 179 31 63 .352 Baltimore Bullets of the Nation- Lexington. The competition is
winners for only the second and a half in his first Walker Torre, St.L
Shuffett and Pete Purdom 6-3, 6-2 note the time assigned and to be
45 170 32 59 .347 al Basketball Association.
Today's Probable Pitchers time, that they were. Carr end Cup he is no
scheduled to take place June 8-10.
'longer just "the Mays, SF
to move into a semi-final berth. on the courts at their appointed Chicago (Pappas 5-5) at
40 138 28 47 .341
was the second Mayfield will play the tourRinaldi
Stuart helped contribute six and Son of Joe Carr."
They now face Hunt Smock and time.
Statib, Mont 38 135 27 46 .341 highest scorer in St. Peter's naments second game, opposite
Pittsburgh ( Wlaker 1-5), night. one half points of the total
Carr san a 33100t putt On the
Bill Fandrich, who defeated
e Memorial Day tournament Atlanta (Nash 4-3) at St. Britain gained from 12 victories 18th green to defeat Jim Smmas, St.L 39 140 17 46 .329 history with a 28.6 point the Morehead Region winner in
George Oakley and Joe Rearoat
42 177 16 57 .322 average.
Alou, St.L
being played to determine Louis (Cleveland 4-2), night.
an upper bracket.
and two halve matches. The Simons of Butler, Pa., by two
6-3, 6-4.
individual and team sesdings for Houston (Wilson 4-2) at
holes Thursday.
****** *****
****
***
"It will be up to the individual future tournaments at the club. Cincinnati (Gullett 5-2), night.
ABR' W Pet. w sr** *******
G'League
Simons, 21 year old youngster Oliva, in
players or teams to be sure their Thirty-two men and women Philadelphia (Short 3-6) at
4 99,
37 149 29 56 .376 ,
of the US. squad, lost both Murcer. NY 42 150 22 54 .360'4,
opponents will be at the courts at players have been matched in the Los Angeles
Downing 3-2),
the appointed time for their event.
matches in his first Walker Cup
night.
Rchrdt, Oil 39 127 14 41 .323
American may, ad
other
and two
Today 7:30 and 9:211
39 148 19 47 .318
San
at
5-2,
(Seaver
York
New
•
to/initzkj, eos
newcomers also failed
43 144 35 45.313
Sot, Sun, Mon 2-4-64-10:00
Diego (Arlin 1-6), night.
Impress on their debuts.
42 158 22, 49 .310
Rojas, KC
Montreal ( Renko 4-31 at Sa
•
were Jim Gabrielsen of Atinta Hoh,Minn
40 116 1fl36 .310
Francisco (Stone 3-2), night.
•
and John Farquhar of Amarillo, smith, gos
31 53.308
172
43
•
American League
Tex.
, Min 42 156 16 48.308
brewKI
Where have
East
By JAMES M' EVANS
of
success
But the undoubted
36 119 24 36 .303
Kaline, Det
•
you been,
W U Pet. GB MEMPHIS, Tenn. IUPI)the U.S. team was dapper Tom
•
Home Rims
basketball'game in prime time Boston
encore.
an
needs
Ziegler
.651
15
Larry
28
Brother
HOUSTON (UPI)-Lew Alcin- in history. The old record was
Kite, a 21-year-old student at National League-Aaron, All
record
near
a
firing
3
after
But
17
24
.585
Baltimore
Jahn,
19.
dor will spend his wedding 189 stations.
the University of Texas. Only and Stargell, Pitt 15; ffench,
24 20 .545 41
2 62 over the par 70 Colonial
/
Detroit
night playing basketball.
in four outings on the 6,951 CM 14; Cepeda, Atl 12;
once
NBA coach Bill Russell sain New York
•
2 Country Club course to take the
1
18 24 .429 9/
Alcindor, the 7-3 center of the he was not going to announce
yard, par 72 course was lie on Williams, Chi and Bonds, SF 11.
ennual
14th
the
in
lead
day
.429
24
first
18
2
1
/
9
Cleveland
NBA champion Milwaukee his starting lineup until shortly
•
the losing side.
American League-Cash, Det
17 28 .378 ;2 Danny Thomas Memphist ClasWith
•
Bucks, planned to get married before tipoffl but the best guess Washington
Veterans Bill Hyndman of 11; Horton, Det and Oliva,
Columbia
A
Picture
sic, he's a tough act to "follow.
West
Will Geer
today in Washington and then was Alcindor, Robertson, one of
Huntingdon Valley, Pa., and Mimi 10; Smith, Bos 9; Powell,
Color !GPI 4:330
W' L' Pct. GB Ziegler, 31 from Terre Dulac,
Bradford Pittman
fly to Houston for the first the game's organizers: Elvin
Campbell of Huntington, Bait and Jackson, Oak 8.
Bill
•
which
round,
31 16 .660 ... Mo., said the
Bevel Todd
meeting of the All Stars from Hayes of San Diego, a former Oakland
-W.Va., managed only a half
Runs Batted In
an
and
birdies
six
7
.511
22
included
23
Minnesota
3:30
DAILY
MATINEE
the National Basketball Associ- University of Houston Star;
point apiece from two matches National League- Star gell,
•
22 24 .478 -8/
2 eagle, was his best since he
1
Eve 7.45 & 9.15
ation and the American Basket- John Havlicek, whom Russell California
and the fight was left to the Pitt 39; Torre, St.L 36; Aaron,
classic
Michigan
1969
the
won
20 22 .476 8/
2
1
Kansas City
4t
ball Association.
"Young Tigers" of the squad. All and Santo, Chi
34; *
played with and coached on the
17 73 .425 10/
2 and the lowest round he has
1
The players arranged the game Celtics; and Billy Cunningham Milwaukee
Wadkins of Richmond, Cardenal, St.L 33.
Lanny
16 23 .410 11 had. He joined the PGA tour in
Chicago
to fatten their pension funds of the Philadelphia 76ers.
Va., Steve Melnyk of Jackson- American League-Killebrew,
* Plus * •
1966.
vtin
Thursday's Results
and to help the Whitney Young
-Fla., Allen Miller of Minn 37; Petrocelli, Bos 31; *
ville,
ABA coach Larry Brown said Milwaukee 5 Minnesota 3
It fell a stroke short of the'
SHORT •
Foundation and they consider it he would start former NBA
Pensacola, Fla., and Virmy Bando, Oak 29; Powell, Balt • Keep
•
pro
Steve
touring
61
2
record
Washington
6
Boston
Your
a real test of the relative players Rick Barry of New
Giles of Richmond, Va., lost and Yastrzemski, Bos 27.
SUBJECT
1969
the
during
fired
3
Reid
York
New
4
Detroit
Head In
•
strengths of the two leagues.
twice in four games.
Pitching
York and Zelmo Beaty of Utah
0-T0-60 •
Memphis Open, which was
The Stars
•
Oscar Robertson, a teammate along with Willie Wise of Utah, Cleveland 10 Baltimore 5
The last time Britain won the National League- Dierker,
•
renamed the 'balmy Thomas
of Alcindor on the Bucks, Charlie Scott of Virginia and (Only games scheduled)
Walker Cup, whic this year Hou 8-1; Carlton, St.L 8-2;
•
event a year ago.
Today's Probable Pitchers
revealed Alcindor's hitherto Larry Jones of Florida.
celebrated its jubilee, was in Jenkins, Chi 8-4; Osteen, LA
6:15.8:15
4:15,
1.
10:13
Sat, Sun, MOD 2:15,
•
and
secret wedding in the locker The ABA jeserves are Most Clegeland (McDowell 3-5) at Ziegler started early
1938.
and Stoneman, Mont 6-2; Ellis, ***wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww******** *II
after
course
the
just
finished
night.
4-5),
(Johnson
Chicago
NBA
first
the
room before
Valuable Player Mel Daniels
Then and .Roger -Brown of Indiana, Kansas City tWright 0-21 at noon.
Thursday.
practice
Washington (McLain 4-7), night. The remainder of the field
Robertson said:
Don Freeman and Steve Jones
"He's giving up his honey- of Texas, Bill Melchionni of California (Messersmith 4-5) seeking the top Prize of $35,000
no avail through
moon. That's how much he New York and John Brisker of at New York (Kekich 1-0), chased him to
an intermittent rain.
,night.
thinks of the game."
Pittsburgh.
The game, starting at 7:30 Russell's bench consists of Oakland (Blue 10-1) at Boston Veteran Frank Beard came
clossest, but rested two strokes
p.m. CDT, will be Played before Earl Monroe of Baltimore, Walt (Siebert 8-0), night.
$3,766.00'
Base Car
$3.792.00*
Base Car
$4,216 Ow
Base Car
a token crowd of about 15,000 in Frazier and Dave Debusschere Baltimore (McNally 6-3) at back with a six-under par 64.
Lee Trevino and Chi Chi
the cavernous Astrodome, but it of New York, Dave Bing of Minnesota (perry 5-4), night.
Automatic Transmission $216.50
Automatic Transmission $21700
Std
Automatic Transmission
will be seen by about 20 million Detroit, Lou Hudson of Atlanta Detroit (Cain 1-0) at Mil- Rodrigue WERE paired at 66,
5115.90
51t500
Power Steering
Power Steering
Std.
Power Steering
four strokes off the pace, and
over 197 television stations, the and Nate Thurmond of San waukee (Parsons 5-4), night.
Std.
Hill,
champ
Dave
Power
Brakes-Disc
Std
'defending
Power
Brakes-Disc
Std
Brakes-Disc
Power
largest network for a pro Francisco.
City; Mark Donohue, Media, who said he was tired, was
40
566
AM
Radio
$6600
AM
Radio
$92.35
AM Radio
Pa., who starts next to Revson back in the pack at 71.
Sid
$3230
Tires,
Size
$3200
Whitewall
Size
Std
Tires,
Whitewall
$3445
Whitewall Tires,Std Size
in the first row, and New After getting to the clubProtective Side Molding $33.75
Protective Side Molding $34 00
Std
Protective Side Molding
Zealand's Denis Hulrne, the house, the blond Ziegler exfourth fastest qualifier who plained that he only came to
TOTAL
$4,250.85
$4.256.00
TOTAL
$4,342.80
TOTAL
starts on the inside of the Memphis this year "to give this
$91.95
Difference
$86.50
Difference
course one more whack."
second row.
.•
He said in four previous trips
*Based on manufacturers' suggested retail priers for comparably-equipped 1.door hardtop roadiei, excluding state and local taxes and destination charger.
Their machines are powered he had been on the road again
Offenhausers,
by four-cylinder
after two days, after playing
an engine that churned the four poorly and never completing 27
cars in qualifications holes.
By KURT FREIJOENTHAL temperatures climbing into the fastest
18-15 "I had bad elbows, bad
has an
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI. 708. Possible rain was expected and which
over the eight- knees, anything you want to
advantage
-brie of the/most competitive to hold off until evening.
cylinder Fords among the 33 think of," he said.
500-mile speedway auto races in Unlike last year, when A%
starters.
"I've done so poorly in
years Itomed today with at Unser, Albuquerque, N.M. ran
least a half dozen hot-shot away from the field to become Al Unser led 190 of the 200 Memphis that I almost missed
drivers battling for the million- the eighth pole sitter to roll into laps last year, including the this year, but decided to give it
dollar jackpot.
victory lane, the 200-lap chase last 95, but ne such singular one more try, since the course
weather was expected to be a torrid superiority was expected this will be torn up after this year,'
adverse
Barring
conditions and major accidents duel between the three British time -especially with the three Ziegler said.
Colonial Country Club, scene
which slow the pace of the McLaren machines and the rest McLarens up front.
of the tournament since it
field,- Saturday's winner was of the field headed by Unser,
began in 1958, is being vacated
expected to average at least a his brother, Bobby, and A.J. However, many
redbirds
in its present location, which
record 160 miles per hour for Foyt, Houston, Tex.
figured it will be the McLarens
the distance -possibly faster.
The three basically identical against the field, with Donohue has become surrounded by
homes and businesses, and
The forecast called for partly McLarens are driven by pole perhaps the driver to beat.
'moved to a more rural location
cloudy to cloudy skies with sitter Peter Revson, New York

Walker Cup Won By
Britain on Thursday

Major League
Leaders

Alcindor to Marry Today
Play with Stars Tonight

ADULTS ALL sEms

Ziegler
Takes Lead
In Memphis

iEY
MEN
ANN

SEX and ASTROLOGY
41.

CHRYSLER
ROYAL

Winner In Indy 500
Expected To Average
At Least 160 mph

At Times, Even The Superstars
Play Ball Like Little Leaguers
'sized up correctly.
Oliva was victimized by the 2.
By FRED MeMANE,
Robinson called second base- outfield grass which caused the Atlanta beat Montreal 4-1,
Writer
UPI Sports
man Dave Johnson off a soft ball Pena hit to bounce away Pittsburgh defeated Cincinnati
Some days even the superfly hit to right by Ray Bosse front the charging rightfielder. 5-2, St. Louis blanked Chicago
stars look like little Leaguers.
with two runners aboard but With the bases loaded in the 10-0 and Los Angeles downed
That was the case Thursday
to hold on to the ball as eighth and the Brewers trialing San Francisco 5-1 in the only
failed
with Frank Robinson of the
both runners crossed the plate. 3-2, pinch-hitter Pena hit what National league games.
Baltimore Orioles and Tony
"Frank called me off the appeared to be a single to right Willie Horton hit his 10th
Oliva of the Minnesota Twins,
He does that when he and Oliva rushed in hoping to homer of the year and singled
ball.
the
two of the top players in
thinks I'm not set," said make a play at the plate on home another run during a
American League.
Johnson.
Tommy Harper, who was three-run sixth inning as the
v Robinson dropped a routine
"What about it?". asced trying to score from second Tigers moved to within 1½
of
inning
fly ball in the second
Robinson when queried about base with the tie-breaking run. games of second-place Baltia game with the Cleveland
his miscue. "I just dropped it." But the ball took a bad hop more in the East. Run-scoring.
Indians, allowing two runs to
Robinson's error keyed a over Oliva's glove and went f singles by Al Kaline, Horton
a
for
way
the
score and paving
three-run inning and gave the a triple as three runs scored. and Bill Freehan in the sixth
10-5 Orioles' defeat.
Oliva didn't do anythincquite Indians a 4-0 lead. The Orioles "I charged the ball," said pinned Fritz Peterson with his
Mickey
as embarrassing, but he did fail bounced back to tie the score in Oliva. "It was right in front of fourth loss and helped
to come up with Roberto Pena's the fifth but Ted Uhlaender me. But then it hit the grass Lolich to his eighth victory
Winning pitcher Gary Peters
line single to right field in the delivered a two-run single in and scooted off to the side. If I
the
from
it,
man
get
second
the
to
the
sixth
give
a two-run single and
a
cracked
Indians
ball
the
letting
eighth inning,
ii
get by him for a bases-clearing lead they never relinquished. can't score and the game is Reggie Smith and Ri;
ice
lii
.
homered
trocelll
triple which gave the Kansas Uhlaender drove in four runs in still tied 3-3."
Red
Sox
other
The
only
AL
the
In
action,
the
game
while
triunmh.
Bong
Powell
Boston's
victory.
5-3
City Royals a
by three
- In both instancts the players cracked his eighth homer of the Detroit edged New York 4-3 and now lead Baltimore
Boston defeated Washington, 6- games in the East.
' throught they had the play year for Baltimore

CHEVY
CAPRICE

FORD LTD
BROUGHAM

Move over Ford and Chevy

Chrysler Royal's
coming through
with your kind of
price
While you're at it, move way over. Because
this is no cut-down car. This is a fullslze Chrysler. with all the lull-size
luxury you'll never find in a Ford
or Chevy Like the largest interior
in the medium price class. Like
Chrysler Corporation's exclusive
Torsion•Quie.t Ride Even a new
V-8 that runs on regular gas
1 when you add the features
you Buy a luxury car for, the price
difference is enough to make Ford and
Chevy blush For the right car deal. you've
got to come to the right place Our place We'll
move you up Royally

Chrysler Royal
4-Door Hardtop

AUTHORIZED DEA/JERE

CHRYSLER
maroon
conecteAnee

Come tothe
Right Place
You'll go home with the right car

Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 S. Fourth Street

•

, •
.4.• uf

Murray, Ky.
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Summer Wedding Planned

DEAR ABBY: This is a long story, but I need advice.
Tom [not his real name] was 17 and I was 15 when we
started going steady. We kept getting closer and closer, so
what happened just had to happen. Well, it happened one
night in a room over their garage. Thatplace became sort of
our hideaway until his mother caught us in the act. She
called my mother and made a big stink. They made Tom and
me break up, and from then on I was watched like a hawk
and treated like a criminal.
Pretty soon I started getting calls from the most popular
guys at school. I soon found out they wanted only one thing. I
had a tooth missing in front so I thought it was kind of funny
that the most popular guys in school wanted to date me.
Then I found out that Tom had told them I was a pushover.
All the boys I go out with think I have to let them do
whatever they want because I have a tooth missing in front.
I am going to have a tooth put in on May 24th, then rm
turning over a new leaf and I'll show them they are wrong.
Please tell me, Abby, how does a girl clear her name
after it's been dragged in the mud?
MISSOURI GIRL
DEAR GIRL: A girl elears her name the same way she
messed it up. By the way she behaves. Deal expect to
elmage your Image overnight, but if you behave like a goose
girl cessistently, the word will sees get around. fP. S. There
Is another valuable lesson to be learned from your
experience. Boys talk! I
DEAR ABBY: I am a 32-year-old divorcee and the
mother of two. I am deeply in love with a 33-year-old man.
He is kind and gentle and my children love him and be seems
to love them. The problem is that be is not an American
citizen and has been in this country for almost two years.
He wants me to marry him in Septeraber, and I would
like to marry him, but my friends have told me to be careful
because he may be marrying me part to become an
American citizen. He has told me that he loves me and I
believe him, but I don't want to marry him if there is any
doubt about his motives. Can you help me? LOVES HIM
DEAR LOVES HIM: If you love him and yen believe that
he loves yea, deal let the doubts of year Heads Influence
yea. Yam doubts are the wily doubts you seed consider.
DEAR ABBY: Do mixed marriages ever work?

CAL
DEAR CAL: Yes. But they wort better If bigots &met

DEAR ABBY: Mike's letter telling you he might belt his
wife for using his razor to shave her legs made me smile, a
little sadly. I used to use my husband's razor, too. And even
tho I always carefully washed and dried it, be always knew
when I had used it. And be hollered too, because I had my
own razor.
I used to slip into my husband's robe and house slippers
in the mornings, even tho my own robe and slippers were
within easy reach. Why? Because it made me feel close to
him. As dm his arms were around me.
Maybe Mike's wife is trying to tell him something? My
husband is dead now, but I still remember the warmth of
his
robe. And the sharpness of his razor. His razor was always
so much better than my own.
H. U. II.: CHICAGO
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Boa WM. Las Angeles. Cal.
WM. Per a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
Far Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send ill -to Abby. Boa OWN, Los Angeles. Cal. MOO.

7s3-11117 or 7541.49111

imursor4/t,
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HOME
SWEET HOME,
w5K, AGAIN"
The

Ifftomeivagott,
hostess. can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and•make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home,- aglin.

She will bring gifts and
vital information from

,your neigh borhoe:l bustkailers.

cline and

Can Linda Adams
Phone 153-23711
Myrtle KW LirOf
75:14365
a•no.s
vs
.,. '

s

Miss Sherry Kaye Finney and
Ted Morgan Duke, bridal couple,
were honored with a dinner and
household shower on Saturday,
May 72.
Tee event was held at the home
of the bride-elect's grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Fendrix Smith of
Ashland CitY, Tenn.
Nineteen members of the
family were present or sent gifts.

The Western Kentucky Horseman's Association will have a
horse show at the Wranglers
Riding Club starting at three
p.m. for WKHA members and
non-members.

By Abigail Van Buren

Eight varieties of threeleafed Aidsmrorks are called the
-true" ones.

Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Shower

Saturday, May 29
Breakfast will be served at the
Oaks Country Club from 7:30 to
9:30 a.m.

She wants her
image changed

Mrs. I. B. Burkeen

Association will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hall McCuiston
at two p.m. Dr. R. B. Parsons will
be the speaker.

Friday, May 28
Commencement exercises for
Calloway County High School will
be held at Jeffrey gymnasium at
eight p.m.

'Dean.-4136t

mix

Brower-Sears Engagement

Tr -Alpha Club
Installs Officers
At May Banquet
The Tri-Alpha club of Murray
High School met May 16, for a
candle light banquet to install the
new officers.
The banquet was held at
Southside Restaurant in honor of
the last year officers. Annette
Houston, the retiring president,
gave her last speech to encourage
the new officers. Gail Russell
received the "Lai Lu Young
Award"for being the outstanding
junior 'Fri-Alpha member.
The retiring officers and officers elect are listed respectively: President—Annette
Houston, Sizan Johnson, vice
esident—Nancy Hart, LuAnne
Brown.
secretary—Marilyn
Parks,
Karen
McGary,
treasurer -Gail Lyons, Karen
McClure, program chairman—
Jayda Stuart, Kathy Koenen,
chaplain—Christe Cooper,
Suwon Moore, service chairman—Nancy Mathis, Sarah
Cooper.
Department Ind specialty shops are good places to
register your gift preferences. This makm it easy
on your friends and car
save a lot of returning Ise
er

The reception
Will it be buffet or sitdown? After this is agreed
on, you can determine what
to serve and how much it
will met. Again, the services of a professional can
save you money.

Calloway County Youth for
Christ will present its third
program at 7:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church.

Sunday, May IS
The members of the First
Methodist
Church
United
graduating from high school will
be guests of honor at a breakfast
VI 7:30 am, at the Holiday Inn,
sponsored by the Women's
Society of Christian Service.

Miss Brenda Joy Lamb
Mr.and Mrs. Wavel Lamb of Mayfield Route One announce the
engagement of their daughter, Brenda Joy, to Pfc. Anthony
(Tony) Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones, also of Mayfield
Route One.
The bride-elect will be a 1971 graduate of Sedalia High School.
The prospective bridegroom graduated from Calloway High
School in 1968 and attended Murray State University. He is
presently serving with the 82nd Airborne Division, of the U. S.
Army, at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
A summer wedding is being planned.

LOSE UP TO
20 POUNDS
IN 14 DAYS!

Homecoming will be held at the
Miss Jancine Marie Brower
Coldwater Church of Christ with
Bro. Coleman Crocker speaking.
Mr.and Mrs. Paul R. Brower of Murray Route Seven
Lunch at noon at the park and
announce
singing at 2:30 p.m. at the the engagement of their daughter, Jancine Marie, to Dennis Roy
Sears, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace R. Sears of Jacksonville,
church.
Texas.
The bride-elect and groom-elect are graduates of
Baccalaureate services for
Calloway
County
High School. They will be attending East Texas State
Murray High School graduating
University
this
fall.
class will be held at the First
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time.
United Methodist Church at eight
-7"
p.m.

The Postoffice will be closed
Annual all day meeting will be for Memorial Day. No phone
Driver-Cunningham Laura Parker Is
calls
at Flint Baptist Church.
please.
Medalist
Vows To Be Read Oaks Golf
The Art and Industrial Art
Tuesday, June 1
Laura Parker was named as iepartments of Murray High The Progressive
Homemakers
On Friday, June 1 medalist
for the ladies day golf School will have an open house Club will meet at the
home of

Miss Peggy Driver,daughter of held Wednesday at the Oaks
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Driver, and Country Club.
Dannie Cunningham, son of Mr. Others named were Virginia
and Mrs. Robert Cunningham, Jones, second low; Ann Thomphave completed plans for their son, blind hole; Ada Sue Roberts,
wedding.
best sport.
The double ring ceremony will Grace James was the golf
be solemnized on Friday, June 4, hostess.
at seven o'clock in the evening at
the Calvert City Church of Christ
with Ralph Steury officiating.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception will be The medalist for the
ladies day
held at Ken-Bar Inn.
All friends and relatives of the olf held Wednesday at the
couple are invited to attend the lloway County Country Club
as Betty Lowry.
wedding and the reception.
Cathryn Garrott had low putts
and Evelyn Jones had the poker
hand. Rebecca
West was
The harp is one of the ol- named as having most fun on No.
dest musical instruments I.
known to man.
The golf hostess for the day was
Alice Purdom.

Calloway Medalist
Is Betty Lowry

Omicron Alpha Chapter, Tau Phi Lambda
Has Pledge Ceremony For Six Members
A beautiful pledge ceremony the World director and trustee,
was held by candleight on May concerning the recent state
25, at 7:00 p.m., in the lovely convention. Thanks were exhome of Mrs.Julia Higginbotham tended by the social chairman to
where the Otnicon Alpha chapter those who opened their homes for
of Tau Phi Lambda sorority met the progressive dinner and to
for its monthly meeting.
those who helped in preparation
The vice-president, Mrs. Anna of the meal. Mrs. Sykes was
Laura Farris, conducted the appointed chairman of moneyceremony in which six pledges making activities, and a moneyparticipated. Pledges were Mrs. making project was discussed,
Trees Grogan, Mrs. Cynthia but no action was taken at that
Hirt, Mrs. Melody Jourdan, Mrs. time.
Jo Hale, Mrs. Martha Andrus It was agreed that a salad
supper would be held at the next
and Miss Phyllis Sykes.
The president, Mrs. Carolyn meeting and each member was
Parks, led the opening ceremony asked to bring her favorite salad.
after which the roll was called by The meeting will be at the home
Mrs.
Helen Spann, and of Mrs. Glenda Smith on June22,
minutes were read. Mrs. Jeannie at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. Jeannie Lamb
Lamb gave the treasurer's will be her co-hotess.
report, and committee reports A delicious salad was served
with cokes by Mrs. Higginwere called. for.
Mrs.
Higginbotham an- botham.
nounced that the sorority softball Members present at the
team would play its first game on meeting were Mesdames Carolyn
June 8 at Robertson Field, and Parks, Anna Laura Farris, Jean
discussion was held regarding Richardson, Martha Andrus,
the game. Mrs. Kathy Sykes was Kathy Sykes,Helen Spann, Treva
appointed to talk with the Court Grogan, Cynthia Hart, Loretta
Road Supervisor about errecting Jobs, Jeannie Lamb, Jo Hale,
the sorority road signs on the Judy Scribner, Phyllis Sykes, 1
Jane Alley, Glenda Smith.
right-of-way of Highway 641.
Mrs. Spann read a letter from Melody Jourdan, Julia HigginJohn C. Robinson, a Woodmen of botham and Diana Myers.

displaying their students work Mrs. Bobby Wilson for a supper
from two to four p.m. in the Arts meeting.
Building South 9th Street.
Groups of the CWF of the First
Monday, May 31
Christian Church wIll -meet as
A two ball golf foursome will be follows: I with Mrs. James C.
played at the Oaks Country Club Hart at her cabin for a
potluck
starting at 9:30 a.m. Players will luncheon at eleven a.m.; II at
the
be paired at the tee. For in- church library at two p.m. with
formation call David Thompson Mrs. Elmer Collins and
Mrs.
753-5036 or Ira Story 753-6454.
Bennie Maddox as hostesses with

4W
3 prs. $
Mens
WALKING
SHORTS
Solids & plaids
Vals. to 14"
szio

Mirro-Matic

PRESSURE COOKE
4-qt., one piece unbreakable
pressure control.
9.99 Val $7"

40

RUG SET

$3300

TABLE LAMPS

-4 4
Pledges of Omicron Alpha chapter of Tao Phi Lambda sorority
sign the Bond Book at the recent Pledge Ceremony held in the
home of Mrs. Julia Higginbotham on May 25. From left to right.
Mrs. Cynthia Hart, Mrs. Melody Jourdan, Mrs. Tresa Grogan.
Miss Phyllis Sykes, Mrs. Jo Hale, and Mrs. Martha tridru%

One Group Ladies

for every room in the house.

SANDALS

20%

OFF
During This Sale!
100%
Polyester
DOUBLE KNITS
54-& 60'wide
full bolts
$313 yd.

Ladies
100% Nylon

KNIT SHORTS
Asst. Colors, sizes 8 to 18.
Special Price $166

2/$5

White, black, white—navy—red
combination & bone-tan
combination. 9
.44

170

Mens
Short Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS

Shop for unadvertised Specials
throughout the store during
this 4-hour event!

mast*, Margo
.....

BANK AP#11EIHCA0t17

Records filed on n
the office of the Call
Court Clerk Marvir
elude the following
the staff of the Ledge.
They are:
Smithwood De
Corp., Inc., to David
Daniel E. Roberts,
Roberts, and James
three lots in Kern
Development Corp.,
Trearnon Cloys an
Cloys to Wilson Will
and Carolyn Ann We
Westwood Subdivisio
Mary Louise Stes
Kelly and Christine
af land in Murray.
James Oralee Elkir
Elkins, to Pius B. Ir
Addle Ingram; tracl
Calloway County.
Kenneth J. Owen
Mae Owen to Edwa
Jajosky; tract of hi
Murray-New Concors
William A. Warren
Allison and Bernice
two lots in Sherwoo
Subdivision.
Henry Boyd and Fr
to J. C. Ford and fit
lot in East "Y" Man
Velda Pawnee Mcli
to Alvis Leslie an
Leslie; tract of land i
641.
Mamie F. Lawrer
D. Puckett and Fay
tract of land in Murr
Frank 0. Flichardso
A. Richardson to
Futrell; lot in Pine I
Subdivision.
Nelson Blalock as
Blalock to Frederick
Jeanne G. Park; lol
Valley Lake Properti
Power of attorney
T. Lassiter given to
Lassiter.
Power of attorney c
Lassiter given to
Lassiter.
Calloway county
inc.,to B. J. Goodvrin
J. Goodwin; lot in
Shores Subdivision.
L. F. Ratteree
Earnest; tract of Ian
Morgan Boat Dock R
World Land L.T.D. I
Fitzgerald and Iva C.:
lot in Baywood Vista 5
Billy Tidwell to Ear
Elkins, and Pamela
tract of land east of
L. F. Rattereee
Pugh and Dorothy,gpi
land, north of Ratters
Walla Short an 13L
to June Hicks and Midi
tract west of Highwre
Guthrie H. Allot
Virginia Allen; tract
Murray.
M. 13. McGinnis ai
McGinnis to Herman
Cammie V. Lovins;
Calloway County.
Billy Gray Walker se
Walker to Herbert
tract of land in CAllos
County.
Boundary Agreemei
Max Bonner, Anne B
Herbert Chitwood, a
Hollow Shores.
LawrenCe Rushing I
Robbins and Caro
Robbins; tract of
Calloway County.
Jack Gordon Parss
dithG. Persall to E
Padgett and Martha F
in Plainview Acres.
Venda Jean Gibsoi
Herndon and Floy Her
of land in Murray.
Smithwood Dev
Corp., Inc., to Edwai
and Margaret Fol;
Kentucky Lake De
Subdivision.
Fulton Young Realt
Young and Irene C. Yi
Lynnwood Estates E

Farmington Vasil
Cheerleaders Elm

Solid colors & plaids, PermaPress Reg. '1.99
SALE! $1
"

20"

Men's
Knit
SPORT SHIRTS
'Crew & V Neck
styles 13" Val.

4-Piece
Colonial Braided
One 9'x12'-one 3'x5' and two
149" Value
2'x4'
Only 4 sets to sell!

Good Selection of

$12°'
I

SPECIAL HOURS
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Ladies
PANTY HOSE
Sheer, super tit

PORTABLE FANS

v

Helene Hatcher Visher speaking
This is, honestly. 'a fantasticallY
successful diet. If A weren't, the U.S.
on South America.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per:
muted to use it! Right? So,give your.' .
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order self
the same break the
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet gets. Lose weight the U.S. Ski Team
scientific,
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. way. Even if you've Aried all theproven
other
diets, you Owe It ti) yourself to t*
The Delta Department of the the U.S. viomen'sSVi Team Diet.(Not
Murray Woman's Club will have Grapefruit Diet). That is, if you really ,- do want to
20 pounds in two
a potluck supper at the club house weeks. Order lose
today. Mil this out as a
at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses will be reminder.
Mesdames Jack Kennedy,
Send only $1.25 ($130 for Rush
Wilbert Outland, Charles Ecer, Service), cash is O.K., to: Ski
Team
Graves Hendon, George Over Diet, 279 Sheffield Dr.: Dept. RC,
boy, Prentice Lassiter, and Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103. Don't
order unless you expect to lose 20
Edgar Howe.
pounds in two weeks! Because that's
what the Ski Team Diet will do!()
The
Retired
,leachers
—.Advertisement—

onday, May 31

Keller or Lasco brand, fully
guaranteed.

11.

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Deer
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the, "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 piounds in two weeks.'
That's right -4 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep -full", no starvation. because the diet is designed that
way! It's a diet that is easy to follow ,
whether you work, travel or stay at-,
home. For men, too.

Land Tral

ERMANS

•

Open Friday Night Tit 8:00

Cheerleaders at Fs
High School for the
school year were
recently.
Those elected to t
cheerleader squad we
Camp, Anita Rani
Johnson, Debbie
captain, Debbie I
Debbie Boswell.
LEGAL BOOZE
BOSTON UPI )-1
chusetts Alcoholic
Control Commission
hold beverages semi
to use as evidence
state auditor Thadd
thinks the 65
whiskey, wine and
stored up may be '
"It is recommend
conunission review
lion and retain onl required for pen
cases,- Buczko sai
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Land Transfers
Records filed on rnicro-film in
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris include the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger and Times.
They are:
Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to David E. Roberts,
Daniel E. Roberts, Samuel N.
Roberts, and James D. Roberts;
three lots in Kentucky lake
Development Corp., Subdivision.
Treamon Cloys and Dotty lou
Cloys to Wilson William Woolley
and Carolyn Ann Woolley; lot in
Westwood Subdivision. ,
Mary Louise Steele to Sam
Kelly and Christine Ke).ly; tract
if land in Murray.
James Oralee Elkins and Rubie
Elkins, to Pius B. Ingram and
Addle Ingram; tract of land in
Calloway County.
Kenneth J. Owen and Anna
Mae Owen to Edward Richard
Jajosky; tract of land south of
Murray-New Concord Road.
William A. Warren to Harry T.
Allison and Bernice Sue Allison;
two lots in Sherwood DForrest
Subdivision.
Henry Boyd and Frances Boyd
to J. C. Ford and Rita K. Ford;
lot in East "Y" Manor.
Velda Pawnee McKerizie+inn
to Alois Leslie and Barbara
Leslie; tract of land on Highway
641.
Mamie F. Lawrence to Larn
D. Puckett and Faye Puckett;
tract of-land in Murray.
Frank 0. Richardson and Mary
A. Richardson to James D.
Futrell; lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision.
Nelson Blalock and Blanche
and
Blalock to Frederick C.
Jeanne G. Park; lot in Green
Valley Lake Properties.
Power of attorney of Richard
T. Lassiter given to Ethel Lee
Lassiter.
Power of attorney of Ethel Lee
Lassiter given to Richard T.
Lassiter.
Calloway County Land Co.,
Inc., to B. J. Goodwin and Norma
J. Goodwin; lot in Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision. L. F. Ratteree to James
Earnest; tract of land, north of
Vorgan Boat Dock Rd.
World Land L.T.D.Inc.,to J. E.
Fitzgerald and Iva C. Fitzgerald;
lot in Baywood Vista Subdivision.
Billy Tidwell to Earnest Dwain
Elkins, and Pamela Jo Elkins;
tract of land east of Penny Rd.
L. F. Rattereee to Rodney
PuOilinaporoth.Y Web: Sract
land, north of Ratteree Rd.
WillisShort and Blanch Short
to June Hicks and Michael Hicks;
tract west of Highway 783.
Guthrie H. Allen, Jr. to
Virginia Allen; tract of land in
Murray.
M. D. McGinnis and Pauline
McGinnis to Herman Lovins and
Cammie V. Lovins; tract in
Calloway County.
Billy Gray Walker and Caroline
Walker to Herbert Cllitwood;
tract of land in CAlloway County
County.
Boundary Agreement between
Max Bonner, Anne Bonner, and
Herbert Chitwood, at Crappie
Hollow Shores.
LawrenCt Rushing to John E.
Robbins and Carolyn Jean
Robbins; tract of land in
Calloway County.
Jack Gordon Parsall and ArPersall to Elmer Earl
dith
Padgett and Martha Padgett; lot
in Plainview Acres.
Vanda Jean Gibson to J. W.
Herndon and Floy Herndon; tract
of land in Murray.
Smithwood Development
Corp., Inc., to Edward M. Folz
and Margaret Folz; lots in
Kentucky Lake Development
Subdivision.
Fulton Young Realty to Fulton
Young and Irene C. Young; lot in
Lynnwood Estates Subdivision.
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fly' sauce

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
Open 9, A.M.-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat
to..6 P.M. Sundays

MONDAY,
31
MAY
SAUCERS WILL FLY at 11 A.M. AND f3 P.M.
1,000 Items:Some FREE, Others at Fantastic Savings!

Just Catch the Flying Saucer and purchase the item described at the price on the Saucer. .. or you may be
the Lucky One to catch a Saucer with a Free Gift!
500 SAI.JCERS
WILL FLY
AT
11 A.M.

FREE!
GIFT CERTIFICATES

ROSES WILL CLOSE
AT 6 P.M. MONDAY,
MAY 31

SHOWER
CURTAINS

38,

REG. To
'1.99

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
DINNERS
*
12-0Z. SCOPE
13-01 HAIR SPRAY
HAIR DRYER
* COKES * WASH CLOTHS
100-CT. FACIAL TISSUE
7-0Z. LISTERINE

'Is,

SAVE-To.
11.61

SAUCERS
WILL FLY
AT
3 P.M.
Cf.

Catch The

OVER 180 FREE ITEMS
Just Catch The

Plate!

40 PR. PANTY HOSE
40 BAGS PEANUTS-40 PUNCH BALLS
4;t 40 CARPET
40 ICE BUCKETS
I
SQUARES
40 PR. LADIES PANTIES I U
40 BOTTLES NAIL POLISH REMOVER
Just

Catch

The

FREE
YARDSTICKS!

Plate!

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE HUNDREDS
OF SAUCER'BARGAINS!!

Forelimb* Varsity
Clieerleaden Elided
Cheerleaders at Farmington
High School for the 1971-72
school year were elected
recently.
Those elected to the varsity
cheerleader squad were Beverly
Camp, Anita HAIDIODO, Pat
Johnson, Debbie Barnes,
captain, Debbie Delk, and
Debbie Boswell.
- LEGAL BOOZE
BOSTON (UPI)—The Massachusetts Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission can by law
hold beverages seized in raids
to use as evidence later, but
state auditor Thaddeus Buczko
thinks the 65 gallons of
whiskey, wine and beer it has
stored up may be "excessive."
it is recommended that the
commission review this situation and retain only those items
required for pending !egad
cases." Buczko said Wednes- :
day.

OUT OF THIS WORLD SAVINGS!
LADIES PANT SUITS

IRREGULAR SHEETS

Sleeveless style in assorted
colors and prints.
45% Rayon 55% Cotton

Fulls and twins, flat and fitted,
slight flaws.
REG.

COMPARE

99;

1.68
(Limit: 2)

AT '8.00

ROLL SLEEVE BLOUSES
Assorted colors in wash and
wear fabric.
REG. 2/1
(Limit: 2)

ONLY!!
GILLETTE FOAMY

SHAVE CREAM
REG. 72'

88;

42;

(Limit: 2)

a.

GILLETTE STAINLESS STEEL

BLADES
RAZOR
5 to Package '
COMPARE AT 89'
LIMIT 2

DON'T FORGET TO SAVE THIS AD!

MOTOR OIL

BRING IT TO ROSES AND REGISTER FOR
FREE JON BOAT!!

High Quality Motor Oil

57;

4

•...".""0:

•••.

5

Quarts

Limit:
1 5 Quarts

•
•`
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WOMEN ASK

By ELEANOR B.
RODGERSON,M. D.
Copley News Service
Q. What if I forget or miss
taking a birth control pill?
A. If you forget a pill, you
Lake it as soon as you
remember and take that day's
pill at the regular tune. There
may be some spotting,
breakthrough bleeding, and, if
the pill is forgotten at the right
tune, ovulation and pregnancy
can occur. When pills are taken
irregularly,
other
contraceptive means should be
used in addition to the pills until
a regular menstrual period
comes along. Then the correct
routine of pill-taking can follow
through the next month. Most
packages have the day of the
week printed above the pill so
that, if in doubt, you can check
to see what you took or skipped.
Q. What is the "safe" time?
A. An average, normal
woman will ovulate once a
month. If she knew when she
would ovulate, she would know
when not to have intercourse to
avoid pregnancy or when to
have intercourse in order to get
pregnant. No easy way has
been found to determine the
exact day of ovulation. The
ovum, egg, will live a few days
and so will the male sperm
cells. Consequently, several
days must be allowed for
•'unsafe" time. The rest of the
month is supposedly "safe."
Before a woman uses the
rhythm method of contraception, she should keep a
basal temperature chart for six
months. She should take her
temperature every morning
before getting out of bed and
plot it on a graph. Ideally, there
will be a small dip in temperature followed by a rise at
the time of ovulation. In a 211day cycle, this is usually
around the 14th day before the
start of menstruation. If this

tr

By NORMAN KEMPSTER

rise occurs the same tune
every month, the woman has a
chance of controlling conception. The difficulty with this
method is that many factors
influence ovulatiOn and throw
off the chart — such as travel,
moving to a higher elevation,
illness.
Q. How effective is the use of
the condom in preventing
pregnancy?
' wy
tes range frorn a 60
A.
pCa
per
t to a 5 per cent chance
with use of the
of
condom by the male. Some
families use it very effectively.
It should be of good quality and
intact. If the woman adds an
intravaginal jelly or foam,
protection is more complete.
Most men dislike using the
condom, but it can also afford
some protection against
gonorrhea and trichomoniasis.

Sc-

'Cluster'housing
urged by architect

r!
I'vra

Missed BC pill
should be taken

4Ipra

Or-

mer,JIlinois Governor Otto
Kerner, who headed the
1968 Commission on Civil
Disorders, warns in testimony before the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee in
Washington that high unemployment among minority groups, particularly the
young, could touch off future disorders.

WALLIS DRUG
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FRAMED by an array of trophies and ribbon ins hs a elaide weekend of dog shows, Chseapisa
Mac-Haven Kerry Masterpiece, better known as Ben around his home kennel, is proudly shown by
his owner, Dr. Roger Macha, an agriculture professor at Murray State University. A two-and-a-halfyear-old, Ben is the third ranking kerry blue terrier in the nation, and is a grandson of Dr. Mocha's
original dog.
Belinda Blue of Paragon, she
later became a champion in her
own right and remained a
member of his kennel until her
death in the spring of 1970,
Around the kennel he is just show" at two major events—Pine producing 18 puppies in three
plain "Ben," but to the people Bluff, Ark., and Memphis, litters. Four of her offspring
who flock to the nation's dog Tenn.—on consecutive days, gained
championship
shows he is Champion Mac- winning a 42-inch-high trophy and recognition.
Haven Kerry Masterpiece, a $185.
Today, Dr. Macha's kennel
highly-respected and nationally- His national ranking was numbers eight adult dogs—two
ranked kerry blue terrier from revealed in the latest Phillips males and six females—and four
Kentucky's Calloway County.
Grading System standings, puppies less than a year old.
Ben is the pride and joy of Dr. where he is third among the top
Although he is in the business
Roger Macha, 31, a member of five kerry blue terriers in the mainly for personal enjoyment,
the Murray State agricultural country and the only one not Dr. Macha sells many of his dogs.
faculty since 1966 and one of that being shown by a professional His kennel is geared to raising
rare breed of Americans who handler.
two litters a year with an average
raise purebred dogs and then The ranking, Dr. Macha of six puppies per litter, and he
travel to the far corners,of the
proudly points out,is based on the has sold dogs in seven states.
country to. enter them in breed number
of competitors Ben has His kennel is advertised in
and all-breed competitions.
defeated in group and "best of --Dog World" and "Popular
The kerry blue terrier is Dr.
show" competitions, including Dog," both national magazines,
Macha's breed, and there aren't his
and in "Terrier Type," the
own breed.
too many of them around. When asked if he would sell leading magazine for the terrier
Because of this, he must travel Ben, Dr. Macha simply smiles breed.
more than 30,000 miles a year to and shakes his head negatively, None are sold before they are
show his dogs. Rarely does a although a terrier so highly 10 weeks of age. When sold for
show offer competition adequate ranked would be valued as high household pets, the Macha
enough for his entries to earn the as $3,000.
terriers bring $175 each. Those
American Kennel Club points Scheduled to participate in indicating show potential are
necessary for championship more than 30 shows this year, Dr. either kept for competitive
recognition.
Macha first became interested in showing or sold as breeding stock
Although he has raised a the breed while a student at Iowa at various prices.
number of his dogs to cham- State University, from which he The kerry blue ter:let, Dr.
pionship status in recent years, holds three degrees.
?dacha believes, makes an exBen is the dog of the day at the His first terrier was a 10-week- cellent pet because of its
?dacha kennel.
old female puppy, which he characteristics, many of which
Last year, he was "best in bought for $200. Registered as are similar to those which have
made the French poodle such a
popular household animal.
Since their coats grow continuously, the kerry blue terrier
does not shed. They must be
trimmed regularly to be kept
neat. They also have a good
temperament and enjoy human
association.
Of the more than 100 clifferent
breeds represented in the
American Kennel Club, the kerry
blue terrier ranks between 40th
and 50th in popularity. The
Murray State professor is one of
only two handlers in Kentucky
breeding and showing the kerry
blue terrier breed. The other is
located at Georgetown.
Dr. Macha's kennel represents
an investment of $3,500 in
physical facilities. There is an 8Missoielenby-18-foot grooming room, a
room for whelping puppies and
an 8-by-32.foot room with eight
individual pens, each with an
outdoor run under roof. A concrete floor runs throughout.
A native of Cedar Rapids, Ia.,
Dr. Mocha received his bachelor,
master and doctoral degrees at
Iowa State University before
coming to Murray in 1966.
A bachelor, he lives with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Macha,on a one-acre place on the
Rob Mason Road west of Murray.
His father is a retired employee
of the Wilson & Company meat
packing plant at Cedar Rapids,
where he worked for 46 years.
The elder Machas often accompany their son to the dog
shows, particularly when he is
showing two or more of the dogs.
Since becoming interested in
dog shows, Dr. Macha has shown
nine kerry blue terriers to
American Kennel Club championships, six of which were
produced from his own. breeding
stock.
Although basically a one-man
operation, Dr. Macha handles all
the breeding, grooming, training
and showing of his dogs himself,
something of which he is quite
proud in view of his national
ranking.
For the past two years, he has
been show chairman of the
Paducah Kennel Club's annual
show, scheduled this year for
June 19 at Brooks Park.

Nationally Ranked Kerry Blue
Terrier Owned By Roger Macha

Attention MSU Students!!

WASHINGTON (UPI) — An
architect from the once wide
open West believes the cure
for urban sprawl is to replace
the typical suburban subdivision with a complex of highrise apartments surrounded by
parks and open space.
Robert W. Fairburn of
Phoenix, Ariz., envisions residential clusters which would
put as many people on an acre
of land as conventional single
family neighborhoods but with
more open space and less need
for streets and utility lines.
Fitirburn is seeking a planning grant from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development of about $300,
000 to refine details of his
plan.
"Everybody thinks about
the single-family house as a
way of life," Fairb urn said in
an interview. "But it has become a blight or a disease."
In a conventional subdivision of 200 acres, houses and
streets use up 197.6 acres with
2.4 acres left open, Fairburn
Mid. In his plan, housing
would use 35 acres with 165
acres left for golf, tennis, hiking, horseback riding and picnicking:
The housing density in both
examples is five homes per
acre.
Fairburn estimates his plan
would reduce site development
cost by 25 to 40 per cent, cut
the amount of land that must
be paved for streets by 60 per
cent, reduce auto traffic by
30 per cent, cut the cost of
installing and maintaining utilities by 60 per cent and reduce
the coat of Police and fire
protection.
Most homes in Fairburn's
dusters would be apartment

buildings of between 8 and
12 stories. There also would
be some townhouses and lowrise apartments.
He envisions communities
located near major cities, probably at a freeway interchange.
However, he said, the cluster
concept also could be applied
to urban renewal projects provided there was enough acreage.
Self-contained
the cluster
Fairbtun
uld be virtucommunities
ally selfcontained with shops,
schools and other facilities. He
said an industrial park could
be located near the complex.
If the plan is to work properly, he said, there must be a
wide variety of economic
groups represented in the community. There must be homes
for the poor as well as the
affluent.
He predicted his plan would
draw less opposition from wellto-do residents than recent
suggestions to scatter subsidized housing for the poor
through otherwise affluent
suburban neighborhoods.
Apartment buildings, he ex-

HORSE'S POSSIBLE SALE
CARACAS (UPI) —Pedro
Baptista, owner of Canonero
said Sunday that any decision
on the sale of the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness winner
will wait until after the running
of the Belmont Stakes on June
5.
If Canonero wins the Belmont, he'll be the first horse
since Citation in 1948 to win
racing's Triple Crown.
The average American family
of four eats more than Via tons of
food .per year.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

Baptii

Scotts Ore
Worship Service
Evening worship

Emmanuel Mis
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Foi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Bapt
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring CIA
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Northsid
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Sp(
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Heist Bap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar Spr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Bap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Blood RiN
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kirksey Sal
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Memorial Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel A
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Flint Rapt
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
S MORE .14AN
JUST A VfORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-91,99

Cherry Cot
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Elm Grol
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Salem Ras
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christii

CENTRAL SHOPPINV
CENTER

ROSES

Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

MURRAY

First Chris
Worship Services
m

Murray Chril
Worship Services 10:4;

1 to 6 p.m. Sunday
CLIFFO

P _r•
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record-smashing low, low price!

ALL BY FAMOUS ARTISTS
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Fiv

TIDWELL P
.00'
1210 Main
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14.
The Busiretawn4

403 Maple 3

Take 1
To I
Don't
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Cutlass Hardtop Coupe

0

We are featuring our Cutlass series through
the month of June especially for you!

• MERLE HAGGARD
• LETTERMEN
• STEVE MILLER BAND
• COUNTRY HITS VOL.
• COUNTRY HITS VOL.

Stokes Traci
Massey-Per
Industrial

Ira

Motors
Cain 8

Ambassador- No
Top C

By presenting us with your MSU ID Card, you qualify for our Student
Discount and a low rate of financing.

Five

.
4k

Students receiving Teaching Certificates and in the process of signing

contracts qualify for our School Teacher Financing Plan. The School
Teacher Plan features no payments during the Summer months, while
not teaching.

plained, could be constructed
to include units with a variety
of price ranges. Governmentsubsidized units could be included in the same building
with luxury apartments.
"We are not trying to stop
one person from having a bigger house than another," he
said. "But we would eliminate
some of the outward trappings
of economic status."
He said most opposition to
economic integration of a
neighborhood results from a
feat that less experfeive homes
will diminish property values.
He said his plan would overcome this resistance.
What about overt racial or
economic prejudice?
''I'm an architect, not a
sociologist," he said.

• LORETTA LYNN
• LAWRENCE WELK
• BILL ANDERSON
• LENNON SISTERS
• WEBS PIERCE
• LIBERACE
• MEL TILLIS
• PATSY CLINE
• PETE FOUNTAIN
(and many more)

Ponu

&
r/iNy
c
,
Palm
Five Poll

We have a nice selection of Oldsmobiles to choose from,

and a good deal to go with it.

Jas

—
• FERRANTE
and TEICHER
• DEL REEVES
• VENTURES
• GEORGE JONES
• BOBBY GOLDSBORO
• IKE & TINA TURNER
• FLIP WILSON
• VIKKI CARR
• JOHNNY RIVERS
(and many more)

SANDERS-PURDOM
Main Street
.See: James Kuykendall - A. C. Sanders or Wells Purdom, Jr.

FOR THE BEST DEALS IN TOWN!

Modern combines can harvest
enough wheat in one hour to
produce flour for 20,000 loaves of
bread, according to engineers at
New Holland, the farm equipment division of Sperry Rand.

Freed C
Healing
Shei
801 at

Boone's
Tbr ( leaner

Randy Th
Air Condifloning-F
SOIVICI
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Nazarene
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Bent-

,einstop
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Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
116.m.
Evening Worship
1:30 p.m.

" he
mate
Ping8
an to
af a
int a

First baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.

11 am.
6:30p.m.

Dates
dues.
over-

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ul a.m.
8p.m.

al or

Norttnide
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

)edr°
roll,
cision
tudty
inner
ruling
June
Belhorse
win

amily
ons of

University
Morning Worship
10:30a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ot a

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship

Union Greve
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Seventh A Poplar
Worship Service
1040 a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
•
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Hazel baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
lla.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
New Mt. Carmel flainetiary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
.Evening Worship 6:30 P.m.
Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
9:30a.m.
South Pleasnt Greve
Morning Worship
10:4.5 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd &incur,
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4M Sunday
Kirksity United
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00
Tempt* Hill United.

Salem Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship

‘,

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a.m., 7
pm
Murray Christian
Worsh p Services 10 45 a m., 7 p.m.

10 a.m.
Mornina Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
0:45 & 10:50 a.m.

Murray March
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m.
LocustOreve Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

•
CI
a

Pentecostal

a
United,310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10a.rr,
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m.,7:30
m

a
a
a
•

410011,

•
a
a
•
a;

First Assembly Of God
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
P rn.

a
a
a
a
a
•
a
•
a
•
a,
•
a

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30a.m•
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

G

od has a destiny for America, and only eyes et
Faith can read that destiny. Were it not so, all
those who have, and will pay with their lives the
last full measure, will have died in vain.
We need only to look at our cemeteries to have
our manhood shocked and our Americanism awakened.
Our allegiance would be strengthened by that
look. We can never recompense for the supreme
sacrifice and heartache the spilling of each
drop of blood caused. But every American should
bow his head in shame when he dares not to
salute our Grand Old Flag.
Please let us, this day, rededicate ourselves
and say a benediction for aH those who have and
will lay themselves, in our behalf,
between our wonderful country and all
her foes.
Lest We Forget.

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m , 11 a.m., 4:30
pm.
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a.m

a
a
•
a
•,
a
.1
a
•
a;
•,
a,
a
•
a
•

a
•
a
•
a
•
a
•
a
a

a

'Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30 a.m
Watchtower
9 30 a.m.
Bible Lecture

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN YOU,,

a
a

kr.•••••4••••• le ..d S.•rye*
CHUSCH• on.. I•Isoly NU NAM

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m. Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal Sunday School
10 .15 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Immanuel Lutheran
Sundays
9 15 a m
Sunday School
Lynn Grove
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Worship Service at 945 a.m. lot
Seventh Day Adventist
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sunday
930 a.m.
Worship Service
•Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday
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CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

An investment in Your future

Free pick-up 8. delivery
81Ren Stamps
We give $

E

Five Points

LLLt

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
. COVERING
it
1210 Main

Benjamin

ivioore paints

Capitol Transmission
"Transmissions are our business .
Not a side line

11/1161011EILPRIRTIMR SERVICE
The Busineairnan 's Choice For Fine Printing

No 1—Paris, Tenn
Ph 542-5851

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

No 2—Murray, Ky
Ph 753-9730

Compliments of

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231 "
500 Main
Branch Office So 142th di Story 753 6655

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

Dunn TV & Appliance
,Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirlonnl
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

Grecian Steak House
YOUR HOST
TOM ANDREWS
Steaks - Chop - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue., RIbeys Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 (all In Orders to 753-4419

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.O.

"For All Vow- Fe, Mire, Nerds
I.,
Illilil

753-3251

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
Gran Division

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes
Salads
Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open "Sundays
IIss
(141
Phial(7,5.1 2,00

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Ph. 153-5334
HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Phone 753 7992

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

Southside Restaurant

Jas D. Clopton - Div.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Sheet Metal
Heating
/WIat (

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3992
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Air Conditioning
44.12

Mewling At Its lest — Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-2202

ayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your .1eissmon Meters Dealer
Sales, Farts, Service - Complete Beating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734

751142144

Murray Livestock Co.

Palace Drive-In

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice
cRoot Btzt

,ticre-grz

tit!: and cSycainota
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Ph. 753-7793

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101,

Shirley Florist

liondings

Mr A Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
—custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture& Auto Upholstery
Ph. 153-7494
606 5 410

"It's Finoer Lickin' Good"

Top Quality Used Cars
Phoni•75.1 1,444
Fsc Points

RESIDENTIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 4744102

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

*PILAW Fried Chieka

Ambassador- Hornet- Matador- Gremlin- Jeep

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Phone 753-11175

Shady Oaks

American
Motors
Cain& Trees Motor Sales

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL

Mobile Home Courts
Mayfield Hwy. 121
7 Phone 753-5209

Massey-Ferguson Salm and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Five Points

"Fat Mere your treasure is, diere el yen kart be else"

Ph. 753-3013

ess. 75.14307
Am. niamlee

502 N. 4th St.

Lin 1.1.1

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Your Uni Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

iBlock E oISlZth

Phone 753 1489

AUTHORIZ E.UMERCURY
OUTBOARD MJÔTORS DEALER
Fiberglass Alujnnium Boat Repairs
SALES I SERVICE
W.End Eggner's Ferry, US 68
Ph 474 2344
Aurora

Bob's TV Service

West Kentucky Rural Electric

SERVING MURRAY a CALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
—1 way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aerotron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center
Ph. 753-5191
Chestnut St.

Co-Operative Corp.
I t

753 )012

641 Super Shell

egg

Residential Corismercal Farm -- Building Lots
Buying
Leas,n,,
Selling
and Lake Property
/i
7 1 ,

Carroll Tire Service

Mack and Mack

Free Fick-Up and Delivery

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 Si

Open 6:80 a.m. - Close 12:01 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753 9131

Lovett Bros.

QED

Susie's Cafe

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires- Batteries--Accessories

South 2nd St

National Hotel Build,ng

Ph 753 3571

Murray

•
Boone's incorpo rated
Mr cleaner That's Interested In You

Storey's Food Giant

Murray Sport & Marine
vinrudr GlaStron-- Tidecraft
PolarKralt StarCraft—Boat Campers

Complete Service Shop

Bel Air Shopping Center

718 Siii,t4

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Alr Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chest!:ut

Pnone 753 8181

Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken
Pizza
Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 52 00 or More
,
t nut
12th & Ch,
Plit,n• 7,:i3 2997

r-

II'

Ward-Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753
403 Maple

SWILL

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products
anC Ma)field

.AUVRAY

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, WA'
ana Air Conditioning 4
,
Cornnii IC,A1
dential - Sales P. Service
' "lion — Gas 1, Sew.
Rep.1 r s 9
501 N

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

411.

' • 753-6168

Complete Auto Repair
MiMSi
1.11.,(1,11 ,100

GEORGE DOWDY OWNER

IGO
h

P

",1 9168

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm
if, •
xelonmetumeammaw

Farn,l.es S
1934
l'• ,• r173 i'Ji4

•
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Three New Series Begin
On Television This Week
plan to escape prison and pick Fernando Lamas playing a New
By JACK GAVER
up hidden loot (RI.
Mexico sheriff who picks up
NEW YORK (UPI) — Three "The ABC movie at 9 screens three itinerants as suspects in
televithe
on
new series begin
1965's "Sergeant Deadhead" an attack on a g rl.
sion networks during the new
FRIDAY
with Frankie Avalon playing an
week.
accident-prone soldier who gets The High Chaparral" on
ABC has the first of a mitgiral involved in a missile launching. NBCat7:30p.m.offers''N0
variety skein starring Britain's
Trouble AT All." Victoria CanTuesday
Val Coonican next Saturday. "The Don
Knotts Show" on non insists on crossing dangerCBS introduces a Sunday bowl- NBC at 8 features Tommy ous Indian territory to help a
ing series. NBC has a summer
Smothers, Gwen Verdon and friend (R ).
replacement musical variety
"The Interns" on CBS at 7:30
the King Cousins (R).
England's
starring
hour
ABC's move at 8:30 screens involves Dr. Pettit in an auto
Wednesbeginning
O'Connor
Des
"Wild Women," with Hugh accident that strands him in
dayO'Brien and Anne Francis in a rough country with two criticalCBS televizes the 103rd runcomedy about five women con- ly injured young people (R).
ning of the Belmont Stakes Satvicts being released to pose as At 8, ABC has a half-hour
urday.
wives -of soldiers on a danger- special for singer Bobby SherHighlights (all, times EDT;
man, aided by comedian Rip
ous mission (R).
"R" for repeat):
NBC's monthly "First Tues- Taylor and The Fifth DimenSUNDAY
day,"'preempting the 9-11 time, sion.
CBS preempts "Lamp Unto
includes in its features a report NBC's "The Name Of The
My Feet" and "Look Up And
on the international weapons Game" at 8:30 has the concludLive," 10;11 am., for a "musicing portion of the two-parter,
trade.
al documentary" about the fel"I Love You, Billy Baker," stolowship of the Church of the
WEDNESDAY
ry of a singing idol who fears
Redeemer in Houston, Texas. "The Des O'Connor Show" he isn't loved enough (R).
How a pastor rehabilitated an bows for a summer run on NBC The CBS movie starts at 8:30
Episcopal Church in a decaying at 9, replacing "Kraft Music instead of 9 to screen 1963's
neighborhood.
Hall." The British entertainer "Nine Hours to Rama," with
"Pinpoint," weekly half-how host is joined on the first pro- Horst Buccholz, Jose Ferrer
bowling show, begins on CBS at gram by Jack Benny. Regular: and Diane Bake in a
drama
3. First program is from Troy, are can't Stevens, Jack D. about the as.sas.sination of
MaMich., with pros Rave Soutar, DougT10- and The New Face: hatma Gandhi
(H).
John Slots and Mike McGrath singing group.
SATURDAY
competing.
"Medical Center" on CBS at CBS covers the Belmont
The green sea turtle in the Su- 9 deals with the case of a wom- Stakes, Elmont,
N. Y., at 5.
lu Sea off Borneo is investigat- an assistant to Dr. Gannonk "ABC's
Wide
World
of
ed in "Animal World" on CBS whose illness may be due to a Sports" at 5 includes the Grand
at 5:30.
psychiatric reason (R).
Prix of Monaco auto race.
First half of a two-part ad- "The Immortal" on ABC at "The Val
Doonican Show",
venture film, "The Boy Whc 9:30 has 'The Rainbow Butch- one-hour
variety-music series.
Stole The Elephant" is or er." Small town sheriff holds is introduced
on ABC at 8:Q;t
NBC's Disney hour at 7:30. Ben Richards prisoner and puts
British star is joined on
(R).
him to work with a labor gang the first show by Petula Clark
A special edition of Ed Sulli- (R).
Jerry Reed, an American
van's CBS show at 8 has singer "NFL Action'
,
,On ABC at untry-western singer.
Jack Jones as host. Ors are 10:30 shows how the San FranThe NBC movie at 8:30
Stiller and Meara, Loretta cisco 49ers rebuilt again to be- creens 1962's "Sergeants f"
Lynn, The New Seekers, Your come a power in the National
with Frank Sinatra, Dean Martini
Father's Moustache and The Football League.
and Sammy Davis Jr. in a
Electric Peach Fuzz.
THURSDAY
estern comedy about three
The ABC movie at 9 screens
Flip Wilson's guests on NBC Idlers who have trouble with
1968's "Blast Off," with Burl at 7:30 p.m. are The Supremes,
gade Indians (R).
Ives and Troy Donohue in an comedian David Steinberg and
adventure commedy about Phi- Bing Crosby (R).
CONFERENCE SET
neas T. Barnum and a schenie "Alias Smith and Jones" on WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
to send a rocket to the moon. ABC at 7:30 has "The Girl In National Council of Senior
MONDAY
Boxcar No. 3." The two heroes Citizens has announced that
The CBS "Gtmsmoke" episode tangle with townspeople over nearly 2,000 elderly Americans
at 7:30 p.m. is "Blood Money" transportation of a bank's will rally in Washington June 10
in which a father aeeks to stop funds (R).
to 12 to focus attention on their
his son from bicorning a gun- The CBS "Lancer" episode at problems.
fighter (R).
8 has Johnny Lancer helping The council said the rally
"NBC World Premier Movie" a boy seeking the man who would be designed to dovetail
at 9 screens "Breakout," with
with preparations for the %Ville
killed his father (R).
James Drury and Kathryn Hays The CBS movie at 9 screens House Conference on Aging
in a story about a convict's 1967's "The Violent Ones," with which is set for Nov. 28-Dec. 3.

1,14.••••1111. 01/
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SUNDAY
6:30
Summer Semester Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
World-Tomorrow
7:30 Tommorrow
Penelope Pitstop
8:00 Roadrunner
Three Stooges
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambo
Johnny Quest
4130 Herald of Truth Lamp Unto My Feet Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Discovery
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
Flipper
11:00
Sierra Club
Pet Set
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
News Conf.
12:00 Meet the Press Concert
Soul of the City
12:30 Newsmakers
Hollywood Spec
1:00 Baseball
Movie
1:30
2:00
Pinpoint
AAU Track & Field
2:30
Hugh X Lewis
3:00
3:15
3:30
Bill Anderson
4:00 Bowling
Big Valley
4:30 Aciam-12
Award Movie
4:45
5:00 Comment
Reports
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
6:00 Scene at Six
Lassie
Love on a Rooftop
Hogan's Heroes
6:30 Disneyland
NFL Action
FBI
7:00
Ed Sullivan
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
Movie
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
Adventure
10:00 Scene at Ten News
It Takes A Thief
10:30 Tonight Show
Perry Mason
11:00
The late Show
11:30
News
12:00
Movie

SUPER LATEX
WALL PAINT

SAVE

Jim

$40
1

v;- Martin's
FORTIFIED
FORMULA
FACTOR,TO Pie

EVERY GALLON

PRIM
'
S
5:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
7:00 Today Show
Bozo
8:00
C.aptain Kangaroo
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
9:00 Diah's Place
Hazel
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies'
10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Gourmet
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
World Apart
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
3:00 Another World
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
3:30 Here Come-Brides Gilligan's Island
Lucy Show
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
News
5:25 News
Weather
5:30 News
News
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Mews
6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
Let's Make A Deal
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
7:30
Here's Lucy
It Was-Very Gd. Yr.
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Movie
8:30
Doris Day
9:00
Carol Burnett
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
News
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
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A. E. Sellers, 41
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5, 1957, in Lake
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Herrington Lake
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FG.SUGGESTED PRICE $799
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SALE
PRICE

GALLON

NEW FORMULA

SUPER LATEX WALL PAINT
So tough it's quarantud to lest fir* yowls. One
cost sell cover any color.
Up to 550 sq. ft. per gallon. Woshablo, color fast, thief
to • beautiful finish.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

Murray Supply Co., Inc.
208 fast Main Street

OH, DEAR --- I BAKED )---,
A CAKE FOR THE
CHARITY BAZAAR AND
IT GOT BURNED

DINAH VEERS
MANILA (UPI) — Typhoor
Dinah veered west early today
into the South China Sea
sparing the populous Manila
area from its 72 m.p.h. winds
Typhoon warning flags were
lowered in the greater Manila
area but the weather bureau
continued to warn of the
possibility of heavy rains and
very rough seas in Manila Bay

Reflecte
..4

MONDAY

RICH FARMS
FRESNO, Calif. ( UPI)—Fresno County kept its title as the
nation's
wealthiest farming
county with a record $473.f
million in crops grown dunng
1970, Agricultural Commissioner Thomas E. Corn said
Wednesday.
The total was $15.7 million, or
3.4 per cent higher, than the
gross value of 1969 crops.
Fruits and nuts provided the
biggest share.

Kentuck

INTERIOR LATEX
FLAT PAINT

WSIX-8

WLAC-5
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Murray, Ky.

Phone 753.3361

J
CGMIROITY
ZANE SALE

4101
0

0

0
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same Ycliswagen
Accordmg to the Guide.
Beetle that sold for obc,L.• 1,500 lets than the
overage economy nor three years ago, now sells
for about $200 more
That; becouse we spe^t 23 years mokmg a
VoUswager wcrl, better, osteod of lust making it
look different
So before you invest y ,ur hard-earned "ash
o new car, th,rk olacut ;h resale val,. ; a VW
'hn r9,-,ney
wh.le y.--.trie at 't,
dn t hace to spend tc,:wyn,ord ,-perote one
Pleasant theory's.

753-6363

SOO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7.30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.-
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CONDITIONING
SERVICE
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
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Kentucky's Fine Fishing How To Care
Reflected In Record List For A New
Kentucky offers some of the ba4 fishing in the southeastern United States. And from these waters two world
record fish have been caught. A smallmouth bass(Micropterus dolomieui) of 11 pounds, 15 ounces came from Dale
Hollow, July 11, 1955, caught by David L Hayes, Leitchfield, KyA blue'calash (Icadurus furcatus) of 100 pounds
was taken from the tailwaters of Kentucky Lake, Tennessee
River, August 21, 1970, by Jewell Edward Copeland of
Benton, Ky.
The Common
h has some 182,000 surface acres of
water at summ
1 in its 13 major lakes; 13,000 miles
less stareowned lakes, and some 60,000
of running water
farm ponds that ye been stocked by rhelpepartment of
Fish and Wildli Resources.
Charles Bowers, director of the Division of Fisheries, is
of the opinion that today's records could well be broken by
fishermen at any time and some of the holders of today's
records have stared that they have had larger fib on the
line and, by some ill fate, the fish has gortenirway.
Listed below are the Kentucky record fish, including the
two world records, taken by red and reel angling.
SMALLMOUTH BASS (Micropterus dolomieui)-11
pounds, 15 ounces, (world rec.) caught at Dale Hollow
Lake, July 11, 1955 by David L Hayes, Leitchfield, Ky.
LARGEMOUTH BASS (Micropterus salmoides)-13
"
pounds, 8 ounces,Greenbo Lake,Greenup county, August
3, 1966, by Delbert Grizzle, Flatwoods, Ky.
KENTUCKY BASS (Miaoptelas punctulatus)-7
pounds, 10 ounces, Nelson County, Ky., June 1970, by
A. E. Sellers, 4128 Reidley, Rd., Louisville, Ky.
WHITE BASS fOtoccus c.hrysops)-5 pounds. TieLorne Eli, Dawson Springs, Ky., July 11, 1943, at Ken• tucky Isle, andrE: B. Hardin, Rt. 1, Mt. Eden, Ky., June
1957, in Lake Herrington.
'ROCKFISH (Roccus saxatilis)-44 pounds, 4 ounces.
1
Herrington Lake, July 19, 1970, by Ronald Warner,
Burgin, Ky., and James Fugate, Burlington, Ky.
(Continued on page /9)
et;

I

A new record rainbow, caught below Wolf Creek Dam by
Danny Antic, Louisville, is shown above with Russell Carleton,
Albany, holding the fish. The trout weighed 13 pounds and
12 ounces and was caught on a crappie hook fished from a
spin casting outfit. It outweighed the previous record holder
by two and one-half pounds. Photo by Clinton County News.
WALLEYE (Stizostedion vitreous vitretun) 21 pounds,
8 ounces. Lake Cumberland, October 1, 1958, by Abe
Black, 3424 Sutton Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio.
SAUGER (Sitzostedion canadense)-4 pounds, 1 ounce,
Tennessee River below Kentucky Dam, Septetnbr 9,1968, by Jim Boone, Benton, Ky.
MUSKELLUNGE (Esox masquinongy)-39 pounds, 14
ounces, Green River, January, 1969, by Willard Parnell,
• Edmonton.„Ky.
WHITE CEOPPIE ('ioceninas annularis) or-BLACK
CROPplE (Pomoxis nigromaculatus)-4 pounds, Harrods Creek, June 19, 1951, by Darrell Whitmer, 607.
Baxter Ave., Louisville, Roy.
BLUEGILL(Lepomis rnachrochirus)-3 pounds,6 ounces,
Buchanon Pond, Taylor County, May 30, 1955, by William S. Wooley, Campbellsville, Ky.
SHELLCRACKER (Lepomis microlophus) -Cominon
name REDEAR SUNFISH-2 pounds, 5 ounces, May
30, 1964, by R. C. Masters, Louisville, Ky.
FLATHEAD CATFISH (Pylodictis oliytuis)-97 pounds,
Green River, June 6, 1956.
BLUE CATFISH. (It-taunts furcatus) -100 pounds
(World Record), Tennessee River below Kentucky Dam,
August 21, 1970, by Jewell Edward Copeland, Rt. 8,
Benton, Ky.
SPOONBILL 1Polyodon spathula) -Common name
PADDLEFISH, SPOONBILL CAT-72 pounds, Lake
Cumberland, March 6, 1957, by Ralph Pierce, Parksville,
Ky.
RAINBOW TROUT (Salmo gairdneriss- 13 pounds, 12
ounces, Cumberland River below Wolf Creek Dam,
March 13, 1971, by Danny Anne, Louisville, Ky.
CARP (Cyprinus carpi°)-35 pounds, 4 ounces, Barren
River, September 12, 1952, by Thomas F. Disman, Fountain Run, Ky.
BUFFALO ( Ictiobus sp.)-32 pounds, Kentucky giver,
July,'1969, by Paul Childers, Frankfort, Ky.
FRESHWATER DRUM ( Aplodinotus grunnieps) -common name WHITE PERCH-31 pounds, Kentucky
Lake, June 2, 1956, by Jack Rowe, Newburg, Ihd.
GAR -LONG NOSED, SHORT NOSED. SPOTTED

I

Conservation

Fishing At Night Gives ' 1 Statewide
Fishing
Fiberglass Boat Best White Bass Action
Report

Upon taking delivery of a new FRANKFORT,Ky.- Now that night, and this fellow weighed in
boat, the typical male finds the flurry of the white bass the neighborhood of 200 pounds, FRANKFORT (UPI)-Catches,
himself experiencing the same spawning run has about ended, Of course, the boat's limit of 120 of both white and black bass are'
gamut of emotions he does on the fishermen will be flocking to the white bass that averaged two being reported at Kentucky's
attival of a new car- ex- major lakes at night, there to pounds each,and this is possible, lakes, the State Department of
citement, pride, nervousness, catch loads of this fish during the would have given him a load of Fish and Wildlife resources
apprehension. He's happy to darkness.
240 pounds and that's quite quite reported today.
have it but isn't too sure of what As soon as the runs are con- a chore-lifting 240 pounds, even
The lake-by-lake rundown:
needs to be done.
Kentucky Lake-Black bass
cluded,the white bass move back for a 200 pounder. . Here are some useful tips from into deeper waters. They But this bountiful harvest good with many half limits being
the boating experts at Mercury congregate alongside a deep, occurs over and over in a number taken by casting surface and
outboards on how to care for a straight-up-and-down bank, or of Kentucky's white bass lakes. medium deep runners. Croppie
new fiberglass boat when it they may hover over an old It's relatively easy to catch fair in lower section of lake
becomes a member of the family. roadbed or earthslide or even white bass at night and the rig is Catfish fair below dam. Mostly
Fiberglass "Cures somewhat around the bottom most parts of a quite simple. All a fisherman -clear with some murky water and
as does concrete. It becomes fallen treetop. They move there needs is a comfortable, safe boat, stable at 71.
hard enough to touch and handle to be congenial, perhaps, but also usually long anchor ropes and
Barkley-Black bass good in
rather quickly, but the final to feed and they'll be there in heavy anchors; two or three stiff main lake early and late. Fair
stages of curing taper off slowly greater numbers at night, casting rods finished with heavy croppie in tributaries over
over a period of months. By the because the food will be more lines, a couple of good lanterns or stumpbeds. Bluegill good in same
time a new boat reaches it owner plentiful then.
other-outdoor lights, a hot jug of areas. Bluegill excellent and
it will have been out of the mold They will feed on their favorite coffee, a few sandwiches; a good white bass fair below dam
long enough for the curing food-the small shad or minnows. minnow supply, a good con- Generally murky and stable a
process to be well along.
And they'll feed voraciously for a versation line and lots of 71. .
However,it is well to know that if couple of hours and then slack patience.
Herrington-White bass exa relatively new fiberglass boat is off, but if the spot selected is a The conversation and patience cellent at night at 10 to 18 fee
subjected to an unusual strain for good one they'll be back in a short are used during the lull in the with some limits. Scattered
a period of several days to time.
white bass strikes, which may catches of black bass. Clear and
several weeks, it is apt to be still Night fishing for white bass is a last several hours or even all stable at 71. •
just "soft" enough to take a favorite pastime for many night. This, however, is unusual.
Cumberland-White bass and
gradual set that is apt to be hard fishermen during the late spring The boat is anchored in a likely croppie fair to good by nigh
to take out.
and summer months and also In spot-where the fisherrfian knows fishing. Black bass fair in lower
This means, for example, thAt the cooler fall months. Perhaps, the whites have been caught in part of lake by casting and fly
a small open fiberglass boit more fish are caught in this the past. Big minnows, a couple fishing. Murky in parts of main
should not be turned over and manner per hour of fishing than of inches long or longer, are lake and north and south forks.
leaned against a wall with its by any other method.
placed on the hook below an Remainder clear and falling a
weight on one gunwale. If this is It is not uncommon, dock average size sinker and the slightly below timberline and a By
Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Aril:Waitedone the gunwale may take a operators will tell you, to see minnow is allowed to sink, maybe 72.
Similarly,
trailer
set.
permanent
For cinturies the common earthworms may move.through
Dale Hollow-Fair catches of
boats loaded with 100 to 150 white all the way to the bottom. It is
support rollers should be bass move into their docks just then raised ever so slowly, until white bass and croppie at night a earthworm. Lumbricus teires- one -acre of rich farmland, procarefully adjusted for straight, after the first rays of the rising there is a strike. Fish at this 20 feet. Clear and falling at iris, has been synonymous with - ducing as much as 40 tons WV
true and uniform contact with the sun appear. There may be a depth from then on and in all timberline and at 70.
fish bait and many 'people topsoil eyery year. Their
bottom of the hull of a fiberglass single fisherman, or two or three probability it will be most inGreen River Lake-Some think it important onlY'in that tunnels aid root growth, allow
outboard or stern drive runabout. or, if the boat is large enough, a teresting.
limits of black bass by casting wonderful outdoor _snort, of air to, penetrate undergrounds,
If the weight of a motor is placed half dozen who have fished all The fisherman should find his Fair croppie at 8 to 10 feet. Clear
improve drainage, and prevent
fishing.
on the stern of a hull resting on night.
spot before dark and it's more and falling at 71.
But this lowly cre4ure of erosion.
carelessly-adjusted
rollers, They are allowed 60 such fish convenient to remain in that area
Nolin-Black bass fair in
much . greater
The earthworm comes
distortion of the bottom is per day and often, when the run is all night. The light is shone into stumpy areas on surface lures the earth has a
cre- equipped with tiny clusters of .
soil
for,
as
a
importance
resultant
"hook"
possible and the
in full bloom, the whites may Woe water to attract insects, Fair trout and white bass below ator, conditioner, and bristles on each segment. These
can affect performance.
weigh in at well over a pound which in turn bring in minnows dam. Clear and stable at 66.
preserver. elm no rival. 'It bristles serve as hooks which
If a number of accessories have each.
which chimes the whites to move
Rough River Lake-Bluegill may be doubted," Charles help the worm -move as it
e dealer,
been installed by
in.
good over nesting beds. Scattered
chances are several holes have One fisherman recently said he When this occurs, get ready for catches of black bass on surface Darwin_ wrote,"if there are any extends and shortens its bodyi
other animals in history which And,for its size, it is ainazinglY
had to be made in the fiberglass. could not lift the tremendous some fast and furious action.
lures and artificial worms
played such an important strong. A worm weighing onehave
Irregular holes and larger round string of white bass fe and his
Murky in upper sections,
thirtieth of an ounce can Move
ones are usually made with saber partner had caught on a single LOVE BIRD
remainder clear. Stable and at past."
Possessing a voracious appe- a two-ounce stone--that's 60
or hole saws and this produce a
HIJCKNALL, England (UPI) 68.
fine fiberglass "sawdust". It's
-Oswald the Ostrich has Barren Lake-Black bass good tite. an earthworm tirelessly. times ilsown weight.
If anyone has ever wonderwise to rinse such a boat
passed his metal detector test in upper sections. Fair croppie bores through the ground eatthoroughly with a garden hose
He does not, as feared, have a below dam, white bass good, ing its weight in organic matter ed why earthworms appear on
to get rid of this dust. Left in the
stomach full of scrap metal. upper sections murky, remainder and mineral soil every 24 the surface of the ground after
boat, swirling air currents will
But he does have a broken clear at 4 feet below pool stage hours. It takes in leaves, grass, a.heavy rain, the reason is this:
pick it up and carry it to
heart.
stems, dead insects, and ani- rainwater filtered through soil
and at 70.
passengers' skin where it can
Zoo officials called on army Buckhoro-Bluegill good on mals along with subsoil. All contains little Oxygen and
About 40 families of Kentucky experts to run a sensitive mine worms and crickets. Some black this passes through its formid- while the worms Can live for
cause an annoying itch.
If the boat will be moored in Lake Campers had a spring detector over him when he bass by casting. Midsection able digestive system, which months without food, they
dirty water or left at its mooring weekend eampout at Columbus developed a stomach upset soon murky, remainder clear and includes a muscular gizzard must have oxygen which, lackall summer,a thorough waxing of Belmont State Park last week- after his girl friend, Emily, stable at 72.
where the material is thorough- ing lungs, they breathe in
the fiberglass is the best thing to end.
died last week.
Dewey-Fair croppie and ly ground. The residue is through their skin.
The
program
of
games
and
protect the surface from
But after a 20-minute examin- bluegill, murky and stable at 70 deposited in the familiar
Scientists say that in spite
discoloration and fading. Marine contests was arranged and car- ation Wednesday, Oswald was Fishtrap-Bluegill good
of the earthworm's seemingly
ried out by Tommy Bishop.
mounds called "castings."
Then
stores sell wax especially
metal.
of
free
scattered catches of black bass
Prizes were wan by Harold pronounced
These castings are enor- omniverous appetite, it has a
compounded :or use of
and Dorothy CI a y, Herschel zoo officials decided Oswald clear and stable at 74.
mousls rich topsoil, in com- sense of taste. In laboratory
fiberglass boats.
love
sick.
actually
was
8
fair
at
, Grayson-Croppie
Stokes, Hubert and Jane Duidiscovered
"We will get a female ostrich feet. Scattered black bass on parison with the surrounding experiments, it was
worth, Janet and Norman
that
worms
will
pass
up cabtimes"
contain
five
earth,
they
Scheer, R. C. and Tootsie Ward, as soon as possible," said surface lures. Main lake murky,
much nitrogen. seven times bage if celery is offered and
-Twenty per cent of the Mary Lou and Bill Welch, Wil- Martin Lacey, zoo director.
remainder clear and stable at 68. as
boat operators travel over SO liam Vanderson, Roberta a n d
as much phosphorus_eleYen reject celery if carrot leaves are
miles to go boating. About'63 Bus Newton, Clayton and Kathtimes as much 'potash, and available.
•
per cent do their boating with- erine Richardson and Robert
three times as much magnesiIn the fall of the year, earthin one mile of shore.
um, all in a form plants can worms burrow below the frostTaylor.
The survey was conducted
Saturday evening was spent
readily use.
line in the earth to spend the
for the Coast Guard by Infor- with square dancing and skits
winter in what might be called
mation Concepts, Inc., a pri- around the campfire, after the
a form of hibernation. In
vate research firm, and is a part potluck dinner.
spring when things, warm up
of the Coast Guard's statistical
Sunday morning there were
and the temperature of the
program aimed at determining Sunday S c hos:ILA/uses, then
ground reaches about 35
the life style: of the American church services with Jack Mcdegrees, they begin their upboatman.
Caw preaching the Sermon.
ward movement to the surface
to be greeted by robins who,
( Lepisosteus sp.)-•;0 pounds, Ohio River, August M.
like fish, adore them as food.
1956, by Kelsie Travis, Jr., Rt. I, Paducah, Ky.
This confrontation between
STURGEON
Acipenseridae )-36 pounds, 8 °units
worm and robin is. as naturalist
Lake Cumberland, Ottober i, 1954, by Barney Fri pir
Edwin Way Teale wrote. -part
Corbin, Ky.
Barkley Lodge, the magnificent new facility at Lake Barkley
Efltomoltipsts who have- of the endlessly meshing gears
promontory
a
symmetrical
on
serene
and
Park,
lies
State
OPEN CLASSES-YELLOW. BASS; ROCK BAS"
checked on the. situation say of Nature's machine" and a
jutting out into the giant man-made lake. The new parks
GOGGLE-EYE; CHANNEL CATFISH; ALLIGATOR
department facility was dedicated on May 25 and is "open
Mil more than 1.750.000 ttnihol of arriving spring.
-•
business."
for
GAR.

Outdoor Lore

Campers Have
Spring Campout
At State Park
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Phone 7534652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
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CHRYSLER

CYPRESS SPRINGS
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.:TANDARD

LIBERTY
Super Market

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
-GUNS and AMMUNITION -

Murray, Kentucky

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 436-5494

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO.,,, INC.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
Hazel Highway

* Cherokee

Monark
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CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

* Alpax
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superintent for ten,years under
Amerintendent Billington.
He is married and has one son,
iCoatiaued from Page 1)
Roy Keith Knight who attends
and another rezoning the south Murray .State University. The
side of Main from Seventh to family lives at 213 South Ilth
Eighth froei Residential 3 to Street.
The Calloway County Youth for
Professional Office district.
AS Superintendent Knight is Christ will hear a program by the
Paving_costs to residents in the charged with the repair of paved "God Squad" at the meeting to be
city was raised from $1.00 per streets, grading of gravel streets, held at the Memorial Baptist
foot to $1.10 per foot. It was autting in curbs and gutters and Church on Saturday, May 29, at
pointed out that costs of paving sidewalks and maintenance of 7:30 p.m.
have risen more than . 1ri per the city cemetery.
The "God Squad":is a group of
cent.
There are twelve employees in young people from the Trinity
The council voted to refund an the department who operate one Baptist Church, Paducah with a
overpayment of the privilege back hoe,a road grader,a tractor new direct, Christian approach to
license to the Ledger and Times, with bush-hog,' three dump life, a Youth for Christ
Bids were taken on the chassis trucks, two pickups, an oil spokesman said.
for the new pumper for the Fire distributor, street washer and
All Youth for Christ members
Department. The chassis will be street sweeper.
are urged to attend and the public
delivered to Fort Wayne, Indiana
Most of the maintenance on is invited.
for the installation of the pumper these vehicles is accomplished by
body.
the employees of the department.
Taylor Motors bid $9,509.90 and
Parker Ford $9,199.34. The low
lage
bid of Parker Fad was accepted.
.Continued from Page 1)
A two car collision occurred
Councilman Lindsey suggested
ts
A Satter county sheriff's deputy Iooa at one of the grave sites where two of the bodies
newsprint for papers to print on. Thursday at 3:50 p.m. on South
that
the
city
purchase
a
police
Feather
Riser.
at
one
of
the
other
graves
near
the
vita
sift
for
workers
ea
found
.
r
were
cruiser outright and auction off Even rags were in short supply so 12th Street, according to the
person report filed by the investigating
the old car, rather than to follow some enterprising
the usual route of trading in the through of importing old mtmun) officers of the Murray Police
old police car. This was ap- wrappings from Egypt as raw Department. No injuries were
materials. Several shiploads of listed on the report.
proved.
Involved were a 1968 Ford two
Councilman Dave Willis old mummy wrappings were
reported on the use of the Refuse brought in and converted to door driven by Willodean
4•••-,
Collection Vehicles which have paper. This practice was stopped Eldridge McKinney, 510 North
been tried out for the past several when rag handlers at a mill 7th Street, Murray, and a 1968
Ford four door driven by John
weeks. One make is called Little developed cholera.
Sam Howard of Mayfield Route
Joe and the other is by Cushman.
Both vehicles have been used by Looking out of the back window One.
city employees in collecting the other day and two Blue Jays Police said both cars were
came swooping in by the Post going south on South 12th Street
refuse from homes.
Willis pointed out that Paducah Oak and it appeared they when McKinney was turning into
has ten of the small vehicles dropped something, which im- a driveway. Howard told police
which are used to replace men mediately got up and ran up the he did not see the signal light on
walking from the street to the tree. We grabbed the field glasses the McKinney car and could not
home to pick up garbage. He but the thing had disappeared up stop in time to avoid a collision,
pointed out the vehicles are the tree. We finally deduced that according to the police report.
faster,saving much time, require they actually had not dropped the Damage to the McKinney car
the use of fewer personnel and thing but maybe just dive was on the rear bumper and
"NICE, QUIET, UNASSUMING" Juhn Corona (left) is the farm labor contractor unwill save money. The council bombed it and it landed on the trunk and to the Howard car on
der arrest at Yuba City, Calif., as sheriff's workers dig in a peach orchard for
agreed that the two firms in- ground to escape the Jays. Then the right front fender and grill.
more bodies where 12 were dug up—itinerant fruit pickers hacked, stabbed, muvolved could present proposals at it got up and ran up the tree. We
tilated. Sutter County Sheriff Roy Whitaker, in charge, puts his hand to his face
cogitated over the incident for an
FINED IN PARIS
the next council meeting.
musingly as he talks to newsmen. Bespectacled Ray Duron, foreman of the J. L.
Paxton D. Smith of Murray
The city would purchase two of hour. chargrined that we had
Sullivan Ranch, tells newsmen about his discovery of the first bodies found. Cowas sentenced to seven days in
the vehicles in the • event the nussed seeing what it was.
rona, 37,-described as "nice, quiet, unassuming," has four daughters.
jail, fined $50 and costs, and had
program is approved.
The penalty date for the pur- We do not have the remotest idea his Tennessee driver's license
Chase of city stickers and the city as to whether it was bird or beast. revoked for six months by Judge
Millard Kesterson in General
privilege license was extended to
(Ceedmied from Page 1)
Sessions Court, Paris, Tenn., on
this county race and the state Wednesday -June 2. The city ofOur big Rabbit moved up close to Tuesday, after he had been
races on the ballot, and logic ficers will observe a holiday on
the house this week and took a charged with drunken driving,
Day.
Memorial
Monday
for
would dictate that more people in
Councilman Rex Alexander dust bath right outside the according to the court report in
By GEORGE SKELTON
puffing cigars to kill the stench Calloway County would vote in a suggested that traffic be blocked window His mate watched from the Paris Post-Intelligencer.
YLrB A CITY Calif. UPI)— of dead bodies,
race.
state
than
in
a
race
removed the local
edge of the woods, standing
Cigar-puffing deputies, who hacked remains from shallow The entire recanvass came on Payne street in the city park the
up
on her back feet like a
and
other
during
baseball
games
have unearthed 20 bodies in a graves into hearses for trans- about when a local political obNEED A KITTEN
events. Movable "horses" will be Squirrel,
crude cemetery along the
vote
in
the
the
noticed
that
server
Part
Persian kittens, five in
a
mortuary
in
port
to
Feather River, used shovels neighboring Marysville.
the placed at Eighth and Payne and The average family of four in. number,six weeksold,are free to
in
Precinct,
First
Recreation
Director's
by
the
1,000
eats
about
United
States
the
and trench-diggers today in
persons for pets. Call 4924283 for
Shelf! Roy Whiteaker, who Representative race, was over
their grim hunt for more slain ordered the 10 officers back 100 less than the vote in the office during these times. This pounds of fruits and vegetables further information.
was approved.
each year.
farm workers.
into the lush orchards and river Governor's race. He considered The council agreed on a curfew
A 37-year-old former mental
three
since
all
especially
odd,
this
today,
said
the
search
bottom
patient, once committeed for would continue "until we stop in the Representative's race are in the park of 11:00 p.m.
three months as a schizophreconsidered that Councilman Howard Koenati
finding bodies." Whiteaker, who local men and he
nic suffering "delusions and
poll more reported a public hearing will be
would
barred newsmen from the if either race
hallucinations,- waited quietly
be the held on Tuesday June 1 on the
'would
it
votes,
gravesite area, said five of the
rezoning of South Sixth Street
in his cell for arraignment on
race.
Representative
victims have been identified.
from Vine to Sycamore, East
10 murder charges.
received
only
Imes
Since
Ken
But only two names were
side, from Residential 3 to
The dis6very of eight more
released. He said one body 42 votes in the First Precinct, he Residential 4. ttesiden ti a I 4
bodies in a peach orchard and
error
possibly
an
that
deduced
might be thtft of a Negro. The
district allows more uses than
in brush along the river
were
middle-aged could have occurred in the does Residential 3.
others
machine
in
Thursday made the Yuba City
reading of the voting
whites.
perhaps Councilman James Rudy
killings one of the worst mass
Identifications
have
been that precinct, thinking
slayings in the United States
have been 142 Allbritten reported that the
should
figure
the
hampered by the transient life
Hospital Commission has named
during the 20th Century.
of the farm workers, many of rather than 42.
Marvin Pat Gingles and Associates as
Juan Corona, 37, a farm labor
Clerk
County
Imes,
whom had not been in touch
arehitects for the proposed excontractor and father of four
Harris and County Attorney Sid
With their families for years.
small girls, was arrested earl!
the voting pansion at the Murray Hospital.
checked
Easley
The victims were hacked in
Wednesday after authorities
this to be the Approximately 30 beds will be
the back of the head with a machine and found
unearthed nine bodies.
procedure then added with bids on the projett to
Proper
case.
heavy, sharp instrument, possiCourt records show Corona
petitions for be taken in January
bly a machete or meat cleaver. required that
was committed by his brother
filed
and the above He also reported that the
be
All were buried on their backs, recanvass
specifications on new pumper
to a state mental hospital for
carried out.
was
procedure
with
arms raised
in
a
ladder trucks have been
three months in 1956 as being
This year's representative race and
"consued and disoriented ... supplicating position and shirts aroused much interest locally completed and asked that bids be
pulled over -their bloody heads.
:suffering
delusions
and
that all three taken by June 24. The bids will be
The worst mass slaying in the because of the fact
hallucinations."
office were opened and reviewed by Fire
the
for
candidates
United States occurred in the
Psychiatrists diagnosed him
County. Ray Chief Cooper, Mayor Ellis and
Calloway
from
late 19th Century in Chicago.
as a schizophrenic. He was
realtor was the the Fire Committee and studies
Herman Webster Mudgett was Roberts, a local
released from Dewitt State
the race for :..arefully. They will make a
in
man
third
hanged on May 7, 1896, as the
report and recommendation to
Hospital at Auburn, Calif., as
representative.
the council at the first meeting in
"recovered" on April 18, 1956. slayer of some 150 young women
July.
Officials have not disclosed during the 1890's. Parts of their
Two new tires will be purany apparent motive for the bodies were found in his castlechased for the Fire Chief's car
like home after a fire. The house
slayings
and bids on a filing cabinet for the
Deputies, using a trench- contained an acid bath and
department will be taken.
digging backhoe at times aod dissecting table.
Philip Jones was named as an
employee of the. Street Depart
ment.
John Trotter,Superintendent of
the Murray Water and Sewer
-• Federal State Market News
Two local men were inducted
Lloyd Sills is listed in fair .into the United States Army in System reported that a complete
Service May 28, 1971
map of the fire plug and water
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog condition this morning by of- the May draft call from Calloway
distribution had been mailed to
Market Report Includes 9 Buying ficials at the Murray-Calloway County,according to Mrs. Gussie
the Kentucky Inspection Bureau.
County Hospital.
Stations
Adams, executive secretary of The Bureau sets fire insurance
Receipts: Act. 686 Est 2400
Sills suffered cuts, bruises, and Local Board No. 10 of the rates in the city and this map is
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
internal injuries in an accident Selective Service.
one of the requirements specified
steady
Thursday morning at the Fitts They were Larry Phillip lower rates in the city.
200-230
lbs
US 1-1
817.75-18.25; Block and
Ready Mix, Inc., East Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fire Chief Cooper reported that
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 817.50-17.75; Main
Rufe P. Burkeen of Dexter Route the City Fire Inspector Clarenee
Street.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 117.0047.50:
One, and Jerry Hughes, son of
US 3-4 260-2/10 lbs. 11650-17.00; Reports are that Sills, operator Mr. and Mrs. Justin Hughes of Boren and a team of firemen 4re
working in the business
as
Sow*
of the cement mixing machine, Mayfield Route
Seven in mapping out each
business house
US 5-2 270450 lbs. 813.5044.25; apparently slipped and fell Calloway County.'
VS 1-3 300-550 lbs. 812.5043.50; between the wheel on the outside Berkeen and Hughes were locating entrances and exits,
checking on fire trouble areas,
VS 2-3 450450 lbs. 611.5042.50. of the machine and the mixer sworn into the Army at Nashville,
Itself. When Sills hollered, the Tenn. and are now taking their c. He urged the cooperation of
business men since this mapping
SURGERY FOR MCGOVERN mixing crew working around the basic at Fort Campbell.
project is designed to aid firemen'
machine,
turned
the
mixer
off,
(UP!
t—SeW
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Adams said six local in the event fires break out
according
to
personnel
of
the
George S. McGovern, D-S D.,
registrants and twelve transfers Roy Knight, in accepting the
!tie only announced Democratic company.
were sent for pre-induction position of Superintendent
of
presidential candidate, will
examinations in May.
Streets last night, thanked fhe
enter a hospital Monday for
INJURED THURSDAY
• uncil and mayor and indicated
Mrs. Violet Johnson of Murray
hernia surgery.
FOUR CITED
he would do his best on the iiiti
no
foresaw
they
said
Doetors
Route One was treated at the Four persons were cited by the Knight moved to Murray in
romplications with the opera- emergency room of the Murray. Murray Police Department on 1949 from Tennessee. He
was
tion and McGovern's office said Calloway County Hospital on Thursday. They were one for nnployed at Fitts Block and the
time
in
released
be
to
Thursday
at
12.36 p.rn. She reckless driving and unnecessary
he hoped
-,- ,ocal clOthing factory for iitii,o!
to be in the)Senate June 4 for suffered a laceration below noise. one for no operator a sight years before joining the ; ,•,
an important vote-lin the draft the hip and an injurj ti thr. knee; license, one for reckless driving, welve years ago.
, in a car accident
e‘t ension.
land iine for speeding.
He' has been
As1•1:,r t
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SAGE TEN

The "God Squad
To Give Program
Youth For Christ

Several. . .

Seen & Heard . . .

Twenty Bodies Unearthed Imes...
In California Killings

Two Car Collision
Occurs Thursday

Rose Show
Planned
At Paris
Prizes, ribbons and prestige
will be offered for the prettiest
roses at Paris, Tennessee
Sunday when Paris-Henry
County Rose Society presents
its sixth annual Rose Show at
the Rhea School cafeteria.
The show will be open to the
public from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Any rose growers may enter,
and entries will be accepted
between 6 and 10 a.m. Judging is
scheduled from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.
Three roses will be honored
with prizes and American Rose
Society Certificates. They will
be the best hybrid tea rose',
which bears the title of "Queen"
of the show; the best floribunda,
named "Princess" and the best
as
grandiflora,
named
"Duchess."
Two sweepstakes prizes also
will be offered, one for the most
points amassed in the entire
show and the other for the most
points in specimen categories by
Rose Society memters.
Thirty prizes are to be given,
including one in each of five
artistic arrangement classes.
These classes are to deal with
themes of literature, music,
space,sports(for men only) and
childhood.
Awards will be presented by
local merchants and
individuals, including First Trust
and Savings Bank, Belks, Wade
Dorch Roofing Co., Rogers
Jewelers, Henry Farmers CoOp, Piggly-Wiggly Food Store,
Mrs. W. P. Williams, Elovitx
Jewelers,
Jim
Adams
Foodliner, Kroger, Mitchum
Company
and
MurrayMcKenzie Jewelers. The Rose
Society; will present five special
awards and Fred Emunds will
present two.
Charles Mansfield is president
of the Rose Society and James
Call is show chairman. The
show will be governed by the
standard rules of the American
Rose Society.
Specimens will be fudged on
the basis of form, substance,
color, stem and foliage, and
size. Arrangements will be
Judged according to design,
interpretation, color,
relationship, condition,
distinction and.originality.
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Former Murrayan
Named "Teacher
Of Year" By Club
Mrs. Tom (Joanne) Covington,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Herbert
Farris of Murray, Ky., has been
named,"Teacher of the Year" in
Baker County, Florida, for 1f7172 by the Wornlm's Club of
Macclenny, Fla.
The presentation was made to
Mrs. Covington at the club
banquet held on May 13 in the
club room. She is a graduate of
Murray Hh School and Murray
State Uni rsity.
Mrs.
n started her
teaching career in Bell, Fla., but
has been teaching at Macclenny
or fourteen years. This year she
taught
Vocational
Office
Education (VOE) to juniors and
seniors, according to the story in
the Baker County Press issue of
May 20.
The former Murrayan is a
member of Alpha Delta Kappa,
teacher's sorority, is active in the
Band Parents (rganization, and
has helped with many school
plays,
including
projects
newspaper editions, and the
She is •
school yearbook.
member of the First Christian
Church, but because there is no
church of this denomination le
Macclenny she worships at the
First Baptrst Church there and
is a member of the Young Adult
Sunday School Class.
Her husband, Tom Covingtoii,
also from Murray, is principal of
Baker County Junior High School
and was former football march
at Macclenny. They have one
daughter, Karen, a ninth grade
student at Baker High School.
The press release quoted Mrs.
Covington as saying "I felt
honored and humble, and very
undeserving-yet very happy aad
pleased! Truly a surprise, but a
wonderful surprise!", when she
was told she had been voted for
this honor by the Woman's Club.
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Nathan B.Stubblefield posed for Ms photograph about UN. It
shows his wife and family standing with him beside his wireless
telephone (radio) equipment which be had just used in successful
demonstrations in Washington, D. C., and Philadelphia.
In the background is his home where he invented his "radio".
The home, since destroyed by fire, was adjacent to the present,
site of Murray State University. A monument in Stubblefield's

honor as "inventor of radio" stands on the MSU campus IN feet
east of the home site.
At the extreme left of the photograph is Mr. Stubblefield's
eldest son, Bernard. He, at the age of 14, assisted his father in the
early experiments and demonstration. He now lives in Florence,
Miss.

Anniversary Of Stubblefield Demonstration Sunday
By L J. Hortin
On Decoration Day, May 30, 1902 ( 69 years
ago Sunday), The Father and Inventor of
Radio, Nathan B. Stubblefield proved to
• skeptics, inventors, business men, scientists
and the Philadelphia Inquirer that he could
broadcast and receive the human voice by
wireless telephone (radio).
His device was called the wireless
telephone for the simple reason that the
"radio" as a word was unused and perhaps
unknown. Today dictionaries
Me radio as
the "wireless Arlimphone.l.
the
words radio and "the wireless" are common
terms used interchangeably.
Many
historians and researchers are
..invinced that Stubblefield was the first
•• rson on earth to invent, manufacture and
demonstrate
equipment for electrically
transmitting the human voice and music by
wireless. That,they say, makes him Father of
Radio, Inventor of Radio and Murray the
. Birthplace of Radio....
; Believers in Stubblefield do not argue that
he was the first man to transmit waves or
,• electrical impulses through intervening
apace. Probably Ben Franklin could do that?
Joseph Nathan Kane, eminent author of
Famous First Facts, says the first "Radio
; impulse transmission was accomplished by
Joseph Henry at Princeton, N. J., in
December, 1840." That was before Stubblefield or Marconi or Fessenden were born.
! Incidentally, Kane says the first radio
'broadcast was demonstrated by Nathan B.
Stubblefield in 1892.
The first airplane was vastly different from
a jet plane today. The first wheel probably
was not the same as the transmission gear in
a modern automobile. But the man who got
the idea, built the device, and demonstrated it
first has the right to be called "Father",
"Inventor" and "First." Stubblefield's first
radio was not the same as his later models,
but it was "first."
Forty-three years ago, March 28, 1928, Mr.
ubblefield lay dying in his tiny tenant home
Calloway County. He was buried in a grave
! that remained unmarked for several years.
Two years after his lonely death, a marker

X

was dedicated March TA, 1930, on the campus
of Murray State University, declaring him to
be "Inventor of Radio." Among the researchers in the journalism class that wrote the
story and dedicated the monument was
Forrest C. Pogue, a student at Murray State.
Today Dr. Pogue is an eminent and internationally known historian, biographer
and researcher. He is the president elect of
the MSU Alumni Association.
First Broadcast Date Not Known
The earliest date of Stubblefield's first
,j2rivate broadcast is not actually known, but it
4.76t- Undoubtedly took plate as early m IMAM
His first public broadcast, probably the first
in the world, took place on the public square
of Murray on New Year's Day, 1902.
The Louisville Courier-Journal, on January
12, 1902,said of this event in a story datelined,
"Murray, Ky., Jan. 11 (Special)':
"Since the public test of wireless telephony
by Inventor Nathan Stubblefield, of this
county, and his demonstration that he can
transmit the sound of the human voice over
distances of ground without wires, the eyes of
the academic world have been turned upon
Murray."
The remainder of the story as published by
the Courier-Journal follows:
'The tests devised by Stubblefield for his
apparatus were very severe and trying, and
convinced all who saw, or rather heard, that
wireless telephony was possible.
"The tests were made in the business parts
of the city. Receiving apparatus were set up
in the court house yard, in the business
houses of Martin, Dale and Co., druggists;
McElrath, Sexton and Co., hardware; S.
Higgins, jeweler; in the office of John Keys,
County Clerk; in the office of Ed Phillips,
Circuit Clerk, and in the Arlington House, all
widely separated from the transmitting
stations of which there were two. One located
in the law office of A. D. Thompson, and the
other in the Murray Hotel. The simultaneous
transmission of vocal sounds, music and
whispered conversation was accomplished
and the results were perfectly satisfactory,
much to the amazement of the numerous
prominent citizens who gathered at various
receiving stations and heard the message
sent without wires from the transmitters al

Stubblefield's invention.
"The apparatus used in the experiments
was inexpensive and simple, being nothing
more than the ordinary commercial
telephone transmitter and receiver familiar
to all. The working, vital part of the transnifter was contained in an oblong box, which
the inventor kept carefully closed, and he
absolutely refused to give any technical
explanations of the apparatus or to furnish
any diagrams, it being his intention to still
further perfect his apparatus before giving
the details of its construction to the public.
-Mr. Stubblefield is also at work on a new
receiver of his own invention, which will
effect a marked improvement in the way the
sounds are received, as it will bring them up
to any desired pitch.
Stubblefield a Practical Electrician
"Nathan Stubblefield, the inventor of the
wireless telephone apparatus, is well known
in the electrical world, having been the inventor of electrical devices patented both in
this country and Europe. He is a practical
electrician, and has made electricity his
hobby for many years. He n forty-two years
of age, and is plain and unassuming in
manner and appearance. Mr. Stubblefield
owns valuable farming lands near Murray,
and it is here that his first experiments in
wireless telephony were made. His only
assistant in his work is his fourteen year-old
son Bernard B. Stubblefield, who in spite of
his youth, has a practical acquaintance with
electrical devices, having made them play
things since his earliest childhood. The father
says that credit for many valuable

suggestions is due to the boy.
"Experiments have already shown that the
Stubblefield apparatus will carry as far as a
mile, and the inventor thinks that even
greater distances can be covered by the
apparatus in its present shape. He is confident that a message sent from a transmitter
of the proper construction can be conveyed
from one central station to every house in the
land, and thinks that it would be invaluable
for the transmission of weather reports or
other very important matters of interest to
the general public. He also thinks that it has a
wide use on ships at sea, both for the purposes
of ordinary communication between ships
and for the direction of fleets by telephone
communication from the flagship. He is
anxious for a government appropriation to
assist him in carrying out his work of perfecting his apparatus and thinks that in view
of the general service of his instrument and
its wide possibilities for public good, that such
aid should' be accorded. He is also desirous
that it be adopted by the Government.
"Mr.Stubblefield says that the sound waves
are communicated through the electrical
envelope with which he holds that the earth
Is surrounded. His workshop is on his farm
and he is now busy at work on other details of
his invention with a new enthusiasm arroused
by the success of his first public exhibition."
Fame Within Grasp
After display stories like the Courier.
Journal account were published in St. Louis
and other cities, Stubblefield believed fame
was within his grasp.
He went in 1902 to Washington, Philadelphia

and New York where he demonstrated his
miraculous box before amazed reporters,
scientists and promoters. The Wireless
Telephone Company of America was formed
to promote his device along with contrivances
of others.
Something happened. He discovered that
some of his Eastern friends were probably
interested more in promoting sale of stock
than in developing the invention. He came
home disillusioned and embittered.
Murray friends and neighbors rallied to his
cause and he tried again. This time he was
successful in getting his -wireless telephone"
(radio) patented-No.887,657, May 12, 1908.
But financial success eluded him. Perhaps
he was as he said once,"ahead of my time 50
years." The inventor became separated from
his family, friends, and neighbors, living the
life of a lonely recluse until his death.
Coroner J. H. Churchill and others on
March 30, 1928, found the dead body of
Stubblefield in the one-room house on a farm
near Vancleave, five miles northeast of
Murray. He had been dead about two days.
Now his grave in Bowman cemetery is
marked. TV Guide recently published a
feature that paid tribute to Stubblefield's
genius.
His son, Bernard, who at the age of 14
assisted his father in the early demonstrations, now resides at Florence, Miss.
So Sunday, May 30, there may be some
friends of Nathan B. Stubblefield who will
visit his grave or the marker on the campus in
tribute to Murray's great genius—the Inventor of Radio.
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No one soybean herbicide performs well in all soil types. But in the light to medium
soils of our area, Du Pont "Lome outperforms them all.
You can control both broadleaf weeds and grasses with economical "Lorox". For
example, 2 pounds (typical rate for 2% silt loam souls) can be bgnd treated for about
$2/ac re. broadcast for $6.
With any chemicals, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.

Contact us for more details and your supply of "Loma"

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
103 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753 1933

Identified in this photograph, taken on May 30,
1902 in Philadelphia, are I
Prof. Edwing J. Houston, author of many
technical works, of Franklin Institute;
(2) Prof. A. Frederick Collins of Philadelphia,
well known electrical scientist: 1.1)
Mr. Henry Clay Fish, treasurer of the Wireless
Telephone Co. of America; Albert

Crump, the General Manager of the Philadelphia Key Stone Telephone
Co.; (5)
reporter for the Philadelphia Inquirer receiving messages; and (41 the
inventor,
Nathan B. Stubblefield. The wire shown in the front of the picture
attached to the
receiver held by the reporter is the ground wire attached to the
receiver.
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EYE ON CUBA

Castro cracking down
on Cu an intellectuals
By THEODORE A. EDIGER
Copley News Service
MIAMI-Cuba's Communist
regime is trying to smash an
alleged anti-Castro plot by
intellectuals that reportedly
stretches from Havana to Paris
and reaches into the ranks of
students,often a fertile area for
rebellion.
Secret agents in Havana
have arrested internationally
known Cuban poet Heberto
Padilla, who won the 1968
national poetry award of the
Cuban Union of Writers and
Artists. Details of the case.
Including the nature of charges
filed, have been withheld.
The armed forces publication
Verde Olivo(Olive Green-the
color of . Cuban military
uniform) said Padilla aided
the U. S. Central Intelligence
Agency with his "frankly
counterrevolutionary"
writings.
Arrested with the 39-tear-old
leftist was his wife, Belkys
Cuza Male, herself a poet. She
was later released.
A day before the March 20
arrests, a French journalist,
Pierre Golendorf, had been
picked up in Havana. He
reportedly had in
his
possession some Padilla
manuscripts that he planned to
take to Paris to publish.
Golendorf has been held incommunicado.
Linked with the ring that
failed to toe the Castro literary
line may be Enrique Alonso
Olive, a leading member of the
Cuban Academy of Science. He
was arrested earlier and
sentenced to 30 years. Alamo
Olive confessed when put on
Havana television that he fed
material about Cuba's bleak
sugarcane harvest situation,
the booming black market and
other problems in Communist
Cuba to Rene Dumont, a leftist
professor at the French

FRIDAY-MAY 23, 1971

Chinese educator says campus strife needless

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
TAICHUNG,Taiwan - In an
oasis of tranquillity on the
outskirts of this bustling midisland Chinese city there labors
a man with a message he
National Institute of Agronomy Sartre was among the considers useful to Americans
in Paris. Dumont wrote a book petitioners.
frustrated by the generation
critical of Premier Fidel
The letter expressed sym- gap separating young people
Castro's economic policies.
pathy for Castro's revolution and adults.
An article in Verde Olivo said but distress over Padilla's
The place is the campus of
that poet Padilla arrived -late arrest.
Tunghai University. It has an
in the race to join the CIA."
It said: "Use of repressive air of devotion to learning in
Later the armed forces methods against intellectuals
courtyards, chapel and
magazine turned its guns who exercise the right of the
traditional Chinese buildings
against Cuban dramatist Anton criticism in the revolution can
acres of
Arrufat. Verde Olivo said only have a profound negative spread over 345
banyan and
Arrufat was -at war against repercussion among anti- bamboo, pine,
growth common to the
the I castro ) revolution." imperialist forces in the entire other
Republic of China.
Singled out for criticism was world."
The man with the philosophy
Arrufat's award-winning play,
Padilla's earlier writing had and the message is Dr. Wu Teti"Siete Contra Tebas" ( Seven hit hard at Cuban dictator
yao, 54-year-old president of
Against Thebes).
Fulgencio Batista, whom
not been
Verde Olive warned that Castro succeeded in 1959. the university. Wu has
of
some other -discontented Padilla traveled in Castro- relegated to the sheltered life
educators; he
writers" also were producing Communist literary circles. He many Chinese
counterrevolutionary
works spent many years outside Cuba has seen college life both as a
and that they were being during the Batista regime, student and a professor in Asia
and in the United States. He has
watched.
some of them in Socialist
Paris
The
newspaper countries. At one time he led Tunghai for 14 years.
Cooling himself with a
L'Express reported, under the worked as an editor on the
bamboo
fan - "my portable
headline "Plot by Intellectuals Soviet newspaper lzvestia.
air-conditioner." he called it in Cuba:"
Former Havana magazine
during an interview in his
-Castro is attacking incomfortable campus residence,
tellectuals in Cuba because editor Mario Rivadulla, who
he said, "No, we do not have
according to him they are has been living in the
campus problems. Education is
corrupting youth. Students Dominican Republic since
too important for our young
organized public readings of being released from a Castro
people. But, I do know of your
productions
by
Heberto prison in 1970, reported during
problems and perhaps there is
Padilla. A month ago they a Miami visit that when Padilla
an answer in sharing the
called Castro an autocrat while returned to Cuba in 1964 he
he visited Oriente University. became disenchanted with '
"The maximum leader Cuba-communism. He often
dosed the institution and sent engaged in arguments with
the most rebellious students to Communists in literary circles.
But three years ago, Cuba's
disciplinary camps."
Castro also visited the top literary body liked his
University of Havana and collection of poems,"Fuera del
spoke to students. Refugees Juego"(Outside the Game), so
arriving in Miami report he much that it gave Padilla the
warned the students that he highest award for it.
would deal harshly with anyone
Subsequent examination of
caught
in
the
coun- the
writings
brought
terrevolutionary ring. They misgivings. A key theme of the'
said he emphasized that even poems is indicated in one that
international repercussions speaks of "the anguish of a
which could arise would not difficult epoch such as ours."
deter him from punitive action.
The writers' union published
A group of French and Latin the book with a prologue that
American intellectuals in Paris said it contained "skepticism,
wrote Castro asking him to ambiguities, critical
release Padilla. The leftist philosophy
antiand
French writer Jean-Paul historicism."

East and West - have some
"If your country could extraditions of Asia with the
Wu obtained his B. A. at problems and we could use
change some of the technical
material progress of the United
Nanking University in 1940,
traditions
knowledge of your young
States. It could benefit both of
then successively an M. A. at
profitably."
time
a
finding
same
the
people
wisdom
for
of
the
the
us, at
the
Fletcher
School
of
Law
and
older people in our country both Diplomacy
solution to your 'generation
at Medford. Mass.,
of us would profit. Your young a Ph.D. from Harvard and
gap
need to recognize the value of honorary doctor of humane
At that moment some
in the
chickens cackled
the experience of their elders
background. "Oh, those," Wu just as the older generation letters at Hamilton College,
Hamilton, N. Y. He served on
Forest Service scientists
No, I don't keep needs to recognize the the staff at Massachusetts have
said
cli.scovered a way to saw
chickens. But, my mother lives knowledge of the younger."
Institute of Technology, the
Wu in many ways symbolizes Hartford Seminary Foun- the same log of wood in several
with us here, and she enjoys
different ways to find out which
taking care of chickens. My the blend of East and West that dation, and the United Nations. way
to get the best yield from
advocates.
Dressed in a He has been at Tunghai since it
mother is an example of what I he
the log.
khaki short-sleeved shirt and
mean in the sharing of East and
opened and president since
The method does not involve
West to bring the young and the slacks -uniform," he presides 1957.
reassembling the piece of
over a university of 1,200
adult together more.
The quiet atmosphere here, wood, once cut Rather, it
'She is illiterate, but she has students and 100 teachers. Co- similar to that found at many of means
employing a computer
great wisdom -a wisdom born educational and Protestant in the smaller U. S. campuses,
to simulate log sawing, so that
of our close fanuly ties, of concept, Tunghai includes seems
his yields of the different sawing
for
ideal
reliance on old Chinese virtues, Roman Catholics and Jews as
philosophical approach to patterns can be compared.
attention
to
well
old
and
of
Chinese
was founded here in
problems. "Value judgment,"
moral values and the teachings 1955 after the Communists took
About eight million tons of wild
he said, "is equally as imof Confucius. She made my over the 13 private Christian
material hay, including prairie grasses,
portant
as
education possible and her universities on the mainland. achievement. Both of us - were harvested by farmers and
rachers in 1969
wisdom still is a great source of
As a private university.
strength to me."
Tunghai is much sought after
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Wu noted that in America by Chinese students. It selects
TRADE WITH
basic virtues and moral values_ 43_300 new students a year
frequently are the teaching - *OM among the top 15 per cent
responsibility of the churches. of 60,000 who take college enhe said, "your churches trance examinations in Taiwan
are growing weaker, your annually.
faintly ties are growing
"We get most of our help
weaker These two develop- from American churches," he
Murray, Ky.
753-521.3
ments contribute to the said as we strolled through
VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
LARGE
separation of young from old. neatly landscaped courtyards
"Service Built Our Business"
In China we have no churches, where oleander and poinsettia
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON AWILL
IT
such,
so
the
family
and the bloomed and young Chinese
as
NEW OR USED CAR
schools combine to teach hurried from class to dass.
spiritual and moral values.

log-cutting computer
obtains top yields

PARKER FORD INC.

Houseboating is the new
floating fun-thing in wateroriented recreational activity.
This type of live-aboard craft
bas come a long way since
Noah's Ark.
From the primitive thatchod
tnits on buoyant logs, through
the fishing and fur-trapping
water-based shanties, cruising
palaces for millionaires in the
1920s, to the squatty floating
cottages of the depression
years of the 1930s - that's the
story of houseboat Aeveloptnent.
Gone are the days of the
clumsy old cheese box on a
raft, moored in some backwater, sagging timbers rotting
away
The modern houseboat
resembles a boat more than a
house and it is beginning to get
a toehold on the market, according to the Boating Industry
Assn. Of the 8,814,000 boats in
use
today, 14,000 are
houseboats
and the number
is growing steadily.

This year one can buy 245
different models - 11 more
than last year - built by 60
different companies. The
smallest is a 10-foot pontoontype and the largest is a 70-foot
floating home. The price
range: $500 to $125,000.
Probably the biggest attraction to this type watercraft
is its suitability to family activities right down to include
the family pets.
A friend who owns one says
it's like having a mobile
apartment. You ease in
anywhere and tie up, and when
you tire of the area, lift anchor
and pull oit to cruise lazily
down the waterway to a new,
quiet spot.
It's not unusual for him to
dock near an area yacht club
and seek out the night life.
Formal clothes are hanging
in full-length closets; there are
complete bath and shower
facilities - all the conveniences of home.
The "lady of the houseboat"
will be amazed at the convenience and beauty available
from the helm right through the
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ship to the aft aeck.
Standard equipment on many
models includes: deck-to-deck
carpeting, paneling, electric
range with oven and rotisserie,
double stainless steel galley
sink with spray rinse, colorful
refrigerator, smartly styled
draperies and custom-designed
double-purpose furniture.
There are sleeping facilities
for six adults in the 28-foot
models, eight in the 34-foot
ones, and up to 10 in the 43-foot
and 46-foot boats.
There's plenty of room for
children so restlessness is cut
to a minimum. With life jackets
on, they can walk the side
catwalks and have plenty of
room to fish from every side of
the boat. In the evening they
can watch television in their
own quarters, so the adults can
enjoy a quiet, neighbor-free
evening by. themselves.
Many models feature 31111bathing decks topside.
The head has also come of
age. Pressure water systems
supply hot and cold water for
showers and tubs. There are
built-in vanities, lots of mirrors
and the marine toilet is no
longer the Rube Goldberg
contraption of bygone days.
In short, the modern
houseboats are being fitted out
exactly like a house. The same
furniture one would expect to
see in anyone's living room
may be found aboard and interior
spaciousness accommodates easy chairs,
sofas, double beds and dining
room tables.
The beauty of it all is that you
can take it fishing into the bays
and inlets; you can run it into
deeper water; you can beach it
for a picnic and swimming; or
dock it to go exploring in interesting ports.
Many of the models are
equipped with twin engines and
sufficient power to move along
at 25 to .30 knots.
DRYDEN WILL RETURN
CHICAGO (UPI)-Montreal
Canadians goalie Ken Dryden
assured everyone Monday that he
will return to National Hockey
League play next season.
Dryden, who received a
sports car from Sports Magazine as the MVP of the 1971
Stanley Cup playoffs, will work
for Ralph Nader in Washington
this summer and take some law
courses before rejoining the
Canadiens
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Houseboating provides
many comforts of home
By BILL HILL
Copky News Service
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WORKING WIVES
The number of working wives
reached 18.4 million la March,
1970, about 780,000 above
March, 1969. Married women
made up the largest portion of
the year's labor force gain, and
single men ranked second.

WAYWARD ELK
STOCKHOLM — An elk
stopped all trains on a branch
of Stockholm's underground for
four hours before police and
firemen could stun him and remove him from the line. The
elk had been chased there by
children.
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Roe*. Mudd News
Fishing

it
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SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
00 News: Nifthr.: Snorts News: Wthr
Swirls
:10 Andy Williams
Mission, Impossible
Vo
tylorillions
mission: Impossible
My Three Sons
• :OD "Lady I."
Arnie
ilf
:30 Movie
Mary Tyler Moore
00 Movie
Mannix
w
:30 movie
Mannix
I is
Wthr.; Sports
Meson
Perry:MOWN
U

7 1.,

10=1;:wthr.:-S0ortslittvg;
ii -(25•ThikieAraoricam....^
is :00 Avengers
:311 Avengers

"Buffalo Gun"
Movie

Unterned World
Lawrence Welk
Lawrence Welk
Indianapolis 500
lndiananolIs 500
Indianapolis 500
Indian/m*4 300
Nov*:
fdrer
nNira"

*frac wlw.; spins

Mawle:
"Younobload Hawke
Movie
_

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a.m.tolOp.m.,7daysa week
— J.C. GALLLMORE —

If YOU Truly

Mrs. Garland...

s'. here her husband served as a and editor.
The staff of the Ledger & Times
deacon until about ten years ago.
(Ceatinued from Page 1)
Two years ago, in 1969, Mrs. wishes Mrs. Garland and her
Houston, much
whom are deceased. A son Walter spot of the northeastern part of Garland attended
each night of daughter, Mrs.
Garland,died in 1942 at the age of Calloway County and the old the revival meeting
100th birthday of
the
happiness
on
at the
only 39, and another son died at store building still stands on the church The church
pastor, Rev. Mrs. Garland.
the age of fifteen months. Mrs. same spot at a crossroads there. Glen Cope, visits with
her often.
Houston is the only surviving
Mrs. Garland said for fun in her A visitor each Friday is Mrs.
child and she has been with her young years, they had play Daphene Mallory, the
Calloway
parents for the last thirteen parties and she recalled Wed- County Health nurse. Her
doctor
years. She had lived in In- nesday one of the many square is Donald Hughes
who is
dependence, Mo., but came to be dances they danced at those available when needed.
From The
Mrs.
with her father and mother in parties. She said blindfold was Houston said her
mother had
1958 after their health began to one of their favorite games and suffered some heart
attacks, but
decline. Mrs. Houston has been a they climbed trees and played in Dr Hughes keeps the
proper
widow for twenty-six years.
the creeks. She said there was not medication and oxygen at the By United Press International
Grandchildren of Mrs. Garland too much time for play as all home if Mrs. Garland
has an OKEMAH, Okla.--Chamber
are W. C. Garland and his wife, children and adults were busy attack.
if Commerce President Allison
Wanda, of Independence, Mo., working in the fields and homes.
Employed, Funeral Home
Kelly, explaining his objection
Leslie B. Houston and his wife, Her days of getting up at four Before her marriage in
1903, to any special celebration in
the former Marilyn Grayson of a.m. each day are still with her Mrs Garland worked for
the late honor of the late folk singer
Murray, Donald S. Houston and now.Her daughter, Mrs. Houston, Horace Churchill at his funeral Woody Guthrie:
his wife, the former Virginia said she still wanted to be out of home in Murray. She recalls "Granted that Woody Guthrie
Uzzle, of Murray,Mrs. Ray C. bed in the early morning hours. assisting with the preparations
of did reach a cultural achieve(Laverne) Henderson of Hardin Mrs. Garland recalled how she the caskets and the persons
for ment by pis many popular
Route One, and Mrs. Eugene had to get up early to,.pkepare burial, and the horse
drawn songs, but this does not minify
(Mary Louise) Robertson of breakfast for the men before they hearse that was used to take
the his Communist affiliation."
Kirksey. One granddaughter, went to the fields to work or to deceased persons for burial. This
Gladys Jean Houston, is milk the cows and feed the same horse drawn hearse is now
NEW
ORLEANS—Businessdeceased.
chickens and livestock.
on display in the yard of the Max
man Clay Shaw, after a federal
Her great grandchildren are
Mrs. Garland is still able to get Churchill Funeral Home,
Sandra May and Dwayne Ray up from her bed by herself and Mrs. Garland was too busy court ruled District Attorney
Henderson, Donald
Keith get to her wheel chair, but she after her marriage to do any Jim Garrison had used unreliable withnesses against him in a
Houston, Dana, Darren, and has been unable to
walk for about work for the public. The "baseless"
investigation of the
Derrick Robertson, all of this two
years. She still stays up most telephone on the New Concord
John F. Kennedy assassination:
area, and Cheryl Garland of of the day
exchange
is still in her name,
and has her favorite
"My initial reaction is that
Independence, Mo.
chair in the living room where Mrs. L. L. Garland, and the
finally the American judicial
Mrs. Garland was the former she sits and can
see her daughter mailbox in the front of their home
system does work to correct
Mary Ella Travis, daughter of as she works
in the kitchen. She on the paved road still has the
the things that go wrong with
Francis Bowen(Bud)Travis and doesn't hear
so well now, but is name of L. L. Garland printed on it."
Martha Jane Robb Travis Ellis. able to communicate
well with it.
Her father died of typhoid fever her family
Special communications she
and friends.
when she was only four years of
has received prior to her 100th SAN SEBASTIAN, Spain—
Sparkle In Eyes
French Consul General Henri
age. Her mother with her three
As we talked with her, she birthday 'include a card with
Woliner, who successfully
daughters, Mrs. Garland,and the recalled many
special
Bible
verses
from
Dr.
early days and
fought off four gunmen aplate Miss Maudy Travis and Mrs. laughed about them.
Billy
Graham at his home office,
One of her
parently attempting to abduct
Bub Chambers, married Jim grandsons,
Leslie B. Houston and in Minneapolis, Minn., and
him:
Ellis who had eight children, all his-wife, were visiting
her at the letter from Kentucky Governor
"I would rather be shot than
deceased now.
time, and you could see the Louie B. Nunn. She is always the
abducted. So, I hit back—even
The almost century year old sparkle in Mrs. Garland's
eyes as recipient of many cards and though
I'm suffering from
woman has two living half her grandson sat
on the arm of letters on her birthday.
lumbago."
sisters, Mrs. Davis Elkins, age her chair and
Mrs.
GKIand
said she atasked her questions
89, of Dexter, and Mrs. Eunice she could
not understand from tributed her long life to the will of
Morris, age 84, of Princeton. She the rest of
the Lord and to hard work. She
us present.
has a number of nieces and
Mrs. Garland was able to at- still wishes she could get out and
nephews.
tend school through the sixth work in the home and fields. She
grade at the one room school of said -she is ready to go to her
Started Work When Eight
Palestine. She liked to read heavenly home whenever The
Mrs. Garland said she started before her eyesight
Miners who thought nothing
began failing. Lord calls her."
to work in the fields and home at her, but Mrs. Houston
said she As we thought about Mrs. of the hazards of working thou.
the age of eight. She reminisced still could see the
television and Garland, we found these words, sands of feet underground and
about the early days when they enjoyed seeing that
and listening "There can be no higher ambition regularl!, risked their lives for
used oxen to plow the fields, used to the radio. They
take the for a Christian woman than to be their fellow workers. downed
the loom to make their own cloth, Ledger & Times and Mrs. a faithful wife and a happy and their tools for the da at the
sight of a white mouse underand knitted their own socks and Houston sometimes
reads items influential mother. It is the place
stockings.
which God has given woman, and ground.
of news to her mother.
The glimpse of a woman on
The nearest store to the
Of Dutch and Indian ancestory, she who fills it well, is as
the _way to work was also
woman's home in her early life Mrs.Garland was
honorable
and
honored
the
as
baptized by the
enough to make them take the
was at the community store at Baptist minister,
Bro. Hargrove. most illustrious man can be", day off. Both. they beheved,
Hico, operated by Newt Bran- She is the oldest
living member of written by Charles A. Stoddard, were omens of bad luck.
don. Him, was the main meeting the Sugar
American clergyman author,
Creflt Baptist _Char

FISH RESEARCH
Scientists at the New York
State Veterinary Collage at
Cornell University are using a
tankful of small, gray tropical
fish called fire mouths to study
nutritional diseases of the
horse.

'SLEUTH'RECORD
LONDON — Anthony Shaffer's thriller "Sleuth," with
more than 500 perfcx-mances,
has become the longest-running play in the 55 years of the
St. Martin's Theater. It opened
15 months ago.

Quotes

Television Schedule
WSM•TV
Cbson•I 4
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News

Business Consultants
for
Small and Large Firms
FINANCIAL - OPERATIONS PERSONNEL - SALES

NORVEL, associates
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
502/362-4379
Formally Chicago New York-Nashville Area

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobodt else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to(do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use— ouroservice. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know bow to tailor repayment programs to their production and incomc.
Talk oVer your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Superstition made mice
out of many miners

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street
Phone 753-5602
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Nor-

.• . go to where the action REALLY is! See any of the 35
affiliated sales people of Rbaltor Members of THE MULTIPLE LISTING SYSTEM!

On June 1, 1970, the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors announced the beginning of a Multipl
e Listing
Service, and promised you better service. In the past 12 months (including 8 recession months) the Multipl
e Listing Service
and the participating realtors sold $2,676,400.00 worth of real estate for their clients. ,
FOR ACTION ON YOUR PROPERTY . .. LIST WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE MULTIPLE LISTING SYSTEM

MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD Of REALTORS
Members Of The Multiple Listing System
1

Harding Galloway Real Estate and Insurance
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor
Freeman Johnson Real Estate
C. 0. Bondurant Real Estate
Wilson Real Estate and Insurance
Roberts Realty
Guy Spann Real Estate
H. T. Waldrop Real Estate Claude MiHer Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman Real Estate and Insurance
—•

COOPERATION,
RELIABILITY and
FAST ACTION
are yours when you
list with a member
5.

of
MULTIPLE LISTINGS!

1.0
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For Know-How in Real Estate-See Your Realtor
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

RED BRICK home for sale by LAKEWAY SHORES; two adMULTIPLE LISTING
owner. Three bedroom and joining lots close to lake.
GOOD FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME AT 1309 Poplar.
garage. One mile south of Reasonably priced.
la baths, basement, fire-place, electric heat, 2 air conKirksey on the Kirksey Highway. FARM; 62 acres with good road
ditioners. Near schools. In real good condition and priced
Call 489-2256.
M29C frontage on Ky. 94, 3 miles south
right. $18,000.00.
of Ken Lake Park.
Home 753-5020
Office 753-4342
WATERFRONT YEAR round FARM; 36 acres 2 miles east of
REAL SHARP: TWO BEDROOM BRICK ON 121 South, 21/2
home at Panorama Shores. Barn Faxon.
EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
miles. Lot 100x495. Carport, outside storage, family room. A
real buy as owner miist move to town.$16,500.00.
Home 753-4910 style,two floors, three bedrooms, WATER FRONT property, apOffice 753-4342
two baths, family room, utility, proximately 6/
1
2acres with 700' of
two fire-places, sundeck, lake frontage, suitable for boat
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1708 Magnolia.
cathedral ceiling. $29,500.00. By dock, resort or several
1
2 baths. Big brick fire-place in large
All carpet, built-ins, 2/
owner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m. M29C homesites.
family room, brick patio and also brick porch and walk.
Colonial styling. This home has everything. 834,500.00.
CLAUDE L. MILLER REAL
1
2 Main Street. 753ATTRA,CTIVE BRICK home in ESTATE,418/
STORE BUILDING AND 50 ACRES AT POTTERTOWN.
choice location. Three bedrooms 5064. JOHN C. NEUBAUER,
Store has basement, some supplies, cold drink box,
Associate
Broker,
753-7531.
M31C
plus study or office, two baths„
refrigeration and cash register, counters go with sale. All for
family
room
with
fireplace,
all
BUT, DO YOU BUY A HOUSE BY THE SQUARE FOOT? built-in kitchen with lots of TWO BEDROOM house with 4 only 812,500.00.
acres of land in Kirksey. Garage
cabinet space, 2 car garage. and stable. Phone 753-5723. M28P
Unfortunately most people DO NOT!
Draperies stay, established yard.inamimmini
. 20 ACRES OF EXTRA FINE LAND AND GOOD FRAME
HOME,4 miles West of Murray just off of 7E3 State Highway.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
Electric heat, bath,good well.In Lynn Grove School District.
Doesn't it make good sense to use as much
Drive (Keenland Subdivision- BY OWNER; New four
820,000.00. More acreage available if desired,
near new high school) Call 7537 bedroom tri-level house, 2
precaution in buying a house as you would in
baths, family room with
8459 or 753-9368 for apREAL NICE BRICK HOME AND 30 ACRES ON NORTH
fire-place, dining room,
pointment.
grocery shopping? We at DONALD R. TUCKER
Highway. Black-top driveway. Home has full dry hagement,
two car garage and all the
REALTOR think you should! We are initiating this
features of a custom built
garage. Has fire-place, two bedrooms, dining room, family
THREE BEDROOM brick; 3
room, space for bedrooms in the fully finished basement.
home. Close to new High
Murray-Calloway County. We want you
service
years old; carpeted throughout, School and priced to' sell.
Excelled condition. Owner will trade for nice home in town.
patio, storm doors and windows
ALSO; TWO bedroom
$29,500.00.
to know what you buy.
plus scrbens, ideal for couple or
brick with garage on
This week rather than individually describing
small family. Shown by apCatalina. This is a real buy
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON FIVE ACRES. Built-in
pointment only. Located at 1625
range, horse barn, crib and garage. New cyclone fence. On
and includes drapes and air
our homes, lake property or buildings lots, we
Catalina Drive.7534263. M31C
conditioners.
641 North near Ahno Heights. $23,000.00.
want to announce our new service and tell you
ALSO; THREE bedroom
house with carport. Priced
BEAUTIFUL ROCK HOME ON HIGHWAY 121 West about 6
BY OWNER; three bedroom
that we have 22 homes in and around Murray
well below average and
miles from Murray. 14 acres of land. Garage apartment and
brick house. Central heat and air,
only one year old. Phone
a three bedroom home with built-in range, fire-place,
that we have evaluated so that you will know
bath
and
a
throughout,
carpeted
basement. All modern. 132.500.00.
753-3903 for appiintment to
half. Shown by appointment only.
see any of these homes.
the cost per square foot!
M29P
Phone 753-3756.
WE HAVE ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY'S finest farms,
just one mile North of City limits, all under good fence. Has
For your protection we are providing a standira •
large stock barn, nice house and other good out buildings. 93
for you in buying a home,
acres of fine land. You just don't find many farms like this
one for sale. 875,000.00.

DONALDTUCKER
MEROF R.
REALTOR

You Buy Eggs by the Dozen

You Buy Gas by the Gallon
You Buy Meat by the Pound

in

BE SURE TO INVESTIGATE BEFORE YOU INVEST!!

JOIN THE "DOLLY FLEET" OF FUN!!!
'ft
4/14
fun boat
so°

AT 806 SOUTH 17TH STREET, ALL MODERN THREE
bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, large family
room, fine carpet, kitchen has all built-ins, there is a large
utility room, two baths. You must see to appreciate.
827,750.00.
'
ONE MILE EAST ON 94 HIGHWAY. Extra nice three
bedroom brick veneer, living room, large dining room, all
carpet and large shop building in back. This is a good buy and
reduced to 815,750.00.
ON FARRIS AVENUE,TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,
real pretty.Has extra large family room. This is a quiet dead
end street. Fine for a retirement home and priced at only
$20,000.00.

The No. co Model comes equipped with an all aluminum
canopy frame and marine vinyl canopy cover; 8' sq., 6'4"
from deck to canopy top. An all aluminum Captain's
Stand, steering wheel, cables and hardware for im
stallation are standard equipment.

I" op sq. aluminum% tuber Zr high;
14 ft. long: 23" safety pares floor
and rear,

REAL ESTATE FOR SAI.E
•

BIG BRICK FIRE-PLACE EN 'THIS large and livable home
at 1513 Kirkwood. Four bedrooms, two baths, central heat
and air, carpet and all built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet
and all built-ins. Has humidifier and electronic air filter.
Double garage and large storage area. Nothing is lacking in
this fine home. You must see inside.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME AT 901 Poplar. Has three
bedrooms and is close to schools. A rare bargain at 98,500.00.
torPrn
otte
wi
rtzn
ow.silwee
, carACRES AsT
EEtIlOrang
N FOeUR, draperies,,
Nbun
bedrooms, built-in
port. Real nice. 823,500.00.

COTTAGE ON BLOOD RIVER BOAT DOCK. A nice frame
cottage with basement. Guest cottage on lot. Electric heat.
Water available at 82.50 per month. Only $9,750.00.
HAZEL, ROUTE 1, ONE MILE WEST OF HAZEL on 40
acres of good land. Two car garage and modern four
bedroom frame home. Remodeled in 1970. $24,500.00.
26 ACRES WITH GOOD WELL.ON BLACK TOP ROAD and
with a beautiful building site. 20 acres tendable. Good gravel
road on back side. 6 miles from Murray towards Kentucky
Lake. $12,500.00.
STOP LOOKING! HERE'S THE HOUSE. 815 Sha Wa
Circle, three bedrooms, huge den, built-ins, garage. On
80x140 lot. Well worth the money. $24,250.00.
CANTERBURY ESTATES IS CALLING. One of the finest
homes in Murray. Two story, four bedrooms, two baths and
two car garage. This house has beautiful quality carpet,
central heat and air and priced to sell. 836,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1620 Kirkwood
Drive is in top-notch condition. One and one half bath, large
den, beautiful landscaping and priced to sell, $21,000.00.
seeing is believing.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE located on
Coldwater Road-West, two miles from Murray is available
for immediate possession. Roseboard electric heat, two
baths, large utility room and den. One acre lot. Ready for
easy and comfortable living. First come, first served for
$24,000.00.
.
FOR COUNTRY LIVING, FIVE MILES East on Route 94 in
Grove Heights. Three bedroom brick, two baths, central heat
and air, two car garage, built-in kitchen, den and living
room.On large lot. One of our better homes.819,000.00.
HOW DOES FAXON ROAD, ROUTE 3, 11
/
2 miles East of
Route 94 in a three bedroom brick and frame house sound for
country l
iving? This house with twenty acres on a hard top
„ad is we good of a deal to pass up for121,000.00.

dock

Covering:
backed marine va-ly1
12" x 16' x 12 ft Icng Meow Pleuetr FIxod
Mew blouse: Fiked moter mouni of
1- 00 eq. aluaan urn tube:
rugaed 12 gauge
section 24" high, from section IF rugged 12 9auge galvanised *el
aluminum cube; with adiustable 2'' w
high: 30" front walk thru and mot with adiuwable 2 wooden transom. Illellinees 1 - OD sq
18" high; 22'' front walk thru and
area *swam
Illasery Meet Non-slip rubber safety rear mclor area opening.
treads on. !he !op front of each
Printoon.
won an aluminum canopy frame and inuring,
'The lie. 312 mairsi
also,
or.
cover,
ral
aluminum Captain's Stand, steering whop&
vinyl :JncPy
Jblef and hardware fcr irsla!nnrn avaC.able at extra cosi fee* price

SEE: Don McClure, Jerry Henry, Dane
or Grayson McClure

McClure

5 ft. wide x 8 ft loop

Call Nights & Holidays

436-5483

LOCATED, Panorama Shores Just take 94 E. out of Murray to 280 to
614 to Panorama Shores, stay on blacktop and you can't miss the boat display

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Nixon favors lady
presidential candidate

roster mother retires

President Nixon has appar.
ently taken to heart strong
criticism of his administration
not appointing more women in
top jobs.
He has told wives of top officials and women government
employes that he believes in
women trying for any office —
including the presidency

LOS ANGELES —
Dyer 67. retired after a 27-year
(areer as a -hoarding
mother ' During that tIrrie she
riven a temporary mother
to 298 unwanted babies in her
home
wish I was starting all
,N..er again.- she said. I just
love babies"

41
41

41
These

are Hybr
in full sun. 2

T.

4g
41

There Ar
Can Co

SHIRLE
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TOY POODLES,black
Chinchillas, $15.00
equipment. Phone 7531882.
PUDDLE, FIVE m
Cobr brown. With pa
sell Phone 753-5249.
DUNE BUGGY; yell
plate with top. In
condition. For sale
Phone 753-6215 after 5:
QUARTER HORSE
years old, grey. S
hands tall. Phone 7

et our De
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • L.
• Law
• Hood Soyb
• Dare Soyb
• Wayne Sofb
armors Gra
,Sod Co.
Quality Field Se
r e R ro
LARGEST VARIETY
in Kentucky. No in(
prices. Country Boy S
Army Surplus Folks
from Hopkinsville, J
117& 164. Open Sundays

10150 TWO BEDFt00
trailer, completely f
Price reasonable. Phon
8710.
tail and mane. Gentle,
for pleasure or trail ri
almost new saddle
black with white trim.
2715.
ST. BERNARD quality
Prices, $100.004175.00.
sired parents. Stud
Melody Ayre Kennels, B
Tennessee,901-247-3345.
OFFICE
FIVE
refrigerator, bar, all
lamps. If interested pl
753-4716.

WE HAVE 22 ACRES OF FINE DEVELOPING LAND ON 94
East, one mile from Murray. Would be a good olace for
trailer park. Also has many other possibilities. a22,000.ao.

Guy Spann Realty

Nab aierturm Colorful rubber
backed marine vinyl.

41
41
Extra
4/ Also a large
41
41 outdoors.

NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. Has builtins both sides. Only $25,500.00.

WE HAVE FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES IN Panorama
Shores. One in Lakeway Shores. One at Little Oaks, one on
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER LOCATED at 17th
and Dodson. This house is extra nice inside. Good carpet, has Patterson Point. One at Centerridge, two at Green Valley.
These cottages range in price from 26,000.00 to $39,000.00. If
family room,living room,large corner lot. Take a look. Price
, you are looking for a summer home on the lake or a year
223,250.00.
around home,just give us a call. I believe we have what you
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1702 Calloway. are looking for.
This house has been reduced as owner is being transferred.
NEED A REAL FINE mug BEDROOM HOME WITH full
Large living room, carpet, garage, plenty of shade trees on
,
basement which has large fainily room with fire-place,study
pretty lot. Price $19,900.00.
and bath? Upstairs there is a living room, two baths, dining,
three bedrooms,kitchen with all built-ins. Enjoy central heat
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A PRETTY HOUSE and a two
and air-conditioning. Also a large redwood deck. Call for an
acre wooded lot about Smiles from Murray? If so, we have it,
appointment to see this beauty. $38,000.00.
located N mile East of Locust Grove Church.Has two baths,
large family room,three bedrooms,living room,all built-ins,
83 ACRE FARM,NICE FRAME HOUSE,GOOD TOBACCO
and two car garage. Paved road. Price $23,250.00.
barn,good stock barn, four or five outbuildings. Located 34,
2
miles South West of Lynn Grove. $74,000.00.
901 COLDWATER ROAD, A TWO FAMILY APARTMENT
building on business lot 90x1110. Income 8160.00 per month.
TWO MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE, WE HAVE A 15
Bargain at $12,250.00.
acre farm. Nice two bedroom frame house, new pole barn.
This place is priced at only $12,000.00. Better take a look, it
IN KIRKSEY, LARGE RANCH TYPE BRICK VENEER.
won't last too long.
Three bedrooms,three baths,family room;This place has a
nice beauty shop,ready for work. Kitchen all modern. double
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH BASEMENT
carport, also has almost new shop building, size Mx= which
DOWN NEAR the Lake on Poplar Springs.Road. Here is a
Located
on
lot
and
priced
at
"only
upstairs.
1%
acre
has
good buy for someone who wants to be near the lake. Has 4
'$37,500.00.
acre lot, all wooded. Reduced to $15,750.00.
ONE MILE FROM TOWN ON 121 SOUTH, WE HAVE A
GOOD two bedroom frame, living room, bath, garage. Lot
has over 300 feet of Highway frontage. $10,500.00.

+4444*
TNOiceMpAlanTts

after 298 babies
Mrs. Julie

STOCKHOLM — One Amen:an deserter in four in Sweden
has been sentenced for a crime
there, a police report said
By the end of last year, 122 of
the 508 deserters then in Sweden had been sentenced, 66 for
violations of drug laws

ICE EXPORTS
STOCKHOLM — ice from
Greenland. 2,000 years old and
guaranteed free from pollution,
is being successfulb sold as am,
export article About 100 tons
have been sold in Europe and to
Japan since it was introduced
last year

BY OWNER; 17x44 mob
two bedrooms, 1969 Eco
All electric, like new
paneling with avocad
Perfect for college
couple with one child.
8844 after 6:00 p.m.
sa
,
trailer. Girl's size 12-1
apparel. Phone 753-4647.

DINETTE SET with
and four chairs. Good
$30.00. See at Crass Furni
Co.
CARPET SALE: truck I
stock. Some heavy sha
pattern type. Some
outdoor, some comrner
Hi-density rubber back
start at $2.50 square yar
to $3.95 square yard
higher. While it lasts. F'
first served. Paschall
House. Hazel. Kentucky,
9:33.
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get the10done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

.1C

$ TOMATOES and PEPPERS $
41

Nice Plants Growing In Peat Pots

+

GREENHOUSE

FRESH - - 15'

PETUNIAS

41
+

Extra Nice - All Colors - 15'
41 Also a large
41
selection of other plants for

+

o u td oors.

41
4:

GERANIUMS

Red -Pink-White - '1.00 & '2.00

4g

-as

TSIMAITIIS
Kat your Home

4t

Are Poison

41

FULL SIZE crib and mattress
41 with three sheets, one automatic
swing, baby carrier with pad and
41 training chair. Phone 753M29C
6495.

41
41
41
+
4g

41

BEGONIAS

STRAWBERRIES, 20c a quart.
You pick. Bring your own container. Forrest Coleman, 753mnp
5314.

+
l't These are Hybrid Begonias and can be planted
41
v,. in full sun. 25'

ROACHES
Carry Germs
GIFT RIO OF

72 ALLIS CHALMERS combine,
practically new. Lynn Parker,
M29C
phone 753-5316
CHIFFEROBE, THREE tables,
two lamps, one apartment size
stove, 21 inch floor fan. Phone
M29C
492-8382 after 5:00p.m.

PESTS

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer,

NICE THREE bedroom bri
home in Plainview Acres. Pho
753-7903 after 5:00p.m.

TF

UNFURNISHED THREE room
corner duplex apartment, one
block from town, church,
grocery. Prefer mature lady.
Available now. Phone 7531299.
M28P
RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
June7C

SOYBEAN
GROWERS
See us for your Soybea
Seed, Inoculation anb
Moly Mix and Solo for
control of weeds. We
have Certified Hoodiani
Dare, also Non-Certiyed
Hood and Dare.

1967 GRAND PRIX Pontiac.
Automatic, full power, good
conditton. Phone 753-5291. M31C
GOLD PLYMOUTH Barracuda,
1964, one owner car in A-1 shape"-,
Has new tires. $650.00. Phone 753M31C
7664.
1965 CHEVROLET 327 Sport.,
power:
Coupe, automatic,
steering and brakes, factory air.%
$475.00. 1965 Karmen Gh14
Volkswagen convertible, in good;
1959'
$495.00.
condition.
Volkswagen, $150.00. Phone 489J3C.
2189.

We Pay Highest Cash

2 DATSUN, 510 Sedan. Will'
/
19701
Prices for Wheat, Corn
Friday and
sell at very reasonable price.
EXTRA NICE two bedroom
$ GARAGE SALE; 4-6
Phone 753-4061.
9-6 Saturday at 709 Story Avenue.
M2SC
apartment,furnished. Phone 753and Soybean.
M31C
Watch for signs. Off Sycamore.
7550 after 5:00p.m.
Antiques; weight clock, buffet,
CALL US FOR DAILY
1967 BUICK SKYLARK,two door
and
sofa, upright secretary, used
FURNISHED APARTMENT; for
hardtop. Red with black vinyl
41 furniture. Odd chairs, dishes,
QUOTATIONS!
41
500 N. 4th Street
or fall; for boys. Phone
summer
with power and air. Also
roof,
,44 toys, LP stereo records, jazz and
14+44
.444++++,
,444
+444
M28NC
753-6546.
PHONE 753-8220
1963 Chevy pick-up, long wheel
popular, clothing, bicycle, books,
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
base, custom cab, V8 automatic.•
M29C
TOY POODLES,black and white. 17 CUBICtFOO'T Westinghouse etc.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Phone 753-7785 after 4:00 p.m.
Fair and Efficient
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and refrigerator. Excellent condition.
garage apartment. Private enM28C
Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
READY TO show; three, five
Service To All
equipment. Phone 753Married
couple
trance.
M28C gaited
Phone 753-7900.
country
pleasure,
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
June24C
preferred. Phone 753-6781. M28NC
pleasure, racking, gentle riding
1965 MUSTANG Convertible.
r Member Chamber of Commerce
MUST SELL: 28,000 BTU air horses. Saddle, quarter mare.
Automatic, 6 cyclinder.. Nice
PODDLE, FIVE months old. conditioner, $175.00. Portable
furnished
BEDROOM
ONE
M29C
Phone 753-1348.
First $525.00. Also 1964
condition.
Coler brown. With papers. Must G.E. television, $70.00. Two
Air-conditioned.
apartment.
Sr 1
Chevy Van. New tires and batizIII
PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs Close to campus. Couples or
sell. Phone 753-5249.
JZNC tennis rackets with balls, $6.00.
2 ACRES OF land and timber 11 work guaranteed. Free rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
1
2/
tery. Needs some body work.
mature adults oily. Also two
M28C near Bethel Church. 1959 Ford
Phone 767-4427.
$250.00. Phone 436-5570.
ickup and delivery Free tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer bedroom duplex, carpeted,
DUNE BUGGY; yellow, compick-up. Good condition. 1962 F-85 ' te. Antique or natural Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
plete with top. In excellent ex38 HOUSE TRAILER, two
central air and heat, washer,
Old Concord Rd.
Olds. Phone 753-6654 after 12:03
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- dryer. Stove and refrigerator.
• . Jerry McCoy,753condition. For sale or trade. bedrooms, complete bath, air
1962 VALIANT, good work or
M29C
noon.
p.m.,
8:00
to
5:00
Hours,
JunelOC 8522.
Phone 753-6215 after 5:00 p.m.J2P conditioner and electric heater.
Available June 1. Furnished or
fishing car. If interested call 753(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to unfurnished. Call 753-9135 or 753Completely furnished. Ideal for TONY DROEGE paintings, MSC' MOBILE HOME Transporters. 4:00 Saturday.
M28P
2462.
June 14C
June2C
4478.
QUARTER HORSE Mare, 5 fisherman or lake cottage. Phone Instructor, moving; selling many Local and Nationwide. Insured,
your
2 436-2113.
1
June1C paintings and drawings. $1.00 to bonded, safe, reliable. Transit CARPET CLEANING in
years old, grey. Stands 14/
NICE FURNISHED apartrnen
hands tall. Phone 753-8728. MSC
1969 CHEVY Impala, 2 door,
$50.00. Saturday and Sunday, Homes. New Concord. Phone 436- home. Most 9x12 rugs just $9.95.
TIMOTHY AND Orchard grass May 29 and 30. South 16th Street 2197 or 436-5515.
M29C Free estimates. Call collect 247- for college girls-summer and fall.
Sedan $1450. Phone 436-2201.M29C
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00p.m. TF
hay. No weeds. Phone 4892456. Mayfield Carpet CleanerExt.,(Wiswell Road). Phone 753u.
m7sNc
June1C 8231.
2691.
s.
opens
Care,
DAY
TODDLERS
M29C
1966 INTERNATIONAL truck.
Seed Corn
June 7 for children three months
2
1
Phone 753-9416 or see at Union 76
4 ft to three years. State approved. r'OR ALL your home alterations, IARGE FOUR bedroom house /
• Atrizen • Lorox
oval,
GOOD USED color television. SWIMMING POOL,
Electric
Station,Five Points.
M31C
.Uso
Priced reasonable. Dunn's TV & deep, 24 foot diameter, and patd Reasonable rates. Experienced remodeling,etc. Free Estimates. block from campus.
June30C heat, air-conditioned. Fence
• Hood Soybeans
Appliance, 118 South 12th Street. filter. Phone 753-1812 after 5:00 help. Day or week. Phone 753- Phone 753-6123.
$135.00
back yard. Families only.
• Dare Soybeans
Plenty of free parking in rear of 9.m.
753-3642
401 Maple St.
M29P
M3IP 4481.
HELP WANTED
WILL DO baby sitting in your per month. Phone 753-1203.
M28C
store.
• Wayne Soybeans
Phone
Experienced
days.
home,
CAMPER TOP for Datsun or
Groin &
J1C LARGE FURNISHED two
753-7774.
SECRETARY Toyota. White with woodgrain
sacrifice;
MUST
sofa,
MOVING:
PRO-MOW
bedroom apartment viith kitchen
S•pd Co.
BOOKKEEPER ; part time
and tinted bubble sides. Insulated
kitchen
and
chairs,
table
two
and large living_room. All
Quality held Seed &
position available. Send resume
Let
owners:
chairs, refrigerator, lamp. and finished on inside. Less than
YARDS MOWED
HOME
ATTENTION
utilities furnished. Available
A . Satue.i.ay. and Sunday, 8:00 a.m. one year old. $200.00. Phone 753I. R . r
J1C
to P.0.Box 32 W.
cgopletely cover your home after June 10.Phew 7011.MS1P
CALL 753-3575
to 6:00 p.m., 524 Shady Lane, off 5921.
with Reynolds weather tight 3143.
M2SC The undersigned haw been SALES OPPORTUNITY .;
M29C
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols East Story Avenue.
aluminum siding. Also we do
appointed Administratrix of the Manufactures of Jim Martin and tr
19 CHAROLIAS 3,11 to ?fa Cows. 12
In Kentucky. No increase in
soffitt and overhangs on brick. FURNISHED APARTMENT for estate of Conley Crass, deceased.
436-5588
Ranch House brand paints needs
Phone
yards!
MOW
WE
One
cows.
springing
calf,7
with
prices. Country Boy Stores, the COLDSPOT 18,000 BTU air
Storm windows di door, shutters summer, $50.00 per month. 300 All persons having claims
M31NC
salesman for new account
753-9077
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles conditioner and 20 inch floor fan. 15-16 bull. One-year old heifer or
and carports. Free estimates. Woodlawn Drive. Phone 753against or indebted to said estate
M29C Bill Adams, Lynn Grove, 435from HopkinsvWe, Junction Ky. Call 753-6901.
M29C are notified to present them to the development. Relocation not ,
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- 6044.
any
necessary. Salary,car, expenses. I
home,
my
in
WILL
sit
BABY
4383.
J3C
or
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
1,Kirksey, 489-2427
Adrnini.stratrix in the manner
M31C vice,Route
age. Call 753-7655.
Junel8C FULLY FURNISHED lake fron and within the time prescribed by Writeto Van Gay Inc., P.O. Box
p.m.
M31C 1966 CHEVY Impala, 4-door,
Sedalia 328-8398.
967, Mount Vernon,fli. 62864. J1C
hard top, vinyl roof, full power TWO STORM doors, size 32x89
cottage, available Memorial Day law.
M31C
and air, A-1 condition. Call 436- Phone 753-3539.
436phone
week. For information
NOTICE
NOTICE
MAUDIE CRASS
10150 TWO BEDROOM Liberty
MAKE MONEY addressing
M29C
2323.
M29C
5679 after 6:00p.m.
ADSHNISTRATRIf
trailer, completely furnished.
envelopes! Earn $15.00 to $75.00
semi- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
SLACKS,
DRESSES,
28
&
M14,21
Price reasonable. Phone 753per 1,000 typing mailing lists and
FRIGIDAIRE 36 inch range, formai., and formals, sire 7 to 9. for rent or sale. Rent applies to Tinkles, $1.69. Lose Weight FURNISHED APARTMENT for
8710.
M31C
addresiing. All details in new
good condition $35, living room Phone 753-3516.
M31C purchase. Lonardo Piano solely with Dex-A-Diet, 96c at college lvys..,&mmer and fall
$10, electric room heater
1TP semester7PIne 753-5108 after The undersigned has been ap- publication. Send $3.00 to
Company, across from Post- Dole &Stubblefield.
BUCKSKIN HORse with mar chair
see
$20,
13th.
No.
222
TFC pointed Administrator of the Mayfield Mail Order, P.O. Box 5,
at
M29C
M28C
SALE;
5:00p.m.
Friday,
GARAGE
Office, Paris,Tenn.
tail and mane. Gentle, excellent
estate of Joe Harrell, deceased. Mayfield, Kentucky.
M29C
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerSaturday and Monday. Girl's,
for pleasure or trail riding. Also,
Slaughter House, vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C14. FOUR ROOM furnished farm All persons having claims
641
THE
women's
games
Men's,
clothes,
almost new saddle and bridle,
to
and toys at 1608 Catalina Drive. Murray,Ky., will close June 1 for Sanders, phone 382-2488, Far- house with bath, 6 miles from against or indebted said estate
black with white trim. Phone 753them to the WANTED EXPERIENCED
Fresh Ky. Lake
present
to
notified
are
mington,
Kentucky.
June25NC
Monday,
$50.00
deposit,
$50.00
Open
Murray.
redecoration.
M31P
Phone 753-5917.
M28P
2715.
June5C
Couples only. Write Administrator in the manner and mechanic. Good salary; holiday
rent
month
28.
June
CATFISH FILETS
YARD SALE, Saturday, May 29, to Box 264 B, Murray Kentucky, within the time prescribed by pay; vacation pay. 45 hours per
NORGE COPPERTONE dryer, 5
ST. BERNARD quality pups. Pet
week. Apply in person, Sholars
a.m.to 4:00 p.m. Household giving two references.
10:00
M29C law.
Large
$100.00.
years old,
RAY HENSLEY is now operating
ALL YOU CAN FAT
prices, $100.004175.00. Champion
ALVIN H. HARRELL
Auto Repair,209 South 7th. TFC
dishes,
tables,
Chairs,
items,
Located
antenna
one
rotor,
television
with
Hazel.
barber
a
in
shop
sired parents. Stud Service.
ADMINISTRATOR year old, $50.00. Modern bedroom on corner across from Post Of- rugs, antiquelpictures and APARTMENT:'Melody Ayre Kennels, Buchanan,
. M12,21& 28
•
Lee
stove.
k
c
gas
frames,
wall
Air-conditioning,
bath.
and
dresser,
and
Friday,
table
night
with
set
and
fice. Open Thursday
NEED BABY-SITTER in my,
M31C
Tennessee,901-247-3345.
West,
94
Highway
Home,
Redden
at
Available
carpeting.
wall
to
one year old,$100.00. 1964 Falcon, hours 8:00 a.rn. till 7:00p.m. M.!
Kentucky Lake Lodge
home for two children. Will pay .
M29C
Grove.
Lynn
near
water
Heat
end of this semester.
runs good, $350.00. Phone 489WANTED TO RENE'
reasonable wages. Phone 489-2439 ;
desks,
OFFICE
FIVE
Restaurant
and lights furnished. Phone 753M2Re
=8.
after 6:00 p.m.
M31C
refrigerator, bar, all kinds of
MSC
1775.
on Hwy. 68, Aurora, Ky.
WANT TO RENT; two bedroom
lamps. If interested please call
WANTED TO BUY
or
M29C
753.4716.
PRIVATE ROOM, and share house for at least one year
I
with EXCELLENT EARNING op- F
Couple
Murray.
near
Phone
more,
pen.
play
BUY
TO
WANT
6
with
staying
for
fret
rent
house
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
portunity for ambitious women, t
J3C
753-6213.
Phone
child.
MSC
small
p.m.
5:00
after
753-5964
year old boy, five nights week
WILL BE
CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner barn construction, utility poles
openings now available. For •
while mother works. Phone 753you ever used, 30 easy too. Get and boat docks. Murray Lumber
interview appointment call 753- •
good
BUY
TO
inch
20
WANT
used
753-6666
or
2:00,
till
9:00
from
8192
electric
Rent
CARD OF THANKS
Blue Lustre.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
1711.
J1C
753-5106
Phone
range.
electric
8:00.
M31C
M29C Kentucky.
from 2:000
shampooer $1. Big K.
1TC
ITC
after 5:00 p.m.
I want to express my gratitude
LARGE CORPORATION EXduplex. to my my,y,friends
BEDROOM
TWO
Supplical
From Friday Evening, May 28, Until
BY OWNER; 12x44 mobile home, LEG CRAMPS? Try
large
in
straw
old
BUY
TO
ANT
d PANDING !! Needs two positive
7
''''o
ters
ti'nis aent cards, leT
me
'
with
air-conditioned
Paneled,
&
Dale
at
$1.98
only
calcium,
with
two bedrooms, 1969 Econ-O-Line.
married men or women.
ITP or small amounts. Lynn
washer and drYe
"Ph°° 753" flowers while I was in the hospital thinking
All electric, like new. Walnut Stubblefield Drugs.
Tuesday Morning, June 1st
J3C
Robinson,489-2189.
We prepare you to earn $125.00 or
M31C in Memphis, Tenn.
5792.
Also to the
paneling with avocado decor.
better if qualified. Write
mattress for
ones that have been so nice to me
Perfect for college couple or BOX SPRINGS and
WANT TO BUY house and lot
1 50 TWO BEDROOM trailer. since I came home. may God Manager,P.O. Box 942, Paducah,.
753Phone
new.
Like
bed.
twin
within three miles of Murray.
couple with one child. Phone 753Kentucky Equal Opportunity
Carpet and air-conditioned. Bless you.
M31C
M29P
JINC 4639.
Phone 753.4911.
8844 after 6:00 p.m.
Employer.
M29C
Phone 489-2513.
J3C
Mrs. Parvin Adams
1TP
and
togs
BUY;
TO
WANT
' CATAMARAN boat
2
1
BIG HORN saddle, two horse ONE 17/
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
trailer. Girl's size 12-14 riding with twin 55 H.P. motor and standing timber. Also have for
This is a reminder that City of Murray Business
for boys. Two and three rooms
sawdust.
and
lumber
sale
and
days
753-2532
MAC
Phone
753-4647.
trailer.
Phone
apparel.
with bath now available for both
M29C Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
Privilege and Vehicle licenses are due. A 10%
753-3953 nights.
summer and fall. (Near the
'753-4147.
TFC
Phone
Co.
"Me I
campus). Phone 753-5921. M31P
penalty will be added June 2, 1971. All City
1967 MODEL, 300 cc Honda, one TWO WATER front lots in
WANT TO BUY trailer to haul
from
753-4032
owner, nice. Call
Panorama Shores. Phone 753- tractor mower. Also large
Licenses are available at the City Clerk's office
TRAILERS: ONE-1 bedroom,
M28C
8:30 to 4:30.
2532 days and 753-3953 nightpressure cooker for canning.
$40.00 per month. One-2 bedroom,
M29C Phone 753-7531.
M29C
s.
$50.00 per month. Roth airin the City Hall Building.
DINETTE SET with extension
conditioned. Phone 489-2595.M31C
-CARD OF THANKS
and four-chairs: Good condition.,1
-a lifetime paint
N2
1,11111d
)
(
930.00. See at Crass Furniture
of gallons, top quality,
SLEEPING ROOM. Prefer
TFNC standar4,brands, as low as $2.47 We wish to express our deep
Co.
908
gentleman.
elderly
appreciation and thanks for the
per gallon. Country Boy Stores. many
expressions of sympathy
Sycamore.Phone 753-6573. M28C
miles
9
Folks.
Surplus
Army
CARPET SALE: truck loads; big The
and kindness extended to us
I wish to thank those voters for supporting me in
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
stock. Some heavy shag, some from
following the death of our
FOUR
UNFURNISHED
SunOpen
885-5914.
Phone
164.
ones who
primary
pattern type. Some indoorelection,
also
the
the
mother, Mrs. Neva Nix. A special
Tuesday
See at
carpeted.
house;
bedroom
to
pays
It
p.m.
4:00
until
outdoor, some commercial type days
thanks to Dr. Donald Hughes, Dr.
304 South 15th. Phone 753Councilman.
M3IC
City
in
for
me
aided
look.
a
take
Prices
Hi-density rubber back.
J. L. Hopson, Bro. Robert Usrey,
M31C
2983.
And to those who were elected,
start at $2.50 square yard and up
Bro. Henry Hargis, the Blalock1968
MOBILE
HOME,
excellent
to $3.95 square yard. None
my Congratulations.
condition, 12x60, completely Coleman Funeral Home, and the
HOUSE FOR rent, during
higher. While it lasts. First come
donors of food and flowers. May
•
Again. Thank You
furnished,
three
Will
bedroeas.
summer.Call 762-2401 before 5:00
first served. Paschall Discount
richest
-upon
rest
God's
blessings
sell cheap. If interested phone
5:00
after
753-6436
pm.or
House. Hazel. Kentucky. 492each of you.
M28P
M29NC
p.m.
M28P 753-2715.
,r a3
The Family
1T('

n',
'
'T

41
41

There Are No Plants In Town That
Can Compare With Our Quality

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

41

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES*

Home

186.

MURRAY
AREHOUSIN
CORP, Inc.

our•• a

Hughes Paint
Store

arm•rs

Notice To
Creditors-

12.35

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
CLOSED

NOTICE -

RU THE

THANK YOU
my campaign

WANT
DS

Loyd B. Arnold

•
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Monday, May 31-12 Noon

The Prity
Source of
In Murray
Calloway C

United Pres.

Seen&I-11
Arounc
Murra)

SALE!
STORE CLOSED TILL 12
NOON MONDAY

FREE
$100.00
CASH
WILL
BE
GIVEN
AWAY

LIMIT 1

38 qt

SAVE '10.00

Coleman COOLER

COLEMAN STOVE

Free Pocket
Picture Albu,
with Colorpai

Film.

57

Limit 2
handsome pocket album
in a variety of colors for your
favorite Polaroid Land pictures
It will hold up to 8 prints
between clear plastic sheets
that protect against dust and

5

Opal brine out a
strawberries for eve
see. They came from
°ideal farm. Huge

SALE! 3:30 p.m.-12:00

PRAIRE DRESSES
REDUCED
Our Reg. 82.54-s3.66
$200
Our Reg. s3.66-$"4.33

FREE!
$10.00
IN
MDSE..
EVERY
99
1 3 IkOORI

While They Last!
Rack In Center Aisle
With

• Scooter Skirts • Skirt Sets
• Dresses
• Pant Suits
• Blouses
Values to $9.88

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS
EVERY 1/2 HOUR
SALE!
SALE!
p.m.-12p.m.
5:30
-12 p.m.
6:30

per pack

EASTERN ELECTRIC
20" ALL PURPOSE

Kleenex Jumbo

Paper Towels
Limit

Portable Fan

4

Fully guaranteed for one year
LIMIT 1
Our Reg. $988

Reg. 44'

SALE ALL DAY
Aluminum Drop Leaf

Now 4/$100
$

FOLD 'N' TABLE
Big 24" widex60"-long size folds flat
Our Reg.
NOW $599
7.88

scratches You'll get one at no
additional cost when you buy
2 packs of Polaroid Colorpack
Land film during our special
sale.
Offer ends NAY 31, 1971

77'

10-Pound, 11-Ounce
Family Size

MOTOR Oil

LIMIT 6

ALL
DAY
Mens,
Womens,

Childrens

Sale ALL DAY
1 lb. of

THONGS

Luzianne Coffee &
Chicory

LIMIT ONE

10:30-12
GARCIA MITCHELL 300,
Worlds Smoothest Most Versatile

SALE!
12 -12
30 qt Foam
LIMIT 1
Our
Reg.97'
COOLER,.

LIMIT 1
Our Reg. '17.97

LIMIT 1

Our Reg. '1.47

Sale ALL DAY While quantities last
Table Of Long Sleeve

Blouses
Values TO

$2.66

Lawn
Chair

NAME
STREET

DRAWING FOR 100.00 CASH PRIZE

Our Reg. $2.97

TO BE AWARDED 11.30 PM
MAY 31st

OUR PRICES ARE
MOON GOLD VALUES

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Phone 753-8777

Ger big Rabbit COM
bites a dust bath in t
window where we
coffee up each =nit

last aidat he was
driveway and comes
by to come to an ahr
ibe edge of the woods
takes a good look at m
4peiger In eight he s
ding on the grass will
hist got to mow this

lief blowing in the
traded a big Gra
thought it was a king a
picked ft up with a te
then dropped it and ,

You've -already—for
names of the two ma
turned down for th
Court.OK,we'll tell yc
F. Hayneworth and
Hafrold Carswell.

clitygoing to take
r
ie
along with
folks. These holidays
far between.

Fire, Police Chi
live Period Rep

Chief of Policed
Brown and Fire Ch
Cooper reported to the
activity in their di
over periods preci
Thursday meeting.
Chief Cooper report
period April 27 to
follows: house fires 7,
grass fires 5 and false
for a total of 17
tinguished.
Chief Brown reporte
Issued in the perioi
through May xi as foil
drunkenness 7, DI
operator's license 10,
conduct 2,drinking in
state inspection a
disregardhig stop sig
possession of alcohol
14, reckless dridng
police officer 1 for a
Chid Brown also
wrecks ha the city, tb
30 improper parking
16 breaking and eaterl
Of the 55 citations
were charged and
dtations were filed a
city court.

CALL MEET
There will be a call
Murray Lodge 105 F.
Monday evening Ma
Third degree will be
All Master Masons a
be present"at this ma

TOWN

LIMIT 2

With metal handle
With molded handle
FUN FOR ALL

.

8:30 p.m.-12

Spinning Reel

57'

2/ 1 °°

89
'

SALE!

Murray, Ky.

LIMIT 2

Our Reg.

SALE!

Barbeque Grill

Adjustable grid allows proper cooking
temperature control LIMIT 1
Reg. '6.33
$497

Regular/ Percolator Grind

With molded handle
30 qt Foam

24"

LIMIT 2
Our Reg.
77'

Coleman

97

SALE! 7:30 -12

Toilet Tissue

SALE!

QUAKER STATE
SUPER BLEND

6:30 p.m.-12
10 Roll

SALE!

10:00 p.m.-12:00

LIMIT 1
Our Reg. '1.22

COOLER

stades

SALE! 12:30 -12
AU.

Someone calls the othe
out and look at the am
near it anyway. Ha
around it like a
841111$0110 says it was
ice particles in the a
refracting the stm's
don't 11210W. We do ICIX
at meeze. Not the ha
OM early for bras
Morning we saw Ed
and Beale Outland
Hannan and a bunch
place.

Our Reg.
97'
NOW

Outer shell won't crack
• Foam insulation • Aluminum
SALE ALL DAY
& stainless stell handles
2 burner - lightweight, folding wndshields - locks
Our Rog.
firmly stainless steel burners won't rust or burn out.
$8.99
Model 425E499
66p.m. to 12 p.m.
Our Reg.
_.... _ Polaroid Land
15.95
Film Special.
NOW$

Get a

Our Reg. 44.88

JUG

all day
while quatities last

4

Garden Hose

has a 20" cut, 4 cycle engine

SALE ALL DAY
12-12
stb•-v- COLEMAN 2-GALLON
No. 550213703
Fast flow faucet gives quick convenience, won't
sweat drip bind or corrode - rugged steel upper
case - rust proof - snow lite bottom bottom
insujated withh polyurethan
t

1:30 p.m.-12
50 Feet, 100% Vinyl

Power Mower

* 4-*
A famous manufacturers best selling styles of
ladies 2 and 3-piece swim suits in regular
and Bikini styles at a sensational price. A
wide assortment of Nylons, Dacron/Cotton,
Terry Cloth in assorted solids and patterns.
Sizes 30-38.

SALE!

12-12
3 H.P. Briggs & Stratton

12:30-6 Sunday

BANKAMERICARO
livirieinf AAP

The Weat

Decreasing doudini
section of Kentucky
fair weather will preyi
remainder of the stat
Mostly fair ton
Saturday. No import
in temperatures. Higl
the 601 to low 71:n.
mid 40s to mid 50s. Mil
in the upper 60s to ui

EXTENDED 017
Kentucky: Extendi
outlook Monday thr
nesciay is for partly c
With a chance of six
day. Lows will be MI
low 60s. highs mostly

